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ABSTRACT
A Case Study of Learning Transfer in
Cross-Cultural Teacher Training
August

1977

Dale E. Kinsley, B.A., Princeton University
Ed D
University of Massachusetts
.

.

,

Directed by: Professor David

R.

Evans

This case study of the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps program in-

volving the University of California at Santa Cruz, the Salinas High
School District, the Peace Corps/Malaysia, and the Malaysian Ministry

of Education is designed to compare and contrast issues in domestic
and foreign cross-cultural teaching, to identify components of learning transference and interference between the two contexts, and to assess implications of the learning relationships on programming and public policy for cross-cultural teacher training.

The study was con-

ducted between 1971 and 1974 by a participant-observer of the project.
The project included one year of Teacher Corps training in Salinas,

California, and two years of Peace Corps teaching in Malaysia.
At the outset a general conceptual and theoretical outline of

important factors in cross-cultural teacher training and differences of

philosophy and approach within each component area are presented.

In

addition, theoretical background for learning transfer and "third-cul-

ture" training are offered.

The issues and themes of cross-cultural

teacher training presented in the conceptual outline are, then, utiliii

ized in describing and analyzing cross-cultural teaching in
both a

domestic, minority school -community context to a foreign school
-community context.

Component areas of the analysis include teaching skills,

pedagogical methods and knowledge, cross-cultural communication and
adjustment, and social and institutional expectations and change.
The study includes some historical background on the objectives
and development of two major cross-cultural teaching programs, the

Teacher Corps and the Peace Corps.

The contradictions in policy and

goals between these two programs are explored and the purposes of the

joint TC/PC program examined.

In addition,

aspects of the cross-cul-

tural teacher training process are analyzed--particularly the use of

experiential learning, learning for problem-solving, leaming-how-to-

leam--and evaluated in light of their apparent impact in enhancing
or interfering with learning transfer from one cross-cultural teaching

context to another.
In the study the degree of learning and learning transfer has

been viewed as a complex, dynamic relationship between the learner and

various factors of his/her social context.

In order to capture and

examine the complexity of these relationships, the case study is drawn
from multiple sources of data and evidence, including direct partici-

pant-observation, project documents and correspondence, evaluation questionnaires, taped interviews with participants, and related research
material
The general findings of the study fall into two areas.

First,

the factors which influenced learning transfer, both positive and negaIV

tive

>

seemed to be the following.

Conflicts and contradictions between

Teacher Corps and Peace Corps goals, and purposes for
cross-cultural
teaching interfered with transfer.

The Teacher Corps experience in-

volved substantial involvement of teachers in institutional
innovation
and reform while Peace Corps required acceptance and adjustment
to the

host country society.

Further, lack of effective program planning, co-

ordination, and continuity impeded transfer.

Moreover, lack of a con-

sistent theory for the causes of socio-cultural problems and an over-

abundance of "doing" without generalizing insights and realizing consequences for future learning in the Teacher Corps weakened transition
from Salinas to Malaysia.

Because the two teaching settings required

some similar behaviors, skills, and performances both in and outside
the classroom, adjustment was facilitated from one setting to the other

Finally, the Master's degree process in which volunteers participated

while in Malaysia seemed to have the most positive impact on transfer.
This appeared to be the case because the M.A. degree process provided

the instrument to participants being engaged analyzers in their cul-

tural context, for ascribing meaningfulness to past experience, and for

influencing their environment in

a

systemic fashion.

Second, general areas of emphasis and concern for effective

cross-cultural teacher training are identified as a result of the case
study on transfer.

Particularly stressed is the importance of having

cross-cultural theory and purpose govern the practical, experiential
aspects of training.

Furthermore, prospective cross-cultural teachers

must be provided knowledge, insights, and analysis of pressing crossv

cultural problems in all arenas of the society's life and connect
this

analysis to implications for public policy governing schools, for
pedagogical dec isions and behaviors of teachers, and for learning
theories
and expectations applied to students.

Finally, the study seems to in-

dicate the importance of teachers being able to take effective and ac-

ceptable political action to inf lucnce social and educational priorities
that affect the cross-cultural setting and should bo challenged to ar-

ticulate and defend alternative priorities and strategies for social
and educational problem-solving, connecting proposals to their logical

consequences if implemented.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

I

.

Background

For more than a decade the interaction between
cultural and

racial groups has been steadily on the increase.

In the 1950s,

the

fresh threat of a nuclear holocaust and the new-found
American respon-

sibilities in the world thrust people-to-people understanding
into the

American consciousness and became a prominent concern of educators,
researchers, and policy-makers.

With the birth of the Peace Corps in the

early 'sixties, practical awareness that good intentions were insufficient for providing effective interaction skills across national and

cultural boundaries soon emerged.

The knowledge which had been amassed

about the history, religion, politics, economics and education of coun-

tries around the world seemed inadequate as emotional armor once Peace
Corps volunteers had to cope with the day-to-day frustrations of a foreign culture and job.

As new volunteers and other American technical

assistance personnel have been trained over the past fifteen years, sundry approaches and methods have been utilized in the quest for most effective cross-cultural communication.

As a result of these efforts, a

great deal of formal and informal data has been accumulated through the

experiences of those who have been involved in the education and training of thousands of Americans entering cross-cultural situations at home
and abroad.
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Running a parallel course with the concern for
training Americans going overseas for cross-cultural understanding
and service to

countries in the developing world was the advent and
proliferation of

programs associated with the "War on Poverty" and the
"Great Society."
Issues related to racism, cultural identity, and community
organization,

emerged as constant themes permeating the struggle against
poverty,

powerlessness, hopelessness, and oppression of American minority
groups.
Again, the educators, researchers, and policy-makers began to
focus

their attention on the social, psychological, political, economic, cultural, and historical antecedents and solutions to this country's social

malaise.

In both the U.S.

and abroad the process of cultural change was

apparent, and human and financial resources were committed to the move-

ment toward international and national economic and cultural equality.
A major emphasis in the U.S. assistance for the "Development

Decade" overseas and in the "War on Poverty" at home was the role of
education.

Probably more than any other institutional sector of the

society, education was felt to hold the hope for developing new skills

and attitudes for a changing, technological world.

For the developing

world, education was the arena where traditional superstitions, beliefs,
and loyalties would be replaced by national consciousness.

Problems

of illiteracy and undeveloped human resources would be obliterated by
conscious planning and use of the schools to produce the competencies

needed for economic growth and political awareness.

In the U.S.

as in

the rest of the world, the schools, as the societal credentialing agent,

provided the ladder for social and economic power.
!

School desegregation

and equal opportunity were at the forefront of the minority search for
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equal rights in our society.

Concepts of the culturally-disadvantaged

and compensatory needs of children soon followed,
and resources began
to pour into needy schools.

Minority groups in the U.S. were confident

that equal educational opportunity would result in equal
economic,
social, and political rights and responsibilities.

The events and realities of the 1960s and 1970s led to a less

sanguine view of education as the cornerstone of the attack on worldwide and domestic poverty, racial equality, and human misery.

Indeed,

the investments in and expansion of educational opportunities and human

resources ran a parallel course with growing evidence that the distance

between rich and poor, both within nations and between the U.S. and
countries of the Third World, was growing, not diminishing.

U.S. war

policies and needs in Viet Nam increasingly siphoned off human and financial resources, as well as commitment and hope, from the assault on

poverty.

Increasing numbers of Third World countries found the Western,

industrial-development model of growth inadequate, inappropriate, or ex-

ploitative of their perceived needs and interests.

Rather than seeing

their government as a world-wide champion of human development, equality, and rights, greater and greater numbers of Americans, especially

the young and minorities, came to view their government as the defender
of imperialism, established wealth, and inhumane policies,

The response to these changing realities among American educators, policy-makers, and community groups was multi-faceted with regard
to the changes necessary in the schooling process which would respond
to cross-cultural problems.

Some pursued a course of streamlining and

making more efficient the implementation of compensatory programs by
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clearer definitions of procedures, behaviors, skills,
and techniques ex-

pected from the educational program.

Others, convinced of the inade-

quacies and intransigence of social institutions including
schools,
sought to free individual feelings, fantasies, and
experience, and the

willingness to share one's "inner life" with others.

In a cultural con-

text such a view usually included notions of cultural identity,
pride,

and behavior.

Yet others responded to changing realities by placing

primary emphasis in solving cross-cultural problems through education
on systemic change, using available political and legal mechanisms to

obtain more decision-making power for under-represented groups of people
and by agitating against educational policies and success criteria which

showed cultural bias.

Affirmative action, community advisory commit-

tees, education opportunities programs, opposition to ability "tracking" and to intelligence testing were all characteristic components of

this response.

Finally, overseas where Americans were less and less

welcome in more and more places the U.S. technical assistance response
was to tighten up operations and to support internal political stabil-

ity by avoiding political intrusion at all costs.

Regardless of the loss of innocence about the immediate curative powers of education, the realization that schools and teachers had
an important role to play in propelling cultural change in an effort to

address problems of poverty and human misery was well established during this period of time.

For teachers and teacher educators the inade-

quacy and inappropriateness of merely communicating knowledge in conventional subject matter categories, using traditional methods and
materials, was soon apparent.

As the vision of the structuring of a
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fair and just society was under attack, so too were
traditional educa-

tional precepts, values, and goals in question.

Teachers had to under-

stand these culture-laden issues in order to function
effectively.
Both at home and abroad, experience was demonstrating that

cross-cultural communication, interaction, and understanding were vital
for success both in and outside the classroom.

Most personal failures

of Americans overseas resulted from their inability to cope with the

stress and alienation which the foreign culture and job presented.
a like

In

manner, as ethnic consciousness has grown in the U.S., the values,

attitudes, behaviors, and goals of American teachers have been challenged.

Although personal failure to cope with these issues is not as

obvious in the U.S., the same kind of polarization and retreat to familiar cultural contexts has taken place.

Many teachers have escaped by

moving to a predominately white, middle-class community, to a drop-out
group, or to a different profession.

The recognition of cross-cultural

problems in the U.S. and between the U.S. and other countries, as well
as the expectation that schools and teachers should have some impact on

this problem, has caused teacher educators to struggle with various

teacher preparation strategies for arming teachers to address cross-cultural problems constructively.

Because understanding of cross-cultural problems faced at home
and abroad differs, the design and implementation of teacher preparation
for cross-cultural settings has also varied greatly--different objectives, content, and methods have been employed throughout the world to

respond to the myriad conditions of specific cross-cultural situations.

Nonetheless, three relatively common strands in the development of cross-
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cultural, teacher preparation programs must be
understood as background
to this study.

First, because the attack on social problems involving
cross-

cultural interactions at home and abroad was launched through
the legislation of government policy and programs, much of the experience
in

teacher preparation has emanated from federally-funded teacher
preparation programs.

In the U.S.,

the Teacher Corps has been one of the major

educational program efforts of the federal government to influence uni-

versity teacher preparation programs and to address cross-cultural problems in the schools and communities.

In a like manner,

the Peace Corps

has been responsible for preparing American teachers to serve overseas
in cross-cultural settings for more than fifteen years.

Over the years

these two programs have accounted for the preparation of thousands of

American teachers, have involved large numbers of educators and educational institutions, and have been in the forefront in developing inno-

vative approaches to cross-cultural teacher preparation for Americans at
home and abroad.

The ripple effects of these programs on individuals,

university programs, and schools around the world cannot be precisely
measured.

However, their substantial impact on approaches to prepara-

tion for and teaching in cross-cultural settings cannot be disputed.
Second, common to the development of virtually all approaches
to cross-cultural teacher preparation has been the centrality of experi-

ential learning as a component of preparation.

Learning in the ivory

towers of academe has increasingly proved insufficient for meeting
future job challenges in many fields of endeavor.

In the development of

cross-cultural teacher preparation programs, this problem was identified
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and responded to very early.

Direct field experience in cross-cul-

tural school and community settings seemed essential for
effective

preparation.

Indeed, the inductive approach to learning through experi-

ence has been incorporated as a legitimate part of many college
and uni-

versity academic programs around the country.

Experimental programs,

based on attempts to integrate experiential learning sequences into
certified degree programs, have expanded rapidly in the past ten years.
Experiences in preparing people to address social, cross-cultural problems has given increasing credence to the following statement.

One of the most overlooked but powerful facts of our time is
that we have come to a stage in our educational development
where a good deal of what man learns, or can learn, is not a
part of the formal educational system at all.
Third, as a part of experiential learning, cross-cultural teacher

preparation programs have devoted substantial attention to the skills
and processes of learning-how-to-leam; problem-solving; dealing with

emotions, feelings, and perceptions; and developing cultural sensitivity.
The inherent assumption in dealing with these skills is that they are
the key to preparing the future teacher to work effectively in any

cross-cultural setting.

This view was developed and argued primarly by

Peace Corps programmers and teachers.

However, the notion that these

individual abilities, developed through direct experience, would lead
to generalizability and transfer of preparation to new settings per-

meated teacher preparation programs for both domestic and foreign crosscultural settings.

One of the major developers of the Peace Corps'

training approach said that "Although this paper addresses itself pri-

marily to problems between cultures separated by national boundaries,
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it applies equally well to problems
between sub-cultures within coun-

tries

.

Based on the growing faith in the generalizability
and trans-

ferability of experiential, cross-cultural, teacher
preparation, efforts
to prepare teachers in "third-culture" settings
increased.

this was particularly true of the Peace Corps.
in the ghettoes of Washington, D.C.

As stated,

Volunteers were trained

for service in Africa, in Chicano

communities of the Southwest and in Puerto Rico for programs
in Latin
America, in Hawaii for service in Asia, and in the Virgin
Islands for

programs in Africa.

Attempts were made to match some of the cultural

characteristics of the domestic and foreign settings.

Nonetheless, the

process of experiential, cross-cultural, teacher preparation in a domestic setting evidently transferred to a foreign context.

Although an

evaluation of cultural adaptation behaviors and their relationship to
training procedures has been done,

transfer assumption was done.
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little or no evaluation of the

Yet, further programs, including the

Teacher Corps/Peace Corps project described and examined in this study,
have been started with the expectation that learning transfer in both

teaching and non-teaching abilities would occur.

II.

What Is Cross-Cultural Teaching?

Throughout the literature and in common usage there are numerous
terms applied to designate the type and nature of intergroup activity

being discussed.

Most of these terms are based on the primary charac-

teristics which distinguish the two groups of people, e.g., interracial,

interdenominational, intercultural

,

intergenerational

,

etc.

In recent
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years "cross-cultural" has been applied increasingly
to describe a wide

range of intergroup problems and interactions.

No doubt this stems

from the fact that references to culture encompass
a great variety of

specific differences.

Thus, the term "cross-cultural" is both more ap-

plicable in general and more vague about distinguishing
characteristics
between groups.

In order to understand what is involved in cross-cul-

tural situations, an operative definition of culture is necessary.

Truly, there are hundreds of such definitions in the literature

which dates back to the 19th century when Sir Edward Taylor defined culture as "that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art,
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by
.

man as a member of society."
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A more recent discussion has defined cul-

ture as
The sum total of learned behaviors of a group of people living
in a geographic area.
These behaviors are generally considered
to be the tradition of that people and are transmitted from
generation to generation.
Another characteristic of the behaviors is that they change gradually but continuously. 6

A couple of essential concepts from these statements should be

highlighted.

First, culture is not a series of isolated customs,

idioms, practices, or beliefs; it is an interrelated web or a network

of these isolated behaviors; it has internal logic which binds the parts
together.

Second, culture is learned in an experiential context from

the time a child is

over time.

bom.

Finally cultural behaviors and beliefs change

Thus, two people or groups of people interacting cross-cul-

tural ly may perceive different meaning in the same experience based on
the difference in experiential background and on the learned logic which

explains relationships of daily experience.

In addition,

the cross-cul-
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tural interaction itself has an impact on changing
perceptions as part

of accumulated experience.

Finally, social institutions and public

policies also reflect cultural values and expectation.
Therefore, the teacher educator preparing someone to work in a

cross-cultural setting must provide an understanding of the cultural

context--institutional

social, interpersonal--and expectations to be

,

experienced and the likely impact of this setting on the teacher's
learned perceptions, priorities, and behaviors.

In addition,

account

must be taken of how cultural behaviors were learned; in what direction
cultural values are changing; the factors affecting that change; and
the role the teacher is expected to play in shaping cultural and social

change.

In other words,

cross-cultural teaching refers to all aspects

of the interaction which takes place between a teacher from one cultural experience and students, parents, community groups and, perhaps,

institutional settings which represent a different cultural experience.

Andrea Rich and Dennis Ogawa have argued that "interracial" and
"intercultural" settings and interaction are inherently different.

They

have described an intercultural situation as one in which "individuals
are strange to each other; they have had a relatively separate historical development.

equals."

As such, they tend to communicate more or less as

They further define interracial as a setting "between white

and non-white in the United States which is characterized by strain and

tension resulting from the dominant-submissive societal and interpersonal relationship historically imposed upon the non-white by the struc-

ture of white America."

g

Given the historical experience of a colonial period in many
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Third World countries which has left a strong
residue of hostile,

strained perceptions of Europeans, Americans, or white
people by local
people; and given the nearly total assimilation of many
racially-different people into dominant American cultural values and
expectations,
this distinction is not as clear or as simple as it may
appear.

Such

a differentiation also places emphasis on the nature of
interpersonal

relationships, but loses contact with social, political, and work ex-

periences which are crucial for understanding and addressing cross-cultural problems.

In order to

provide the scope and breadth necessary for

analyzing intergroup teaching and educational problems across a variety
of local settings, cross-cultural teaching will be the term used in this
study.

III.

Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of this study is to explore the dimensions
and applicability of the learning transfer assumption across cultural
and national boundaries for cross-cultural teachers.

This assumption is

clearly contained in the following statement.
An assumption underlying these training designs is that the human
and social problems and difficulties involved in understanding
and changing a social system differ from one culture to another
At the level
in their content: issues, symbols, and appearances.
of feelings, motives, perceptions, and attitudes, however, the
process problems are quite similar. Thus, while it is desirable
to conduct field training in a culture which is similar to that
to which the trainee is going, it is by no means worthless to
conduct it in a very different culture. The important thing about
field training is that it should expose the trainee to an alien
That is, he should not be able to use his own values,
culture.
attitudes, and assumptions about the way the world is organized
to find his way into and become effective in the field training
culture.
This opens up the possibilities for field training very widely
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indeed.
If adequate help for conceptualizing and
generalizing
is available, almost any alien situation
becomes an appropriate
field training assignment for experiencing the
difficulties of
working cross-cultural ly
For the urban dweller, a rural situation may be alien; for people with middle-class backgrounds,
the
disadvantaged and the poor may provide real confrontation
.

A

The world continues to shrink and population mobility
to in-

crease.

Experiential and field-based education programs are on the rise

in the face of public and student criticism or educational
isolation

from pressing social issues and jobs.

One of the arguments for the

traditional, liberal education of the mind is that the thought processes and the information obtained will prepare the student to assume an

educated posture no matter what work he does in life.

By employing

more experiential, field-based learning for preparing teachers are they
losing the ability to generalize and transfer their learning?

Indeed,

what seem to be the important variables in the ability to transfer

teaching cross-cultural ly?

Is the

"third-culture" training design,

used in the Peace Corps and increasingly by university preparation programs, truly applicable?

In a broader context this study is an effort

to find clues to the development of the skills, attitudes, thought pro-

cesses, and experiences necessary to produce teachers with a multi-cultural, world perspective and abilities rather than a single, bi-cultural

view of educational and social problems.

Such a broad perspective ap-

pears important to respond to the diverse peoples and problems of our

present and future society.
In order to answer these questions and to explore the factors

involved in producing a teacher with multi-cultural abilities, theories
of learning transfer and an ideal "third-culture" training model will
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be presented.

Then, after presenting the general, conceptual and
prac-

tical categories of cross-cultural teacher preparation as
an analytical
tool, a project involving domestic cross-cultural teaching
preparation
in the Teacher Corps and foreign cross-cultural teaching in
the Peace

Corps will be examined.

Although the cultural contexts were quite dif-

ferent, the participants were the same.

An effort will be made to iden-

tify the content and process of the domestic preparation experience

which either transferred to and facilitated effectiveness in the foreign teaching setting or interfered with and hindered adjustment to the

new setting.

In addition,

the causes and implications of transfer for

teacher education will be discussed.

Finally, although the specific

project under examination was not a true "third culture" model, some

program recommendations pertinent to the "third culture" preparation
model will be forwarded.
The second purpose of this study is to provide those who are en-

gaged with cross-cultural teacher preparation an in-depth analysis of
some important philosophies, issues, and methodologies for designing,

implementing, and evaluating cross-cultural teacher preparation.
For those educators who claim some knowledge of and familiarity

with cross-cultural teacher preparation for either domestic or foreign
settings, one often finds that the particular circumstances of their

experience or their disciplinary biases tend to delimit their definition and consciousness of broad issues and concerns in cross-cultural

teacher preparation.

Thus, such preparation for some means a series

of experiences and exercises, such as case studies, role plays, critical incidents, etc.

For others, cross-cultural teacher preparation
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implies concepts of cultural pluralism, cultural
identity, ethnic
studies, community organization and political
action.

Some view the

process in terms of comparative philosophies,
religions, political
systems, and customs.

Still other teacher educators consider cross-

cultural preparation in interpersonal communications to
be separate from
the professional skills and knowledge required for the
classroom in

teacher preparation.

For these people this study will identify impor-

tant philosophical and practical components of cross-cultural
teacher

preparation and, using these components, will analyze implementation
and generalizabi lity problems in a specific program context.
For those educators who are part of traditional teacher educa-

tion institutions where prospective teachers are offered isolated, in-

tellectual courses in educational foundations and methods, this study
should provide some insights into advantages to be gained, pitfalls to
be avoided, and important areas of emphasis in designing and imple-

menting a field-based, experiential program.

Certainly the future can

ill-afford teachers who are either unwilling or unable to be cultural
leaders in the classroom and out, and who feel no responsibility for

dealing with problems of cross-cultural communication, understanding,
and change.

These educators must recognize the importance of direct,

cross-cultural community experience as part of the preparation sequence
and the validity of the statement that "Any professional program which

depends on a sequence leading from abstract, theoretical, academic
study of education to a final massive dose of experience is unsound and
likely to be ineffective."^

Furthermore, this study represents an attempt to relate the
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technical, professional aspects of teacher
preparation with the crosscultural, social, and institutional concerns.

Too often the curriculum

or teaching methods specialists are institutionally
isolated from those

concerned with educational philosophies, goals, and
cross-cultural problems.

This study demonstrates how theory and practice
interrelated and

affected one another in a single program sequence.

This experience and

analysis may serve as a guide for those who wish to consolidate
rather
than further fragment components of cross-cultural teacher preparation

programs
The third purpose of this study is to provide a brief background

and history to two of the major cross-cultural teacher preparation pro-

gram efforts during the past fifteen years- -the Teacher Corps and the
Peace Corps.

Furthermore, the study provides insight into the develop-

ment of the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps program and is an example of an

approach for describing, analyzing, and conceptualizing the implementation of an experimental, cross-cultural teaching effort.

Experimental ventures of this sort have started and died with
little attempt made to relate such experimental programs to accepted

concepts of educational theory and practice.

The benefits of the learn-

ing which occurred, whether positive or negative, are too often lost to
the general education community.

Many experimental programs have emerged in the past decade. Each
has evolved with specific goals and purposes--sometimes ill-defined--and each seeks to attack varied problems. New techniques
of instruction, curriculum and governance have evolved. New ways
of managing human, plant, and financial resources have been purHowever, there has not yet been any rigorous effort to
sued.
test, evaluate, validate, and communicate the components of these
If the work
many programs, and their successes (and failures).
whole of
the
benefit
to
is
adequately
programs
of experimental

education, then their experience--good and bad--must
be communicated to the larger educational community.^
This study will analyze such an experimental education
program and re
late the successes and failures to general education and
cultural con

cepts.

IV.

Setting and Organization of the Study

The main focus of this study is the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps
(TC/PC) project, organized and implemented by the University of Califor-

nia at Santa Cruz in conjunction with the Salinas Union High School District, the Peace Corps program in Malaysia, and the Ministry of Educa-

tion in Malaysia.

The project was designed to prepare forty-four math,

science, and English secondary teachers in a domestic cross-cultural

setting (Salinas is approximately 30% Mexican-American) during the first
year.

For the second and third years of the program the participants

were sent to Malaysia to teach the same subjects in secondary schools
there.

While in Malaysia participants worked on projects in conjunction

with their jobs.

When completed, these projects plus the year of course-

work done while in Salinas resulted in the UCSC granting an M.A. in
Education.

The project began in June, 1971, and was concluded in Decem-

ber, 1974.

University faculty and participants were the same for both

portions of the project, while the school, community, and government

personnel related to the project changed completely from Salinas to
Malaysia.
As shall be shown, this project was not organized specifically

by the Peace Corps as a "third-culture" training program.

Nonetheless,
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the expectation that a year of cross-cultural teaching
preparation in

Salinas would positively influence the performance of participants
in
the Peace Corps was clearly stated.

Thus, this project case which in-

cluded both domestic and foreign cross-cultural teaching and preparation provides an opportunity

(1)

to delineate and examine the concep-

tual and practical factors of cross-cultural teacher preparation;

(2)

to gain insight into similarities and differences which exist in cross-

cultural teaching in both domestic and foreign settings;

(3)

to analyze

the aspects of the Salinas experience which either enhanced or hindered

transition and adaptation to Malaysia;

(4)

to determine the variables

in the two cross-cultural settings and in the learning process of

participants which seemed most important in furthering or retarding
transfer; and (5) to draw some tentative conclusions about important

considerations in cross-cultural teacher preparation, "third-culture"
training, and learning transfer.

Essentially, this paper is organized as a project case study.
In the first section of Chapter II a general conceptual outline of im-

portant factors in cross-cultural teacher preparation and differences
of philosophy and approach within each component area are presented.
In the second section of Chapter II the theoretical background for

learning transfer and "third-culture" training are outlined.

This chap-

ter is drawn primarily from a search of the literature on teacher

preparation, cross-cultural communication, and learning theory.

The

content of Chapter II will serve as the conceptual and theoretical

framework within which the TC/PC project is to be examined and learning transfer effects analyzed.
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Chapter III is divided into two sections.

The first provides

descriptive background of program goals and development of
Teacher
Corps, Peace Corps, TC/PC and, specifically, the TC/PC
project to be
studied.

This information is important for an understanding of the

programmatic and historical context as well as goal conflicts in project
implementation.

The second section analyzes preparation strategies,

participant experience, and program outcomes using the conceptual components offered in Chapter II.

This analysis is based on a combination

of participant-observation, project documents, personal participant

evaluations, and project evaluation instruments.

Chapter IV describes the Malaysian job and program setting,
traces the transition of the project from Salinas to Malaysia, and details the objectives and implementation of the Master's degree program.

Participant attrition is examined in terms of project goals, operation,
and coordination.

Again, this chapter gives the reader the contextual

background within which to understand the issues of cross-cultural
teaching and of learning transfer.

Research on Malaysian education and

development, project documents, and participant -observation provided
the data base for this chapter.

Chapter V analyzes the Peace Corps/Malaysia training and teaching experience from two different angles.

First, three project his-

tories of project participants who went to Malaysia, but failed to
stay, are developed.

An attempt is made to identify the crucial cross-

cultural issues and program variables which led to their failure in the
project.

Second, as was done with Teacher Corps preparation experience,

the Peace Corps/Malaysia, cross-cultural teaching experience for par-
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ticipants who served for two years is examined within the
conceptual

components of cross-cultural teaching and preparation.

This section is

drawn from participant responses to a questionnaire, correspondence,

personal interviews in M.A. seminars, and Malaysian and Peace Corps

staff observations and reports.

This section consolidates aspects of

the project experience which appeared to be particularly significant in

transference and interference of participant learning from the domestic
to foreign setting.
In

Chapter VI conclusions and recommendations about important

aspects of learning transfer in the project, implications for cross-cultural teacher preparation, and suggestions for programming and further

research are proferred.

Controlled, quantitative conclusions are not

possible, because this is not an experimental research study.

By exam-

ining project experience and participant learning and action over a

three-year period within a theoretical and conceptual framework, conclusions which identify general areas of concern and the interrelationship

of variables affecting cross-cultural teaching and transfer in different cultural settings are possible.
In conclusion, the reader should be aware of the sources of

evidence and data used in this study, and the methodology employed.

In

addition to relevant research material and project documents, the author
has drawn from direct experience with the entire project and from in-

formation gained through structured evaluation questionnaires, personal
taped interviews with participants, and regular correspondence with

members of the program while they worked in Malaysia.

The author was

the Associate Director of the Teacher Corps phase of the project with
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substantial involvement in all phases of program planning,
implementation, and evaluation.

During the Peace Corps phase the author was in

charge of designing the Master's degree, organizing and
conducting in-

country seminars, and assisting in the research and writing of
individual Master's degree projects.

During this period of the project the

author made five trips to Malaysia and spent approximately six months
in Malaysia working with program participants and related Peace
Corps

and Malaysian education personnel.

The appendices include more specific

information about the timing, nature, and methods of data collection
used in developing this case study.
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CHAPTER

II

CROSS-CULTURAL TEACHER PREPARATION, LEARNING
TRANSFER, AND "THIRD-CULTURE" TRAINING

In this chapter we will discuss and illuminate the
content and

process components of cross-cultural teacher preparation which will
provide an analytical framework for our examination of the Teacher Corps/

Peace Corps project conducted by the University of California at Santa
Cruz.

In the first section categories of knowledge, skills, under-

standings, and attitudes which are generally considered critical for

preparation of cross-cultural teachers will be delineated.

In the sec-

ond section a review of literature and research on concepts and learning conditions which most enhance the likelihood of positive transfer

of learning from the training situation to the application setting will
be reviewed.

In the

concluding section of this chapter problems and

assumptions about teacher training content and process which formulated
the rationale for "third culture" training of Peace Corps volunteers

will be discussed.

I.

Components of Cross-Cultural Teacher Preparation

In preparing teachers who will be working in cultural ly-diverse

communities and schools, the following categories define areas of content which are considered important by practitioners and researchers

concerned with such training.

Specific content of each category and

relative emphasis given to knowledge and skills between and within cate-
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gories will vary according to educational philosophy
and learning theory

which govern the thought of program designers.

Thus,

Teacher education can hardly be separated from notions
about how
pupils learn; what teachers are taught to believe and
do and how
they are taught almost inevitably will be shaped by
ideas of the
process of learning. Hence, since students appear to
learn in
various ways, it is not strange that there are different
conceptions of teacher preparation, or that research on teacher
education may be, and often is, controlled by different points
of
view.

1

As this study proceeds, further consideration will be given
to the im-

port of different notions about the learning process.

The present task

is to identify and define those general categories of teacher
prepara-

tion which are included in any adequate cross-cultural teacher preparation program.

These are:

cal skills and concepts;

(1)

(3)

classroom teaching skills;

(2)

pedagogi-

cross-cultural communication, and adjust-

ment; and (4) the institutional and social role of the teacher.

The

first and second categories deal primarily with performance of profes-

sional teaching responsibilities while the third and fourth categories
deal with the development of appropriate attitudes, values and behaviors
in relation to the institutional and community setting.

A.

Classroom Teaching Skills

This category could easily have been included with the next,

more general, category of pedagogical skills.

However, it has been

separated in order to give clear attention to teacher behaviors in the

classroom which are judged to be reflective of good teaching regardless
of cultural diversity of the teacher and students.
The concern with identifiable teaching behaviors which can be
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isolated and practiced in either real or
simulated environments has
grown substantially in the last decade.

Understanding the teaching-

learning process in terms of its behavioral-technical
inputs and outcomes has gained increasing popularity from broad
sections of the population.

For the general public specifying expected learning
in terms

of behaviors seems to make it possible to obtain better
teacher and

educational accountability; for the educational researcher,
tester,
evaluator, and administrator itemizing instructional skills
and behaviors in connection with expected behavioral outcomes for
the learning

makes systematic planning and evaluation of learning sequences appear
easier; for teacher educators identification and practice of discrete

operations and behaviors makes training of new teachers a more concrete
procedure; for educational innovators a behavioral-technical approach
to teaching- learning provides a system for rationalizing changes in

the schooling process, such as individualization, self-paced learning,

programmed instruction, and modular scheduling; and for the student a

behavioral-technical approach to learning is supposed to provide

a

clearer understanding of what is expected and flexibility in ways to
achieve expected behaviors.

In the area of teacher preparation we have

seen the growth and flowering of an approach called competency-based

teacher education (CBTE)

which is formulated on the basis of skills and

behaviors to be trained.
The following statement outlines this approach for teacher

training procedures.
In training, it is the trainee’s performance that will be obTo train someone is to guide him
served, analyzed, and modified.
The trainee is put in a situation
to acquire a certain skill.
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where he can perform the skill, then is stimulated
to perform
it.. His performance is analyzed and
assessed.
He and the
trainer suggest changes in his performance. The
more acceptable
performance is supported through reinforcement by the
trainer,
reduced to its formal structure, the training process
must include the following elements:
-Establishment of the practice situation;
-Specification of the behavior;
-Performance of the specified behavior;
-Feedback of information about the performance;
-Modification of the performance in the light of the
feedback; and
-Performance-feedback-correction-practice schedule continued until desirable skillfulness is achieved.
Such training as part of a behavioral -technical approach to

teacher preparation has had a tremendous impact on preparation program
designs in recent years.

It represents a significant strand of thought

within the general content categories to be identified and within the
design of the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps project to be described and
analyzed.

This behavioral-technical approach to teacher preparation

will receive continued consideration through this paper as we develop
its import,

impact, and implications for this cross-cultural teacher

preparation effort.
Turning, then, to those classroom teaching behaviors or skills

which are important to teacher performance, we find the following.
1967 McDonald and Allen

4

In

conceived a notion that teaching behavior was

a complex of skills that could be identified and practiced systemati-

cally under specifiable conditions.

These skills were later put into

training films and materials to be used in teacher training programs.
The skills were clustered into the following categories:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Response Repertoire;
Questioning Skills;
Increasing Student Participation;
Creating Student Improvement; and
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5.

Presentation Skills. 5

Each of those clusters was in turn broken down
into component parts

totaling seventeen specific skills.
In related correlational research in which
specific variables

of teacher performance were examined in terms of their
apparent effect
on student achievement, some of the following ski 11
-performance cate-

gories emerged.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Clarity of presentation and concepts;^3
Variability and flexibility in procedure and materials
Task-oriented behaviors; 8 and
Use of student ideas and general indirectness.^
Before proceeding to our next category, two major assumptions

are contained in the above teaching skill categories which must be noted
First, it is assumed that these areas of performance behaviors apply
to all classroom situations regardless of the language, culture, or back

grounds of those teaching and being taught.

Control of these teaching

skills is expected to enhance instruction in any social context.

Sec-

ond, many of these skills emerge from the assumption that greater stu-

dent participation, involvement, and interaction with the teacher are

highly desirable and that such participation can and should be elicited
by a skillful teacher.

B.

Pedagogical Skills and Concepts

This category of knowledge and skills covers all aspects of the

planning, management, and evaluation of the teaching-learning process.
It

includes skills and knowledge related to understanding the learner,

to understanding and organizing the subject matter, to identifying and
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collecting materials and resources, to planning
and managing the learning environment, and to evaluating outcomes.

The specific knowledge

and skills which are viewed as essential in
this category vary widely

depending on the learning theory and educational
philosophy which
govern the preparation process.

Some of this variance in emphasis will

be explained as component skills and knowledge are
outlined below.

—
students

Students

.

In a cross-cultural teaching situation where
the

race, language, and culture may be different from the

teachers’

,

knowledge about and an understanding of the students is ex-

tremely important.

Yet, the exact nature of this knowledge and the

teaching pedagogy necessary to apply the knowledge to practice are defined in widely divergent patterns.

This divergence stems from dif-

ferent analyses and understandings of the cross-cultural problems in
the society and classroom.

Three distinct approaches can be found in

the literature and in practice.
First, those who view the cross-cultural teaching problem as a

result of the social, cultural, and environmental deficiencies or dis-

advantages of the learners, would state the teacher preparation objective in this area as follows.
To increase teachers' personal knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of their disadvantaged pupils. More specifically, to
inform teachers about the personal characteristics, cultural and
historical background, socioeconomic circumstances, and environmental conditions of their disadvantaged pupils; and also to enhence their understanding of the special educational needs and
learning problems of disadvantaged pupils resulting from their
environmental conditioning and economic and educational deprivation.
Ultimately, to broaden the perspective within which teachers regard their disadvantaged pupils, particularly in relation
to their own personality, character, background, training, and
experience; and also to extend and expand teachers' capacity for
recognizing, accepting, and valuing the implications of cultural
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and social differences as these are exemplified
by the problems
that confront them
their efforts to be helpful to pupils who
have been deprived of many of the cultural,
social, economic
and educational benefits they themselves have
enjoyed. 10

m

Educators who take this view often speak about
"diagnosing student needs" in their subject area and obtaining
"needs assessments" for

determining the students’ level of knowledge.
Second, for those who analyze the problem of cross-cultural

education as a reflection of a depersonalized, unresponsive,
uncommunica
tive learning process in schools, the teacher preparation objective

might be stated as follows.
You should want to know each child as a person
You should want
to know what he really likes about school and outside of school.
Try to learn about his family by asking other teachers about his
older brother whom they had in class a few years ago. You can
learn which sports he likes; and if he participates in any, you
should attend the practice sessions and the games.
If he does
not play on the school teams, you might find out by asking if he
enjoys fishing, ping-pong, or movies.
For a teacher to really
know his students, he must communicate with them in many ways
.

.

These educators would be most likely to judge student "needs"
to be more personal and psychological calling for more individual sup-

port and attention than subject matter related.
Finally, there are those who emphasize the need for the teacher
to know about the history, culture, language, socioeconomic conditions,

and family conditions of their students in order to address problems of
social injustice and inequity within the school and the community.

This

approach would call for translating the substance of students' backgrounds and problems into curriculum content and process which could,
then, be broadened into sociological and institutional analysis and action.
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From this discussion some general concepts emerge
about what

cross-cultural educators should know about their students,
and abilities
they should exhibit in applying the knowledge to their
teaching.
a.

They should be familiar with the history, language,
values,
and socio-economic conditions of cultural groups from
which
the students come

b.

They should know the personal problems, interests, and prospects of their students in and out of school;

c.

They should be able to assess the level of beginning knowledge of subject matter;

d.

They should be able to analyze individual students' problems
in the learning process and provide assistance in overcoming
them;

e.

They should be able to communicate with cultural ly-different
students; and

f.

They should be able to incorporate culturally-relevant content and procedures in the classroom.
2.

The subject matter, materials and resources

.

A second area

of preparation in pedagogical concepts and skills is the subject mat-

ter to be taught.

Although knowledge about the subject field (s) to be

taught is generally taught prior to and separate from the teacher prep-

aration program, the identification of important concepts and ideas in
the subject as well as the organization of the subject matter into teaching units at appropriate levels is generally left to the preparation

program.

However, forging dispersed and idle subject matter knowledge

into organized and active teaching tends to involve the teacher educa-

tor deeply in the facts, concepts, relationships, priorities, and ap-

plications of the subject field.
In addition,

in cross-cultural teacher preparation programs

the subject area must be organized in a clear and logical pattern which
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both incorporates and reflects aspects of
cultural difference.

Again,

the analysis of cross-cultural problems from
diverse perspectives will

result in different emphasis on what needs to be
known about subject

matter and how it should be applied to a cross-cultural
classroom.
Those concerned with the deficiencies of disadvantaged
students will

emphasize sequential subject matter organization going
from simple to
complex, from concrete tasks to abstract thinking.

Indeed, the notion

that some subject matter requiring more abstract thinking
such as ad-

vanced math and science may not be teachable to students from some
cultural groups because of deficiencies or blockages in their environmental,

cultural, or social backgrounds is consistent with a "deficit of the

learner" analysis of cross-cultural problems.
Finally, the teacher must realize that the disadvantaged child
is often incapacitated by the use of too many abstractions.
Whenever there is a choice between using abstract symbols and
concrete symbols, employ the concrete. As the year progresses
you can gradually move to the more abstract 12
.

For the humanistic educator, normal subject matter knowledge

will be of minimal importance because as Carl

Rogers

states:

The so-called 'facts of history' depend very largely upon the
current mood and temper of the culture.
Chemistry, biology,
genetics, sociology, are in such flux that a firm statement
made today will almost certainly be modified by the time the
student gets around to using the knowledge.
The emphasis, then, is placed on the process of learning itself as sub-

ject matter with an aim "to free curiosity; to permit individuals to go

charging off in new directions dictated by their own interests; to unleash the sense of inquiry; to open everything to questioning and ex-

ploration.

14

The teacher who is concerned with cultural continuity, cultural
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identity, and cultural pride would attempt
to organize subject matter

content by incorporating language, traditions,
people, etc. of different cultural groups in the curriculum.

For the technical teacher organization of subject
matter and
its relationship to cultural diversity would
be seen in light of inade-

quate and improperly prepared subject materials.

Emphasis would be

placed on finding or preparing materials at the students’
level or to
meet the students' interests and needs instead of boring
textbooks.
The teacher concerned with social and institutional
reconstruc-

tion would attempt to organize subject matter as part of researching,
analyzing, and acting on problem-solving in or outside the school.

Sub

ject lines would be blurred and emphasis would be placed on interdis-

ciplinary knowledge.
Pausing again, the following are some composite concepts and
skills about subject matter which any cross-cultural teacher prepara-

tion program should include.
a.

Teachers should have a mastery of facts, concepts and relationships in their subject field(s);

b.

Teachers should be able to organize their knowledge into a
logical teaching sequence;

c.

Teachers should be able to adjust subject matter knowledge
to cultural differences;

d.

Teachers should be able to use available materials and resources in their subject area relevant to cultural groups in
their classes; and

e.

Teachers should be able to find outside resources and
materials in their subject area drawn from cultural diversity of the community.
3.

Planning the learning environment

.

With the possible excep
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tion of the humanistic educator who might
expect the daily activities
in the classroom to flow from the
"natural curiosity" of the learners

rather than from a teacher's plan, all other
perspectives on teacher

preparation recognize the necessity for teacher skills
in planning their
instruction.

Those who emphasize the behavioral and technical
aspects

of teaching and learning place heavy emphasis on the
teacher's ability
to prepare proper behavioral -performance objectives
for their classes. 15

These include specification of what is to be learned, how
it can be
learned, time and resource parameters, and behaviors or performance
re-

quired to demonstrate successful completion.

Others are more concerned

with lesson or unit plans which contain overall curriculum goals and objectives, daily classroom methods and activities, materials and resources needed, and method for evaluating and measuring learning outcomes

.

Some general concepts and skills for teacher preparation from
this area which have cross-cultural relevance are the following.
a.

Teachers should understand the distinctions among goals,
objectives and activities and understand problems of cultural bias to selection and prioritizing;

b.

Teachers should be able to prepare learning objectives; and

c.

Teachers should be able to prepare lesson plans and unit
plans which relate learning activities, materials, and evaluation to objectives.

Managing teaching strategies

4.

Miriam

L.

.

More than ten years ago

Goldberg took the position that no single teaching style could

be effective

with all students.

She stated that "children from disad-

vantaged backgrounds, though highly variable, nevertheless represent a

describable pupil population in need of teachers who are uniquely good
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for them.”

She further suggested that one of the
attributes which

teacher preparation programs must provide is

a

repertoire of teaching

strategies which hold promise for working with
disadvantaged pupils.
These notions that students learn in different
ways, that different

teaching styles need to be employed to accommodate
different learning
styles, and that these differences apply particularly
to "disadvantaged”

students- -have continued to grow and flower in the thinking
and actions

of cross-cultural teacher preparation programs over the
past decade.
Various teaching styles or strategies have been claimed to be
more or
less appropriate for particular cultural groups 17
.

Learning theorists and educational methods people have grouped
styles into such categories as didactic, guided inquiry, and discovery

teaching methods.
ian,

Others have stressed distinctions such as authoritar-

laissez-faire, and democratic styles and methods.

Still others

have emphasized styles and strategies associated with information--

transmission as opposed to learning facilitation.

The point is that,

contrary to Miriam Goldberg's notions, teaching strategies are not of
equal weight or value in the teacher's skill bank, but follow from decisions about the nature of learning and about the nature of cross-cultural problems.
As in our considerations of pedagogical concepts and skills as-

sociated with students and subject matter, different concerns in the
learning process and different perspectives on cross-cultural education
will result in some teaching strategies and styles being emphasized

while others are minimized.

With this in mind we will move to an ex-

planation of those teaching strategies which make up the suggested
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repertoire
Each strategy will be characterized in
terms of the following

continuum:

(1)

teacher directed--student-directed

,

and (2) individual-

ized instruct ion- -full class instruction.
a.

Lecture: teacher-directed, full class;

b.

Discussion: teacher-guided, full class and small groups;

c.

Drill and practice: teacher-directed, individualized
and
small group;

d.

Independent study: teacher-guided and student-directed,
individual

e.

Group investigation: teacher-guided and student-directed;
small group;

f.

Discovery, student-directed, individual and small group;

g.

Learning centers: teacher-directed, individual and small
groups

h.

Simulations, role-plays, etc.: teacher-guided, full class; and

i.

Group process exercises: teacher-guided, full class and small
group.

The general concepts and skills needed for preparation of cross-

cultural teachers in the area of teaching strategies are:
a.

They should know the relationship between teaching strategies
and learning goals and objectives;

b.

They should be able to vary strategies successfully;

c.

They should be able to adopt appropriate strategies for
subject matter and students; and

d.

They should understand that different cultural settings may
call for different teaching- learning strategies.
5.

Evaluating learning.

The final component area of pedagogi-

cal concepts and skills involves testing, grading, and evaluating what

has been learned in the class.

Obviously, the decisions and priorities
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which have been established in preceding
pedagogical components will

have a substantial impact on the concepts
and skills necessary in this
area.

Some of the concepts and skills which apply
to this area are the

following:
a.

Measurement and evaluation of learning should be
directly
related to objectives and methods of instruction;

b.

Evaluation of learning should provide information to
both
students and teachers to improve the learning process'

c.

Teachers should be able to employ various methods of
evaluation including different forms of written tests, classroom
and project performance, and verbal responses;

d.

Teachers should be able to establish an equitable and understood grading system; and

e.

Teachers should understand the difference between normreferenced and criterion-referenced testing and grading.
Before passing on to the next category of cross-cultural teacher

preparation a few summary comments on pedagogical concepts and skills
are required.

First, pedagogical considerations have been broken into

component parts for purposes of analysis only.
these factors as pieces of a total process.

The teacher must address

Second, interwoven through-

out this section are perspectives on the nature of learning and the na-

ture of cross-cultural education which affect the pedagogical process.
We are interested in establishing some general knowledge and skill ob-

jectives in cross-cultural teacher preparation programs in order to compare Teacher Corps training and Peace Corps teaching and to assess areas
of learning transfer and interference.

As shall be seen throughout this

study, notions about learning and about cross-cultural education are

critical to describing, understanding, and evaluating the relationships

between the Teacher Corps and the Peace Corps.

Therefore, these differ-
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perspectives have been broached now and will
be expanded upon as we

proceed.

Third, much of the discussion on pedagogy
in this section

emanates from developments in cross-cultural
education in the U.S.

How-

ever, the categories of concepts and skills
and the learning and cross-

cultural issues associated with them are mirrored
in and have had direct
impact on the preparation of American teachers for
work in developing

countries

Cross-Cultural Communication
and Adjustment

C.

A major concern of cross-cultural teacher preparation programs
has been assisting prospective teachers to develop attitudes,
under-

standings, and skills which promote adjustment to and communication with
students, parents, and communities which are culturally different than

themselves.

Part of this process has focused on the pedagogical impli-

cations of knowledge and awareness of the cultural group (s) from which
the students come.

This was discussed in the previous section.

The

definitional categories and preparation priorities have varied widely

between programs designed to prepare teachers for working with minority
students in the U.S. and those training teachers primarily for overseas
assignments.

However, the general areas of focus have been much the

same throughout.
First, attempts are made to heighten the prospective teacher's

sensitivity to his own attitudes, values, feelings, and assumptions
about himself, other groups and individuals, and human problems of the

schools and community.

Second, an effort is made to familiarize the
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teacher with the attitudes, perceptions,
values, needs, and language
of cultural ly-different individuals,
groups, or communities.
And third,
specific areas of difficulty in personal
communication and interaction
for the relevant pair of cultures are
identified and prepared for.

A

closer look at variations of approach
within and among these areas of
focus will give us better insight for
future analysis.

—

Self-awareness

.

There have been two basic approaches to

this area of preparation which should be
considered:

instrument" concept; and
The

(2)

(1)

the "self-as-

the "cultural-baggage" concept.

self-as-instrument" concept draws on a variety of humanis-

tic psychological theories related to human
psychological theories about

human nature and learning.

The concept holds that

Everyone is always motivated to be and become as adequate as
he
can be in the situations as he sees them.
Students may not be
motivated as their teachers would like, but they are always motivated in terms of their own basic need. 19
This means that the task of the teacher is not one of prescribing,
making, forcing or cajoling; rather the teacher must facilitate, help,
and

assist a process already underway.

Thus, the view is given that

whether an individual will be an effective teacher depends fundamentally on the nature of his private world of perceptions." 20

Teacher prep-

aration programs of any kind, then, must help someone become a good

teacher by encouraging a sense of adequacy; by assisting the individual
to be in touch with his feelings, emotions, and values; by providing

self-encounter through feedback and group-process; and by understanding
that any item of information will affect an individual's behavior only
in the degree to which he has discovered its personal meaning for him.
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From the perspective of both domestic
programs designed to train
teachers to work with disadvantaged students
and Peace Corps training

programs designed to prepare teachers for
overseas work, the importance
of this approach is voiced in the following
statements.

More specifically, to heighten teachers' sensitivity
to their
own needs, desires, feelings, ideas, and
values, and to their
present attitudes toward themselves, their profession,
their
colleagues, their pupils, and their schools; and also
to increase
teachers' awareness of the constructive and destructive
effects
of their present attitudes on their teaching and
its expected
outcomes.
Ultimately, to bring about a fundamental restructuring
of the teachers' perceptions, preferences, prejudices,
predispositions, and purposes regarding themselves, their teaching,
and its
outcomes

Learning to work effectively and sensitively with others is perhaps the most important learning Peace Corps training can provide.
In all his activities, the Volunteer will be working with
people.
His goals and the goals of the Peace Corps will only be realized
through and with the people of the host country. The more capable
he is of working with others, the more effective he will be in
achieving these goals.
It is important, therefore, that he develop some understanding of the dynamics of interpersonal and group
interaction and the personal sensitivities and skills that will
allow him and those around him to be maximally effective. 22
This approach in training is concerned, then, with the percep-

tions and feelings of the trainee, with "opening" the individual to his
own worth and creativity and, by doing this, with changing his attitudes,

expectations, and behaviors toward others in order to make him a better
"helper.

The "cultural baggage" approach to self-awareness is also con-

cerned with sensitizing the individual, prospective teacher to his own

attitudes, values, and perceptions.

However, its focus is on the social

psychological and cultural factors which have shaped the individual's
attitudes, perceptions, and values.

following statements.

This notion is summarized in the
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As participators in a communication
event, we bring numerous
social psychological states with us that
affect the social
perception process.
For instance, we bring unique experiences

expectations, cognitions, beliefs, values,
attitudes, thought
processes, and perceptual faculties; what these
are for each of
us is largely a function of our particular
culture.
If we are
communicating with someone from our own culture,
we bring similar social psychological states.
But, when communicating intercultural ly our social psychological states are apt
to be very
different.
One of the general goals for cross-cultural training
is a trainee
who views himself as a cultural being, that is, a
person who acts
and reacts according to fairly well defined and
generally predictable patterns which he has learned as a part of American
culture.
He should be able to recognize his own culture, operating
through himself and other Americans, for what it is, and see
this
as simply one example of the phenomenon of culture. 24
In this

approach the prospective teacher is taught to examine

his particular ethnocentric attitudes and perceptions which shape the

way he behaves and the way he interprets the behavior of others.

Rather

than concentrating on feelings and emotions about oneself, this approach

deals with attitudes toward cultural conceptions such as time, progress,
race, etc.

The "cultural baggage" notion is less concerned with chang-

ing individual attitudes than with preparing the individual to accept

other cultural behaviors and communications by understanding them in
terms of different, but legitimate, cultural conditioning.
2.

Understanding of target culture

.

In order to communicate

with and adjust to another cultural group a prospective teacher must
also be prepared to understand "where they’re coming from" and "how they

structure their world."

The objective is to make the teacher aware of

attitudes, values, perceptions, etc. of other cultural groups with whom
he will work in order that he can understand and accept behaviors and

reactions which are different from his own in a way which facilitates
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his communication with and adjustment
to the target culture.

Three

approaches to this task will be outlined and
briefly discussed.
three approaches are:

(1)

personal encounter;

(2)

The

community involvement;

and (3) cultural relativism.
The "personal encounter" approach stresses
learning about the

target culture through individual encounters
designed to develop under-

standings of the needs, desires, and problems of
members of the target
culture.

The theoretical source of this approach is the
same as the

"self- as- instrument" concept presented above.

terized

m

The approach is charac-

training by small group sessions as well as individual
clini-

cal or therapeutic situations.

Encounter groups on racism and indivi-

dual counseling or tutoring sessions between prospective
teachers and

cultural ly-different students are examples of how this approach might
be applied in the preparation program.
The "community involvement" approach emphasizes understanding
the target culture as a group within a community setting.

The family

relationships, the economic relationships, the traditions, the language
and the relationship to broader institutions and organizations of the

community, especially the school, are examined.

related objectives are stressed:

(1)

In this approach two

the adjustment of the teacher to

and participation in the cultural life of the community; and

(2)

the

impact of community, cultural influences on the school and classroom

learning of the students.

Home visits, participation in cultural ac-

tivities, and live-ins would characterize the preparation program that
took this approach.
The "cultural relativism" approach stresses understanding the
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target culture as a shared system of values,
beliefs and actions between its members.

The target culture is viewed as equally
legitimate

or good to that of the prospective teacher.

Stress is given to the idea

that

culture, in fact, is the device whereby men can
anticipate the behavior of other men in a large degree.
We do not
have to analyze each encounter and each action of
each day. 25
.

.

.

The emphasis in preparation is to find out what
acceptable and predict-

able responses are in the other cultural system.

This approach follows

the "cultural baggage" notion and is characterized by
conceptualization

from experience with emphasis placed on acceptance.
3.

Interaction difficulties

.

This aspect of cross-cultural

communication and adjustment is intimately associated with the two preceding components of preparation.

More importantly, the approach taken

in the preparation program for identifying interaction difficulties and

preparing the prospective teacher for them will be most reflective of
the kind of cross-cultural environment the teacher is expected to enter

and of the cross-cultural purposes the teacher is expected to pursue.
The kind of cultural environment which the teacher is expected
to enter can be generally defined in terms of the distance between the

culture of the teacher and those with whom he will work, and the degree
and locus of expected contact.

Communications experts say

that interpersonal communication is liable to be more difficult to achieve, and is less likely to occur, the greater the
contextual differences between source and receiver. This is to
say, when communicators share a similar verbal code, are mutually
available, and have similar values, their chances for understanding each other are immensely increased. 2 6
.

.

.

The degree and locus of contact may be only in the classroom or school.
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school and in periodic community contexts,
or in virtually all social

and professional contexts.
Thus, if the distance between the cultures
is not great (white

teachers working with black students in the U.S.,
for instance) and
the expected interaction is primarily in the
school and periodically

with families in the community for the purpose
of helping the student
learn or achieve better in school, the emphasis of
the preparation pro-

gram is likely to be given to exercises in communication
skills, to de-

velopment of personal empathy, warmth, and sincerity, to
group process
and feedback techniques, to prejudices and attitudes toward
the receiver.
If the distance and contact are the same as above, but pri-

marily designed for the purpose of assisting students and parents of
the target group to organize to gain social justice from the schools
and other community institutions, the emphasis of the preparation pro-

gram is likely to fall on socioeconomic information about the target
group, on problems of community organization, on the school and commun-

ity political process.
If,

on the other hand, the distance between cultures is great

and the expected degree of contact encompasses all of the teacher’s

social and professional contacts for the purpose of accepting, adjusting, assisting, and understanding others, then, the preparation program
is

likely to emphasize critical interaction problems over a wide range

of social and professional situations.

Critical incidents, case studies,

and role plays might be used to highlight different or problematic behaviors and lead the prospective teacher to understand and accept their
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legitimacy as well as adapting his
own responses to these cultural
cues

The first two examples are clearly
indicative of cross-cultural

preparation programs readying teachers for
interaction difficulties in
interethnic or interracial settings in
the U.S,
The third example applies most characteristically to
programs preparing teachers to work in

totally alien or foreign settings.

However, such broad categorizations

should not mask the fact that various
combinations of these categories

have typified many cross-cultural teacher
preparation programs.
Institutional and Social
Expectations of the Teacher
D.

All teachers work within one institutional and
social context

which prescribes and influences much of the teacher's
role in the classroom, school, and community.

What is to be taught; how it is to be

taught; who is to teach it; how the learning will be
evaluated; which

student and teacher behaviors are acceptable and unacceptable;
how the

schooling system will be organized and governed; all of these matters
are part of the parameters within which the teacher must operate.

They

have a direct influence on the applications of the categories of preparation which have been presented above.

At the same time, the teacher is

an influential and interlocking part of this set of institutional and

social prescriptions and has some degree of autonomy and leadership lee-

way for affecting the organization of learning in the classroom as well
as the institutional and social expectations of teachers and schools.
In this

section we will discuss two aspects of institutional and
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social expectations as they
relate to cross-cultural teacher
preparation.
They are: (1) understanding
the organization of schooling
and the
professional expectations of teachers;
and (2) the cross-cultural
teacher and change.

The organization of schooling
includes knowing about the various
levels of schooling, the subjects
which are taught, the options which
are available within the system,
the measures used for selecting
and

promoting students, the decision-making
procedures and governing bodies,
the primary goals of the system, the
rules and regulations for students.

Professional expectations of teachers would
include such matters as rela

tionship with administrators, colleagues,
and students, work schedules,
appearance, discipline, and social behavior.

Ultimately, the prospec-

tive teacher should have an understanding of
the relative degree of

autonomy or constraint he will have in making
decisions for his classroom.

School systems can be characterized as ranging from
those that

are hierarchical, highly structured, formalized,
centrally-controlled in

which nearly every aspect of teaching behavior is prescribed
to those
that are interactive, loosely structured, informal, and
community -control led in which the teacher has great autonomy to make teaching
deci-

sions and to participate in institutional decisions.

In essence,

is preparation for the political role which the teacher will play.

this
In

cross-cultural teaching situations the teacher is the arbiter between
the implied cultural values of these institutional expectations and his

cultural ly-different students.
This brings us to the second aspect of concern in this category,
the cross-cultural teacher and change.

Schools and teachers have

a two-
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fold, and often contradictory,
cultural role to play in society.

On

the one hand, a principal
function of schools and teachers
has always
been to preserve, by transmitting
to the young, that part of
the culture
that is regarded by most people
as good.
This makes teaching a conserva
tive social force
However, in our world of rapidly
changing social
-

priorities and cultural norms, the
teachers and schools are called upon
to prepare students for cultural
change, even when the directions
for

change may not be generally understood
or agreed to.

Thus, "Although

there is general support for this twofold
function of teaching, that is,

cultural conservation and cultural improvement,
it is difficult to get

agreement on just how the two tasks are to
be performed simultaneously ."
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Cross-cultural teaching means change almost by
definition.

The

question is not whether or not the cross-cultural
teacher stands for
change, but the kind and direction of that change.

In other words, pro-

grams emphasizing cross-cultural teaching, whether they
be for the barrios of Los Angeles, the Indian reservations of New
Mexico, the suburbs

of New York, or the villages of India are all concerned with
promoting
social change through education.

The variance comes from the kind of

change (who and what should be altered?), the direction of change (for
what purpose?, through what process?), and the role of the teacher in
this change.

Some of this variance has already been introduced in ex-

plaining earlier sections of this paper.

However, summarizing these

alternate approaches will solidify our later analysis.
Change through modernization, manpower training, and economic
development --Students from traditional, poor, disadvantaged
backgrounds need to be changed into skilled, knowledgeable
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adults with attitudes and values
consistent with modernization
through their schooling in order
that they might “n?Sbu?e
economic development. The teacher
should exhibit and encourage

“firienaes

“

SCh ° 01

“d

overc!™?

hel P

Technical Behavioral Change- This
view of change is consistent
with the above and would hold
that by altering the' skills
techand ateri als
the classroom the individual
and’diverse
^
e s o
students
could be met.
It concentrates on making
the
classroom and schooling process more
efficient and accountable
The purpose is to systematize
expected behavioral outcomes of
-lf-paced materials and
techniques
techniques^
The teacher becomes a skill bank
and an orchestrator
of materials and teaching techniques.
’

m

'

’

Hu manistic Change- -The methods,
materials, and techniques of
eaching and the attitudes and values
of teachers and students
about themselves and their problems would
be changed.
The
teacher would become more concerned with
how students were feeling communicating, and discovering.
The problem with schooling
is that it has stifled natural
curiosity, creativity, and communicativeness of the individual. People should be
happy, having
fun, and participating.
The rules and expectations of the school
system are often seen as obstacles to be avoided
or overcome
The teacher is expected to facilitate discovery
and to organize
a warm and supportive classroom environment.

Systemic Change- -This approach believes that the
problems of
learning in the school flow from social and educational
inequities and injustices.
What is taught, who teaches it, who participates in decision-making, and selection procedures
for promotion would receive attention in this approach.
Cross-cultural
problems would be seen in terms of power and representation
between dominant cultures and minority cultures.
Change would be
brought about through community, student, and teacher organization and political pressure.
Social problem-solving would become
the center of curriculum design.
The teacher would be expected
to be a political and intellectual leader.
These change categories are not mutually exclusive or nearly as

simplistic as presented here.

Nonetheless, they do provide us some

analytic insight into the design and process of various kinds of crosscultural teacher preparation programs.

Finally, the greater the cul-

tural and social fragmentation within the community being served, the

greater will be the mandate in the schools and for the teacher to insti-
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tute some kind of change and
the greater the likely
conflict over goals
In concluding this section
on those general categories
of knowl
edge, understandings, skills,
and attitudes which should
be included in

cross-cultural teacher preparation
programs, let us summarize the
categories which have been defined.
These categories and the issues
which
affect their definition will serve
as the analytical outline for
examining the effects of Teacher Corps
training on Peace Corps teaching.
The analytical framework includes
the following categories.
A.

Teaching Skills

B.

Pedagogical Skills and Concepts
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
C.

Cross-Cultural Communication and Adjustment
1.

2.
3.

D.

Students
Subject matter, materials and resources
Planning the learning environment
Managing teaching strategies
Evaluating learning

Self-awareness
Understanding of target culture
Interaction difficulties

Institutional and Social Expectations of the Teacher
1.

2.
3.

Understanding the organization of schooling
Professional expectations of teachers
The cross-cultural teacher and change

II.

Transfer of Learning

In this study the transfer of learning, both positive and
nega-

tive, from a domestic cross-cultural teacher preparation program

(Teacher Corps) to a foreign teaching setting (Peace Corps) will be

examined within the preparation categories defined above.

In accom-

plishing this task concepts and theories about the process of learning
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transfer and the conditions of
learning which appear to enhance
the
likelihood of transfer will be
utilized. The purpose of this
section
is to identify those concepts
of learning transfer which will
assist our
analysis.

Three conceptual approaches to
understanding learning trans-

fer will be explained:
(3)

( 1 )

identical elements;

(2)

generalization; and

meaningfulness to the learner.

Understanding learning transfer represents
an attempt
'- ° e * plain ln theory how information is
generalized beyond
h
1
the
site
of original learning and to distinguish
in practice the
specific conditions that increase the
amount of transfer within
a particular content area.
Nevertheless there remains a conspicuP etWeen the0iy
praCtice and this is " hore the teacher
stands 28
'

'

.

^

As teachers of teachers, this "gap"
must be of concern to us.

A.

Identical Elements

This theory was first developed by Edward

followers in the early part of this century.

L.

Thorndike and his

Thorndike claimed that

learning is facilitated in a second situation to the
extent that it contains identical factors or elements which occurred in an
earlier learn-

ing situation.

"Chief amongst such identical elements of practical im-

portance in education are associations including ideas about aims and
ideas of method and general principles, and associations involving ele-

mentary facts of experience such as length, color, and number, which are
repeated again and again in different combinations." 29

The identical

elements may be in the form of contents, procedures, facts, actions, attitudes, techniques, or principles
This theory provided a mechanistic, stimulus-response analysis
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to the understanding of transfer.

If transfer is automatic when
iden-

tical elements exist in the first
and second learning situation,
then,

preparation in school should involve
learning specific responses needed
to cope with specific stimuli
listed from the application setting.
Indeed, curriculum developers in the
1920s and 1930s actually studied

American community life much as an
efficiency expert would conduct time
and-motion studies in a factory.

Lists of specific verbal and motor re

sponses needed in daily life were prepared
and taught directly in the

schools SO
.

More

modem versions of S-R theories

are led by B.F. Skin-

ner's operant conditioning and behavior
modification approaches to learn•

g.

31

T

In a recent text on learning we find an
up-dated notion of iden-

tical elements and their relationship to learning
transfer.
We can say that two tasks can positively
transfer to one
another to the extent that there is some commonality
between
the outcomes required by the tasks.
Transfer is only possible
when two tasks require something in common in order
to meet
some satisfactory standard of performance.
Notice that the latter statement does not imply that the two tasks need to be
identical; only their requirements (the responses to be performed)
have to be identical--or capable, in turn, of being generated
from common rules. 32

B.

Generalization

At the same time that Thorndike was developing his theory of

identical elements, Charles Judd was insisting that the degree of learning transfer depended on the extent to which the products of learning
are consolidated into generalizations.

contemporary generalization theorists is

Generalizations for Judd and
a

principle, rule, or law which

assists the learner in understanding the relationships among the ele-

ments of a situation and between one situation and another.

Thus,
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generalization theory emphasizes the way
students' minds work and the
way content is acquired, rather
than the specific subject matter
which
is studied.

Judd stated that "It (generalization)
makes possible the

proper interrelating and interpreting
of
periences.

a

whole body of varied ex-

Early generalization theory expected
past learned prin-

ciples to be applied whenever related
elements of the environment came
into play.

His theory was just as mechanistic as
identical elements.

We must recognize, then, "that both
Thorndike's emphasis upon the com-

monness of elements and Judd's emphasis on the
appropriateness of gener

alization make the environment the determining
agency in transfer.
C.

3^

Meaningfulness to the Learner

Both of the previous theories neglect the learner in
stating

their conditions for positive transfer of learning.

For transfer to

occur, the student must desire to use the understandings
or insights

which he has acquired.
alize

"For transfer to occur, individuals must gener-

perceive common factors in different situations

;

they must com-

prehend them as applicable and appropriate to both, and thereby understand how the generalization can be used; and they must desire to benefit by the sensed commonality ." 35

In other words,

generalizations or

insights must be meaningful to the learner in terms of problem solving
in his/her "life space" in order to apply them to other situations or

experiences
In practice this notion implies that transfer is dependent upon

methods of teaching and learning that use lifelike situations to establish "meaningfulness" of the learning for the learner.

Learning does
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occur through doing and as a result of
experience.

However, transfer

appears to happen only to the extent that
the doing is accompanied by
a catching and generalizing of insights,
by a change in the cognitive

structure of the learner, and by a realization
of the consequences for
future learning.

The insights gained from experience do
not necessarily

have to be verbalized in order to be used to
solve subsequent problems.

Transfer of learning is a critical concept in
education and
training, but extremely difficult to pin down.

These three concepts--

identical elements which focuses on the match between
elements needed
in the first and second situations, generalizations
which focuses on how

something is taught, and meaningfulness to the learner which
focuses on
the learner’s processing of experience and on the learner's
willingness
to apply past insights to new situations--help us to understand
the

"third culture" teacher preparation transfer assumption and, subsequently, to analyze transfer advantages and problems of the Teacher Corps/

Peace Corps program.

III.

The "Third-Culture" Training Model

For the first six years of the Peace Corps' existence, most of
the preparation for volunteers sent overseas was conducted by universi-

ties using an information-transmission model.

Trainees received long

hours of instruction in language, technical skills, and area or culture
studies.

The programs were often chopped into components which con-

formed to university departmental lines and were scheduled on an hourly-

bloc basis.

"Such a program was more than likely conducted in an en-

vironment that differed little from the one the trainee had just es-
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caped, with all or most of its in loco-parentis
rules and regulations,
its classrooms and blackboards, its
textbooks and reading lists, its

blue-book examinations, its air-conditioned dormitories
and studentunion atmosphere."

authoritarian.

Such programs were generally restrictive
and

Traditional university values of rationality, critical

thinking, emotional detachment, and verbal skills were
used to under-

stand intellectually the future culture and job.

"The assumption is

that if the trainee is told what it will be like, he will be
able to

make the necessary adjustments

." 37

However, as volunteers served overseas, this kind of preparation proved inadequate armor for the onslaught of emotional and inter-

personal problems of living and working in another culture.

Failure

overseas, more often than not, stemmed from the volunteers' emotional

inability to handle the frustrations, annoyances, uncertainties, and

misunderstandings of daily interaction with people and institutions in
the host country.

The term "culture shock" began to be heard as the

label which described this process.

Peace Corps trainers began to de-

velop and test new training philosophies and designs which emphasized
more experiential learning; paid more attention to the cultural biases,
values, beliefs, attitudes, behaviors, expectations, and emotions of the

trainee; showed more concern with independent problem-solving; and made

more attempts to provide trainees with freedom in the learning and de-

cision-making process.

The training process was to constitute much more

of the learning content.
As training programs designed for experiential learning were

developed and permanent Peace Corps training sites established in
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California, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands, the design of

training programs increasingly included a
third-culture experiential
component.

"Third-culture" in this context meant a group
of people

culturally- different than both the trainees and
the cultural group(s)
with whom they would eventually work as
volunteers.

Usually the third-

culture experience was with American minority,
sub-cultures (Native
Americans, Blacks, Hawaiians, Puerto Ricans,
Mexican-Americans) and communities, although intermediary foreign cultures and
communities were
also used in some instances
etc.

(Virgin Islands, Quebec, Canada, Beirut,

)

Theories and guidelines for experiential cross-cultural training

designs were developed which specified four stages of cross-cultural
training.

(1)

ence;

focus on the host culture; and (4) in-country training.

(3)

building

a

learning community;

(2)

third-culture experi-

^

Al-

though the variations of this theme were many, actual practice generally required that intensive language training, orientation to the expec-

tations of the training project process, and self-awareness constituted
the first phase of training.

This was followed by job skills training

and third-culture experience which were often combined.

Throughout

both these stages information about the host country and job were pro-

vided and related to activities of training.

Finally, the trainees were

sent in-country for a concluding period of training in which adjustment
to the job and culture were usually emphasized.

The third-culture experience was intended to prepare the trainee
in the following ways.
1.

"Learn how to learn" from daily intercultural experience;
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2.

Learn to be aware of and to deal with
personal feelings
and reactions in a different culture;

3.

Learn coping and adjusting behaviors, begin
to develop the
emotional resiliency necessary;

4.

Begin to develop and practice some of the
skills needed to
understand, conceptualize and analyze a community,
or a group
of people.
Develop accuracy in assessing the prospects for
cooperation and change and the forces mitigating
against these
prospects.
Begin to learn how to discover or formulate
a community's needs and possibilities, often serving as
a facilitator for that community in defining these needs;

5.

Learn to use the technical skills and accomplish tasks
in
an unfamiliar cultural setting;

6.

Feel the reality of cultural differences and the existence
of coherent other ways of life; and

7.

Begin to understand the force of one's own culture, the extent to which one is a product of that culture, and some of
the problems which personal value structures create. 39

There was an advantage to choosing a third-culture that was simi
lar in language, general cultural heritage, professional systems, or com

munity organization to the host culture.

In addition,

different kinds

of third-culture experiences might be appropriate, from community visits
to participation in community projects to live-ins with all training

conducted in the third culture.

40

Clearly, there were risks of mis-

leading the trainees to think that the eventual volunteer site and the

third-culture experience were parallel.

"This danger is lessened and

the cultural transition is more easily achieved when the trainer care-

fully structures the learning experiences to focus on how the individual
learns about cultures, not on what he is learning."

41

The third-culture

experience was to be used as a testing ground for concepts about oneself
and adjusting to other cultures developed by the trainee at the training
site.

Although similarities in third-culture and host culture environ-
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ments would be helpful, the focus on how
the trainee was learning from
the experience made such similarity
non-essential.
A corollary part of such third-culture/community
training was

on-the-job preparation.
took place

m

Preferably and frequently the job training
also

and with the third-culture setting.

Prospective teachers

would teach black, ghetto children or Mexican
migrant children; future
nurses would work in clinics on Indian reservations.

It was

felt that

clinical skills were best developed and applied in
the context of a

third-culture.

The third-culture experience provided a transition
step

in preparing predominantly white, middle-class,
college-educated Ameri-

cans to become effective, adapted Peace Corps volunteers.

After implementing and evaluating some training programs with
third-culture components in the U.S., cautions about the sensibilities
and resentments felt by both members of the U.S. minority third-culture
and members of the host country on the training staff were voiced.

On

the one hand, members of the third-culture resented the fact that they

were being used as guinea pigs to prepare volunteers for actually helping other, unknown, people solve problems.

On the other hand, members

of the host country often took offense at having the high accomplish-

ments of their country and civilizations equated with the ghetto or
barrio.
What the people in our ghettoes and in North Africa or the Middle
East (or developing worl) have in common is that they are both
different from middle class American college graduates. Unfortunately they also have in common a degree of poverty and squalor
and misfortune not commonly found in American suburbs.
The highly visible similarities among cultures of poverty may obscure the
profound difference between a sub-culture and a civilization justly proud of its distinctive religion, art, literature, language
and long history of world prominence 42
.
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However, some trainers felt that these
problems in the use of

third-culture training could be overcome by
careful planning, by incorporating host country staff who could
point out the difference between sub-cultures and civilizations, and
by including third-culture

members on the training staff who could set
realistic expectations with
the trainees and the third-culture community.

The above discussion serves as a brief,
encapsulated background
to the third-culture preparation model.

To condense and reiterate its

assumptions about dimensions of this approach which
would enhance learning transfer to Peace Corps placements we point to the
following.
1.

Experiential learning how to learn--learning by doing;

2.

Emotional and behavioral adjustment and adaptation to different cultural environments; and

3.

Learning job skills by real practice in a real cultural
context
The third-culture model is a Peace Corps training model, but

much of the methodology and philosophy is paralleled in university,

field-campus learning programs, especially teacher preparation.
As we shall see, even though the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps pro-

gram was not specifically designed as a third-culture Peace Corps training program, many of the assumptions made about learning transfer were

the same.

In the next chapter,

after presenting historical background

and goals of the Teacher Corps, Peace Corps, and TC/PC, the distinguishing differences between transfer issues of TC/PC and the "third culture"

training approach outlined in this chapter will be discussed.
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CHAPTER

III

TEACHER CORPS TRAINING

In this chapter four sections of description
and analysis of

the Teacher Corps preparation program, operated by
the University of

California at Santa Cruz in conjunction with the Salinas Union
High
School District, will be presented.

Section

I

will provide background

on the purposes, guidelines, and assumptions contained in
establishing

the Peace Corps, the Teacher Corps, and the Teacher Corps/Peace
Corps

programs.

In Section II the objectives,

assumptions, and initial pro-

gram design problems of the UCSC TC/PC project will be illuminated.
In Section III the process and content of the cross-cultural teacher

preparation program in Salinas will be examined in reference to the
learning categories and theories outlined in the previous chapter.

Sec-

tion IV will present some relevant evaluation conclusions about project

success drawn from an evaluation questionnaire administered at the end

of the project

1

In subsequent chapters, we will

.

combine this informa-

tion with a description and analysis of the Peace Corps training and

teaching experience in order to determine the degree and nature of learning transfer in this project which took place.

I,

A.

The Peace Corps, Teacher Corps, and
Teacher Corps/Peace Corps

The Peace Corps

The Peace Corps grew out of the post-World War II concern of
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American foreign policy with protecting,
fostering, and preserving economic growth, political stability, and
democratic freedoms in the face
of a monolithic, totalitarian, expansionist
Communism.

It was the

period of the Cold War which had started with
economic, political, and
social containment strategies around the perimeters
of Eastern Europe
and China in the decade following the war and had
spread to concern with
the newly- independent countries of Africa, Asia,
and Latin America by
the late 1950s.

Economic, political, and social growth were seen as

requisites for maintenance of our own and their own freedoms.

Develop-

ment of human resources had been identified as a crucial component
of

nation building.

In 1961,

in his initial message as President, John

Kennedy proposed a new program component in our relations with the developing countries in these terms:

Throughout the world the people of the newly developing
nations are struggling for economic and social progress which
reflects their deepest desires.
Our own freedom, and the
future freedom around the world, depend, in a very real sense,
on their ability to build growing and independent nations where
men can live in dignity, liberated from the bonds of hunger,
ignorance and poverty.
One of the greatest obstacles to the achievement of this
goal is the lack of trained men and women with the skill to
teach the young and assist in the operation of development projects- -men and women with the capacity to cope with the demands
of swiftly evolving economics, and with the dedication to put
that capacity to work in the villages, the mountains, the towns
and the factories of dozens of struggling nations.
The vast task of economic development urgently requires
skilled people to do the work of the society--to help teach in
the schools, construct development projects, demonstrate modern
methods of sanitation in the villages, and perform a hundred
other tasks calling for training and advanced knowledge.
To meet this urgent need for skilled manpower we are proposing the establishment of a Peace Corps--an organization which will
recruit and train American volunteers sending them abroad to work
with the people of other nations.
This organization will differ from existing assistance programs in that its members will supplement technical advisors by
,
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offering the specific skills needed
by developing nations if
ey are to put technical advice
to work.
They will help pro
vide the skilled manpower necessary
to carry out the deveW
Ct
Pr
Plamed by the
governments, acting at a worknfilevei anda serving at greathoSt
ing
personal sacrifice. There is
ittle doubt that the number of those
who wish to serve will be
far greater than our capacity to
absorb them.
.2

T

Within a short time the Congress passed
the "Peace Corps Act"
in which its purposes were declared.

.The Congress of the United States
declares that it is the
po xcy of the United States and the
purpose of this act to promote world peace and friendship through a
Peace Corps, which
shall make available to interested countries
and areas men and
women of the United States qualified for
service abroad and willing to serve, under conditions of
hardship if necessary, to help
the peoples of such countries and areas in
meeting their needs
or trained manpower, and to help promote a
better understanding
of the American people on the part of the
peoples served and a
better understanding of other peoples on the part
of the American
people.

During the ensuing decade the Peace Corps grew enormously,
sending thousands of American teachers, nurses, community
developers, agri-

culture experts, etc., into more than 50 countries.

As programs were

initiated, the general goals took on a new tinge, reflected in the
fol-

lowing statement.
It really isn't enough just to put the record in such easily
understood terms. The number of eggs produced, the number of
students taught, the miles of road built are equally easy to forget.
We help to do these things--gladly
But it isn't the primary goal of the Peace Corps.
The true role of the Peace Corps Volunteer, as I see it is
to be a catalyst--a force for change
He or she should be primarily involved in the changing of human attitudes. The schools,
and the roads, and the bridges and the eggs are means, not an
end.
The end we seek is a human one--of people able to cope
successfully with their environments, of people who are not prey
to disease, demagogery or despair.
.

,

.

The three lofty purposes of the organization remained, but had

been further defined in terms of human interaction and change in atti-

i
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tudes.

In

the development of training approaches
to prepare volunteers,

this emphasis on attitude change as
one of the volunteer’s goals paral-

leled the increased attention to
experiential, cross-cultural training
for prospective volunteers.

The Teacher Corps

B.

The Teacher Corps was created by Title V-B of
the Higher Educa-

tion Act of 1965.

The program was one of a battery of federal
program

efforts to fight the battles of the War on Poverty in
the United States
In 1964,

President Johnson had launched the War on Poverty by
stating

that
The young man or woman who grows up without a decent education,
in a broken home, in a hostile and squalid environment, in
ill
health or in the face of racial injustice--that young man or
woman is often trapped in a life of poverty.
He does not have
the skills demanded by a complex society.
He does not know how
to acquire those skills.
He faces a mounting sense of despair
which drains initiative and ambition and energy.

The Teacher Corps, then, was initiated with a twofold purpose:
(1)

to strengthen the educational opportunities available to children

in areas which have concentrations of low-income families; and
(2) to

encourage colleges and universities to broaden their programs of teacher preparation.

These two goals were to be met by attracting and train-

ing both qualified teachers and inexperienced teacher-interns who would
be made available to local education agencies.
By 1970 the Teacher Corps guidelines spelled out the mission

very clearly.

"The Teacher Corps is intended to encourage and assist

changes within institutions which educate children and those which pre-

pare teachers."

7

The colleges and universities and the local school
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districts who applied for monies were
asked to identify changes in their

programs which a Teacher Corps program
could help them achieve in three
to six years.

In addition, there were some
specific features

gramming and change objectives which had
to be included.

in pro-

These were:

1.

An internship for applying theoretical
knowledge and developing teaching skills on-the-job;

2.

A team structure where interns work with
an experienced
local teacher as a team leader;

3.

A special program focus which relates to the
local district's
long range plans ("While the school focus will
usually include a new method such as discovery learning aided
by differentiated staffing or individualized instruction, it may
also
include a curriculum focus such as reading, mathematics,
or
ecology. "°)

4.

Development of specific competencies for teachers working
with low-income students and cooperative university-schoolcommunity training and retraining programs to develop these
competencies

5.

Teacher education programs which are dependent on the ability
to demonstrate desired teaching competencies and developing
learning system which permits student self-pacing, alternate
learning routes and greater student initiative in learning;

6.

Preparing interns and regular teachers to develop and support
community-based education programs which extend educational
opportunities beyond school hours to the home and community;

7

Utilizing community resources and providing opportunity for
positive involvement of local parents and communities in
decision making processes of the public schools and universities; and

.

8.

Institutionalize the program for educational change in the
local school district and in the university.
Thus, the general purposes and the specific directions of change

strategies were outlined for each Teacher Corps project.

Teacher Corps

had realized that educational opportunities for poor children could be
improved more effectively by providing support for locally-designed pro-
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grams of educational reform.

It had

changed its emphasis from provid-

ing services to an emphasis for
providing support for reforms of specific kinds in the process of delivering
educational services and of pre-

paring teachers for these new
responsibilities.

C.

Teacher Corps/Peace Corps

By 1970-71, a combination of factors
in the Peace Corps, the

Teacher Corps, and U.S. social policy led to
types of programs be combined.

a

proposal that the two

The overriding factor was the Nixon

administration's push for social program reorganization
and cost-cutting.

Peace Corps was being subsumed within a government
agency of

both foreign and domestic programs initiated in the
'60s called ACTION
and Teacher Corps was in jeopardy of losing its unique
mission under

this same bureaucratic umbrella.

Thus, some Teacher Corps staff were

attempting to anticipate this bureaucratic realignment by meshing

Teacher Corps purposes with Peace Corps endeavors.

On the Peace Corps

side new leadership had established a policy of "New Directions" which

called for higher level and more specific technical skills in volunteer programs and for greater age and ethnic diversity among Peace Corps
recruits.

Peace Corps had found difficulty in recruiting such people

and had been establishing intern programs of its own to serve as man-

power pipelines which also helped to cut costs over the long run.

10

Teacher Corps could help recruit and train higher- level manpower with
more ethnic and age diversity.

It could also help reduce overall costs

for recruiting, training, and supporting Peace Corps volunteers.

Fi-

nally, Teacher Corps would offer training and a type of "third culture"
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experience for a full year
instead of a few brief weeks.
Thus, it was
argued in an interagency memo
on the purposes, procedures,
and costs
of TC/PC programs that:
There appear to be certain
advantages to the Peace
a
somewhat less certain advantages
to the Teacher Corps
But
VantageS t0 tHe Unit6d States
Government appear
^o be c”ir.n
major assumption made in outlining
the purposes of TC/PC

programs was that Peace Corps
programming would experience the
same
shift in emphasis that had occurred
in Teacher Corps from
providing

slices

for Ministries of Education to
supporting educational reforms

.

appears likely that Peace Corps
programming will experince a similar change in emphasis
(from service to reform)
particularly if host country ministries
come to perceive the
eace Corps as a potential source
of such help. While joint
Peace Corps/Teacher Corps projects
will continue to prepare
teachers for subject matter fields and
in administrative and
1SOry areaS ln WhlCh there is a shorta
domestically and
Se
abrnIa
n programs can
abroad, such
be expected to be viewed increasingly
as a means to the introduction
of reforms rather than as an end
It

>

Thus, the purpose of the programs would
be to develop projects

which provide support to locally requested
programs of education reform

m

both the United States and in host country
school systems.

Reforms

sought would be those which had been built into
Teacher Corps program-

ming by this time, including:

(1)

new teaching methods; and

new approaches to teacher education both

(3)

pre-service and in-service.

introduction of new curricula;

(2)

Personnel from the host country Ministry

of Education, would be asked to join the Teacher Corps phase
of the pro-

gram to receive instruction in educational innovations and subsequently,

would lead a Peace Corps educational innovation team back in his own
country with his ministry’s support.

In order to recruit
and hold intern-volunteers
in this Kind of

3-4 year program and in
order to bridge and
connect the two program

Phases, colleges and universities
in the U.S. who were
conducting the
training program would offer
intern-voHaneers a Master's
degree from
tal experience.

To facilitate this, an
in-country Peace Corps

staff member would be
appointed adjunct faculty of
the university, would
visit the Teacher Corps
phase of the program for
preparation and guidance, and would supervise
and advise intern-volunteers
on independent
projects done for their MA degree
while they were PCVs.

In

addition,

university faculty would hold
approximately four in-service
workshops
for volunteers while they were
serving on their jobs in the
foreign
country.

Much of this thinking about
purpose and procedure of TC/PC
was
articulated after the initial projects
had been launched.
As we shall
see, many of the assumptions made
were ill-conceived and only haltingly implemented.

The foci of teacher preparation
and job placement -the

university, the local school district,
the host country ministry of
education, and the host country Peace
Corps staff-were geographically
and philosophically unconnected to the
formulation of this rationale.
II.

A.

The Teacher Corps/Peace Corps at UCSC
and the
Salinas Union High School District

The Proposal

In

January of 1971, the University of California at Santa
Cruz

(UCSC) was approached to determine interest in
mounting a TC/PC project.

Proposed was a one-year, graduate level Teacher Corps project
for 44
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nuth, science, and English
interns leading to state
teacher certification followed by two years'
service in the Peace Corps
in the Philippines or Malaysia, leading to
a Master's degree in
education,
within
a few short weeks UCSC
had approached the Salinas
Union High School District (SUHSD) and a proposal
written.
The following were the
only goals
stated for the two institutions
in the proposal.

UCSC

youth

mPr ° Vement ° f the educational
opportunities of our

SUHSD
d

8™00 s?uden?s

aUty edUCational «P««nce

for each of its

Personalizing the learning process.
Humanizing an often authoritarian
institution.^
The project was to help realize
these goals by achieving the

following objectives:
1.

Develop and implement teaching strategies
and materials which
nurture student inquiry and creativity;

2.

Develop and implement teaching strategies
and materials for
the "reluctant learner";

3.

Develop and implement teaching strategies and
materials for
personalizing instruction;

4.

Develop and implement teaching strategies and materials
specifically tailored to enhance the learning of the District's large bilingual population;

5.

Develop and implement model bilingual math and science instruction;

6.

Develop and implement continuous progress curricula;

7.

Develop and implement model instructional teams based upon
differentiated assignments;

8.

Provide for student participation in the decision-making
process
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10.

gr^°Ld

nd imPle ” ent 3 ",0del

outreach" pro-

Develop an environment
which enhances humanization. >4

™ese

vague goals and objectives
basically reflected the
same
goals and emphasis which
the Teacher Corps had
presented in its guidelines.
Only top-level institutional
administrators were involved
in
preparing this proposal.
In brief, problems
of the unmotivated, "reluctant" learner were to be
overcome by more individualized
instruction,
more inquiry-style teaching,
more student freedom and
participation,
more bilingual instruction (for
the large numbers of
Mexican-American
"reluctant" learners), more community
participation, and more teacherstudent communication and empathy.
Three themes of educational
change
were apparent in these goals and
objectives-technical-behavioral

humanistic, and, to a much more
limited degree, systemic.

As we analyze

the training program, the impact
of these themes on intern learning
will
be seen.

Along with the project goals and
objectives the proposal also

presented information on the Teacher
Education Program at UCSC and on
the SUHSD schools and community.

A brief review of the institutional

and environmental setting will assist our
program understanding.

UCSC opened its doors in 1965 as an
innovative and experimental

junior member of the UC system.
and freedom

m

Students were to be given more latitude

planning their academic program and more personalized,

informal, small-group contact between teacher
and student was emphasized.
By 1970 student and university interest in
"relevance” through fieldwork

had led to the founding of a fifth year graduate internship
program for
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a teaching credential
and to a large

program of field placements
for

university credit for
undergraduates interested in
a teaching career.
Teacher Education was staffed
by one fulltime faculty
member and

a small

group of intern supervisors,
hired on a state grant
of compensatory
education funds.
Interns were employed by the
school districts and
were responsible for a
classroom for the entire year.
They were supervised by UCSC personnel who
conducted weekly seminars in
which teaching
problems and experiences were
reflected upon, shared, discussed,
and
solutions sought.
On-the-job training, learning by
doing, and the
spiral curriculum were hallmarks
of the program in which direct
experience and problem-solving were the
determinants of instructional direction

—om

the start

the intern must be trea ted like
a teacher ,
-“st teaa^lIi5irfoi^
Fh
thee first day.
dav
Curriculum content must be related to
the teach® Xperi< nce
"spiral curriculum concept must be
!
followed-professionai content of the right kind,
at the right
time
*
and
the right amount.^
.

,

-

W

:

^

1

'

m

’

The program was conducted almost entirely
in the field with little or

no participation from regular university
faculty.
The SUHSD had accepted placement of
UCSC undergraduate class-

room aides prior to this proposal.

The district is located 40 miles

from the UCSC campus in a rich, agricultural
valley.

Approximately 30%

of the student population were Spanish-sumamed
minority students in
1971, a substantial number of whom were part of a migrant
population.

Estimates made in 1970 showed that 22% of the district's
students were
from low income families, and two schools--Alisal High School
and El
Sausal Junior High School, had been designated as target schools
for
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ESEA Title

I

progr^s.

The remaining schools-Salinas
High School,

North Salinas High School,
and Washington Junior
High School-also received large numbers of students
from elementary schools
designated as
Title I target schools.
In addition to English
as a Second Language
and remedial tutoring help
in reading and math
provided by the ESEA
funds, the district had also
expanded their vocational
education opportunities and their adult education
program.

Participation of the Spanish-speaking
community in school affairs had been virtually
non-existent outside of initial
parent advisory
group experience with Title I
programs.
The district claimed to be

recruiting minority teachers; however,
in 1971 less than 2% of the
district staff were from minority
backgrounds.
No community groups were
consulted about the TC/PC program
proposal, even though anger among
Chi can o members of Title

I

advisory committees had been increasingly

evident, as they saw the district misusing
ESEA funds and treating their
input paternal is ti cal ly.

B.

The Interns

Primary recruitment for interns took place on
the West Coast;
however, a small number were also recruited from
the rest of the country.

In the recruitment

literature and communications emphasis was

placed on math/science backgrounds and to a lesser degree,
on liberal
arts.

Although interest was expressed in candidates from minority

backgrounds, no particular effort was made to recruit either Chicanos
or those bilingual in Spanish.

The preservice portion of the project was scheduled to begin in
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Salinas during the third
Keek in June

At the

^

^^

en(J Qf
Jane, ninety (90) applicants
were flown to San Jose,
California for
selection where approximately
thirty (30) staff,
representing the
Mexican -American community
in Salinas, the team
leaders from the
schools, the Salinas school
district office, the UCSC
staff, the Teacher
Corps in Washington and
the Peace Corps in Washington,
interviewed the
candidates and stumbled through
to selection of the
forty-four.
This
process was significant for two
reasons.
First, it brought together
the participating parties
for the first time, highlighting
the differences in emphasis and concern
among the representatives of
the Salinas
community, the school district,
and the Peace Corps.
In the selection
proceedings disputes between the Peace
Corps and the community representatives were particularly apparent.
Second, the school district and
.

^

,

community carried the greatest influence
in final selection decisions,
thus making them feel greater
ownership for specific interns
selected
and for the project itself.

This was particularly critical
in the

case of the Mexican-American community
whose leadership had been

threatening to torpedo the entire project
just a few weeks before.
The final group of interns selected
varied in age from 21 to
48 with the great majority having just
graduated from college.

two of the forty-four had math and/or
science backgrounds.

Twenty-

The other

half were predominately English majors with a
few social science people
included.
ton states.

All but six came from either California, Oregon,
or Washing-

Of the forty-four, ten were from minority backgrounds--

nine Asian-Americans and one Mexican-American.
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HI.

The Preparation Program

Before examining the preparation
program within the learning
categories we will first provide
an overview of program
design followed
by a comparison of design
elements with the concepts and
assumptions on
learning transfer and third-culture
training presented in the
previous
chapter.

Program Design

A.

From June 21, 1971, through the
middle of August, 1971, the new
ly arrived interns were engaged
in a preservice program which
included
four hours of classroom teaching in
summer school classrooms under the

supervision of experienced teachers and
team leaders in the mornings
and seminar sessions in the afternoons.

The Teacher Corps liaison of-

ficer from Washington wrote the following
about this preservice training.

An air of excitement pervaded the program
as the preservice
phase got underway.
It seemed to be the excitement born
of involvement in something new and challenging. The
first of the five
C/PC projects to start preservice, on June
21, the program was
experimenting with a new model for Teacher Corps in that
it called
for the functioning of the interns in actual
classrooms of the
SUHSD on the very first day of the program.
Some called it "total immersion." Working closely with
experienced teachers and team leaders assigned to the program, the
interns found themselves coping with problems of planning,
motivation, discipline, classroom management and evaluation
from the
very first day of preservice.
With mornings given over to instruction in the classrooms of the summer schools, the afternoons
were devoted to seminar sessions with experienced teachers and
the program's instructional and administrative staff concerned
with the development of modules of instruction, objectives,
methodology, planning and preliminary team assignments. The process included mutual determination of training objectives and establishment of priorities in training sequences which in the end
yielded high dividends in intern interest and commitment. 16
1
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Three important messages
were conveyed to interns
by project
staff, school district
personnel, and community
participants during
this preservice stage:
(1, that the project and
interns were in Salinas
to bring about innovations;
(2) that the school district
and teachers in
Salinas had not responded to
the needs of the
Mexican-American population and the interns must;
and (3) the schools were
places that many
students did not like to be and
the interns must create
school environments with more freedom, choice,
and individual attention to
motivate
their students.
From September until Christmas
a variety of events took
place
which have a bearing on the
preparation program. The most
important
event was the formulation of school
assignments for intern teams; the

integration of these teams into the
school and/or departmental structure; and the definition by the
teams of their common goals, objectives,

strategies, and problems in their school.

The team leaders were direct-

ly in charge of this process with
individual project staff assigned to

each team for supervision in the class
and for team support and leadership in weekly seminar meetings.

Although it took some time to sort out

team placements and deliberations, by Christmas
each team had defined
its focus and made proposals to the
department and school.

The program design for relating intern instruction
and practice

operated much like a wheel.

At the hub of the wheel was a resource cen-

ter, weekly core seminars on generaly education
issues, the intern news-

letter "ReCom," the team leader training sessions, the program
gover-

nance and development sessions.

The team leaders, supervising staff,

and team representatives were the main connections between the hub
of
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the project and the
separate school tease.

Information and procedures
from core seminars and
meetings were translated
into team procedures,
practice, and discussion by
these individuals, and
team problems and
proposals were brought back to
project planning sessions
by them.
At
the end of each spoke the
school teams identified
project areas that
were consistent with project
and school expectations,
worked daily i„
assigned classrooms, discussed
and analyzed their problems,
and made
proposals to the project and
school.
Surrounding these spokes were
the

community projects in which interns
participated.

Some projects combined members of different teams
while others involved only
the members
of one team working with parents
of their students. The program
de-

sign, then, looked like the
following diagram (see next page).
This pattern continued throughout
the remainder of the year

with some gradual shifts in emphasis.

From February-June the core

seminars had turned into three formal
classes: The History, Politics,
Education, and Peace Corps Programs in
Malaysia; ESL Methods and Tech-

niques; and Racism in the Public Schools.

The first two of these

emanated from the need for intellectual
information about Malaysia and
for those going to Malaysia as ESL teachers
to gain more practice and

background.

The third grew out of intern and community
frustration at

changing the curricula, teachers, and procedures
of the schools to provide opportunities for bilingual-bicultural
students.

Intern training,

supervision, and evaluation in specific teaching skills
and competencies
were also given much greater attention as the time for
determining eredential authorization approached in the Spring.
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Program Design

.
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Comparison to T hird-Ci.
and Transfer Concepts

IL:

This TC/PC project was
initiated with little or no
knowledge of
what the conditions and
requirements of the Peace Corps
teaching situation would be.
It was. therefore, designed
to respond to the
expressed
concerns of the Teacher Corps,
the UCSC Teacher Education
program, the
SUHD, and the Mexican-American
community.
Interns were cautioned from
the outset that they should
not anticipate the nature
of their Peace
Corps job on the basis of this
Teacher Corps experience. The
dissimilarities were obvious.
This was their own country,
Malaysia was not;

Mexican-Americans and Malaysians are
linguistically, historically, and
culturally a great distance apart; in
Salinas they were trying to reform a local school district and
improve opportunities for an oppressed

minority group while in Malaysia they
would be serving a national school
system to improve the likelihood of
development.
Nonetheless, the basic
components of the third-culture training
design were present.

Interns

were engaged in an experiential learning
how to learn process in which
their experiences were reflected upon,
generalized, new problems identified and acted upon.

They were forced to adjust and adapt part
of their

behavior and their emotional resiliency to a
different cultural environment than their college life.
in a real

And, they practiced their teaching skills

school-community environment.

Regardless of the apparent

contextual differences, of the fact that there were no Malaysia
Teacher
Corps staff, and of the fact that this was not explicitly a
Peace Corps

training program, clear expectations that the Teacher Corps experience
as a third culture design, would enhance Peace Corps effectiveness
were
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expressed by the Malaysian Ministry
of Education and by Peace
Corps
staff.
The degree of commonality
between Teacher Corps tasks
and Peace
Corps tasks; the nature of
generalizable principles and
concepts which
would apply to both Salinas and
Malaysia; and the willingness
of interns
to relate their learning to a
new setting were all vague
and questionable during the Teacher Corps'
preparation year.

~
—.Knowledge,
Attitudes

Skills, Unde rstandings and
Emphasized in the T parW
Preparation Program

——
k

With the above background in mind, we
will now explain the content, procedures, and problems of the
training program within the

general cross-cultural teacher preparation
categories which were de-

veloped in the previous chapter.

—
training m

Teaching skills

.

During the eight weeks of preservice

the summer of 1971, supervision and feedback
with interns

dealt with classroom skills which needed to be
developed.

However,

the relaxed nature of summer school classes and
the pressures for pro-

gram organization made specification of and training
for discrete skills

impossible at that time.

Four pressures subsequently emerged within

the environment of the project for identifying necessary
classroom

teaching behaviors and for training interns to master these skills.
First, starting in September both the Teacher Corps Office in

Washington, D.C. and the California Office of Teacher Licensing exerted

pressure on the project to develop more explicit training modules which
specified teaching behaviors, pedagogical skills, and community performances that would be expected of interns.

Both agencies were commit-
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ted to competency-based
teacher preparation modeis
as a way to connect
theory and practice in teacher
education P ro g rams and to
make programs
more accountable for learning
outcomes.
Indeed, in the September,
1971, project evaluation report
sent to the Director of
Teacher Corps/
Washington, the following was
stated.
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Second, the team leaders, who carried
major responsibility for

daily supervision of intern's teaching,
began expressing

a sense of

incompetence about pinpointing appropriate
teaching skills to work on
with their individual interns.

Based on vague generalities drawn from

their previous experience, they could tell
interns what they did or
didn't like about their classroom teaching.

However, when disagreements

arose the team leaders felt they had no substantive
handles to grab onto
and no mutual definition of accountability
to reinforce their authority.

Even if interns did agree to their areas of weakness,
the team leaders

did not know how to suggest training activities which would
help

strengthen skill weaknesses outside the classroom.
Third, by California law all school districts were required to

develop a competency-based evaluation system for teachers and administra-
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tors in the district.

Expected teacher and student
performances were

to be specified by each
district to serve as the
basis for evaluation
and for prescription of
necessary in-service training
for improving

weak performance.

District and school administrators
viewed this project as the spearhead for the
listing of such "good" teaching
performances.
The School Coordinator for
the project had been charged
by the
district with responsibility in this
area and for the development
of an
in-service teacher retraining center
in the prescribed
performances.
Fourth, the interns had discovered
by the end of the first

semester that good intensions and
friendliness toward students were
not
sufficient for successful implementation
of their plans in the classroom.

Many had come to analyze their problems
in the classroom at

least partially as reflections of their
inadequate skills and misguided

behaviors.

Coping with the daily interactions in the
classroom made

many feel that discovery of "correct" teaching
behaviors and skills
might,

m

turn, help them to correct and manage the
behavior of their

students better.

They were, therefore, calling for more
training in

the use of specific, non-authoritarian techniques
which would allow for

expanding the humanness, individualization, and
participation in their
classrooms while reducing problems of discipline and
motivation.
The project response to these pressures for specification
and

training in teaching skills included instruction which touched
both

teaching behaviors and pedagogical techniques.

In competency-based

preparation programs these notions are intertwined in the sense that
teaching skills, methods, and materials are all defined in terms of

performance objectives necessary to demonstrate competence.

We will
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leave discussion of project
instruction in pedagogical
skills and con
cepts to the next section,
remebering that they are
part of the tech-

nical-behavioral approach to teacher
preparation along with teach
behaviors
Three major project activities
were initiated for developing
interns' classroom repertoire
of effective teaching behaviors.
First,
a modified micro-teaching
clinic was established in which
both team

leaders and interns were given an
orientation to the skill clusters
and
their meaning. This was followed
by a period of diagnosis during
which
the team leader, staff supervisor,
and intern analyzed the
classroom

performance in order to determine the
skill area in which the intern
was weak.

Having done this, a schedule for
practice with video-taping

in each skill area was set up
at the resource center, and
interns came
in small groups

for these practice and critique
sessions.

These were

followed up by further observation and
feedback in the classroom to
judge improvement in mastery of the skill
(s).

The repertoire of behav-

iors was also included in the intern
evaluation and progress assessment

which is discussed in the introduction
to the appendices.
The second area of project response involved
team leader training in the use of Flander's Interaction
Analysis of classroom performance.

Over the period of six weeks the team leaders met one
morning

each week to receive instruction in the meaning and
use of this observa-

tional scale, to discuss results they had obtained with
it in their interns

classrooms, and to analyze those results for the purpose of

changing specific intern teaching behaviors which seemed to block student participation in the class.
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Third, consultants and
project staff held
periodic workshops
on aspects of classroom
teaching behavior such
as the use of
questionlng SklUS f° r inCreaSing
S
participation teaching
behaviors
needed to individualized,
contract learning in
science and math classes,
of verbal and non-verbal
cues in the classroom,
and language and mis
communication with the
Mexican-American student.

“

,

As was outlined in
the
previous chapter, this category
covers all aspects of the
teaching
process from preparation to
evaluation.
It includes knowledge
about
the students, the subject
matter, and the materials
to be taught; skills

to be used in planning,
implementing, and evaluating
teaching in the
classroom; and understandings
of the relationship among
these component
parts of the teaching process
and desired goals.
In cross-cultural

settings teaching techniques,
strategies, and concepts must
take into
account the community setting, the
cultural differences in experience
and perception, and the social
and educational goals reflected
in public
and school policies.
In this project the goals
and policies of the Teacher Corps,

the Salinas school district, and
the University of California, Santa
Cruz prescribed that learning in this
project should be directed toward

two major areas of pedagogical innovation:

(1)

teachers who could

humanize and personalize the school’s treatment
of students, and

(2)

teachers who could organize individualized,
self-paced, participative,
creative curricula and classroom procedures
for students.

Thus

,

the

main concern of instruction for the interns and
of project participants

generally was with innovative skills and concepts within
this area.
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Each team selected particular
areas of emphasis which
seemed to respond
to their particular school
and subject matter
problems, but all drew
upon a common pool of concepts
and approaches.
I„ general terms
the

team emphasis distinctions
could be divided between
the math/ science
teams and the English/humanities
teams.

The math/science teams were
all placed within traditional
secondary school departments who
were accustomed to teaching
the most
motivated, college-bound students
in the system while sorting
out the

majority into basic science and math
classes designed to teach the
"underachievers" or "disadvantaged"

students essential computational

and scientific skills.

These classes had high percentages
of minority

students— both racially (Mexican-Americans
ly

(females).

problems.

,

Filippinos, etc.) and sexual-

The math/science departments were
facing two, connected

The first was how to renew interest
and enrollment in the

advanced math/science classes.

The second was how to handle large

"basics" classes full of "lazy" students
with little interest in or ap-

titude for either math or science.

The majority of interns on each

Teacher Corps team were assigned to the "basics"
classes, since few
other teachers in these departments like working
with these students.

Major areas of pedagogical concern soon emerged
from these
teams.

They were:

students’

(1)

more adequate materials and resources for the

level of knowledge, for making math/science skills
more rele-

vant to the needs of their life (consumer math, ecological
science,
etc.), and for allowing more individualization in doing
math/science

problems (worksheets, learning centers, peer-teaching);

(2)

more group

discovery or inquiry teaching strategies in laboratory settings where
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students could work together
on problem and have
more chance to discuss
thetr feelings about them;
and (3) more techniques
to incorporate
bi-

lingualism and pertinent life
problem (human sexuality,
into the classtoon,.
Generally, the first and third
areas of emphasis were
applied
to the "basics" classes
KhUe the second encompassed
innovat ons
.

"college-bound" students.
Thus, these teams concentrated
on pedagogical skills
and concepts which assisted them in
individualizing instruction on
the one
hand and organizing group
projects and "discovery" learning
on the
other.
Core seminars and workshops were
held on performance-based

curriculum in math and science, on
programmed materials and new techniques (games, simulations, etc.,

in math and science, on
various uses

of student grouping and peer teaching,
on how to develop learning
modules for the life sciences, and
on concepts and application of
the

Harvard physics material.

In addition, two interns who
spoke Chinese

and two who spoke Spanish made concerted
efforts to develop bilingual

materials and processes in the classroom.

Much of this concern ended

with special tutoring sessions for those
students who had difficulty
with English.
To summarize for math and science teams,
their problems were

viewed as resulting from poorly-prepared,
"turned-off" students, abstract and irrelevant subject matter, inadequate
and unstimulating

materials, and sterile, non-responsive teaching strategies.

Project

responses were all centered around skills, techniques, and
concepts

designed to increase the student's choice of options and participation
in the learning process.

As students were given more freedom in the
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classroom, problems of discipline
and behavioral management
emerged for
the interns.
At this point they turned
toward skills in designing
individualized, competency-based
curriculum as a way of making
their
expectations of students clearer.
P r °blem with giving students educational
freedom is
that they often don't know what
to do with it because thej
are
conditioned by the traditional
educational system in wMch
authority and direction rests with
the Teacher, Kaufman says
However Kaufman is convinced the
individualized approach
to instruction has proved itself
the most effective
ing students who have for various
reasons been 'turned off
by the educational establishment 18

in”-

.

The English/humanities teams had a
similar charge for pedagogical innovations.

However, school placements and subject
matter differ-

ence caused the pedagogical emphasis of
these teams to be somewhat

different than the math/science interns.

The English/humanities in-

terns were placed in intermediate school
settings with far less definition of their mission within the school than
the math/science people.
The humanities team at El Sausal Junior High
was assigned to a four-

period, alternative, core program of 130 eighth-graders
who were sup-

posed to be given more freedom of choice in content and
process of
learning.

The language arts team at Washington Junior High were
origi-

nally assigned to teach ESL in the school.

However, after their team

leader quit her job in the district in the early Fall, this team
or-

ganized a proposal for establishing a heterogeneously-grouped language
arts, alternative class for the second semester which was approved.
The team assigned to the ESEA Title

of students on

a

supplied by Title

I

program worked with small groups

"pull-out" basis in basic-skills, programmed- learning
I

and on small -group projects to promote motivation,
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success, and fun among Title

I

students.

All of these teams had been
grafted onto the formal school

structure; had a loose and often
suspicious, relationship with
regular
school teachers and administrators;
and exercised a great deal
of freedom and initiative in defining
and doing "their own thing."
Although
they were pedagogically concerned
with behavioral, performance-based

concepts, skills, and techniques in
bringing more student freedom and
enjoyment into their classrooms, their
major emphasis was on humanistic
and social reconstruction concepts
and techniques.
Some of the following statements made
by members of these teams
to describe their teaching gives a
picture of their major concerns.

About the El Sausal Humanities Team we
have:
The staff, who at times appear to be
diametrically opposed
S
°? hlCally and P ra g matical ly> agree on ONE VERY IMPORTANT
ITEM: that subject content, like time,
should not be boxed,
pre-packaged, and sectioned into neat and precise
discipline
areas.
Hence, all teaching is done in an interdisciplinary
spirit.
,

.

,

?™°

Work is individualized to the extent that all
assignments
required for credit in a particular class are contained
in a
Learning Activity Package (LAP) which is given to the
student
for him to work on at his own pace.

Every week

s

schedule for Humanities looks different.

Each student enters into a counselor/counselee relationship
with one of the staff members (1 teacher/13 students). This
staff member helps his students prepare their schedule, does
home visits to his counselee's parents, takes his students on
picnics, checks upon him when he cuts or is sick, explains to
him the Meaning of Life and obscene words, tells him about
college and the principal, and in general tries to make Humanities as pleasant and unconfusing as is humanely possible.

For El Sausal it is very very RADICAL and REVOLUTIONARY.
Few faculty members like our ideas although there seems to be
littel personal animosity against us as individuals.
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We can suggest many reasons
for the state of affairs but
the most identifiable one is
the school's desire to Sain
children to be more or less obedient
functionaries in a hierarchical economic system.
It should be clear to us
that the
regimen we impose on our children is
remarkably similar to that
ound
almost any manufacturing plant.
A five day week, seven
ay,
ne h<
f ° r lunch> a careful division
of labor for
u°
both ?
teachers
and students, a high premium on
conformity, and a
kind of suspicion of any deviant
behavior, and especially a concern for product rather than process.
Does it seem to you that
human beings can begin to learn about
themselves (the expansion
o
consciousness) and the skills and knowledge
they must possess
to live without fear and despair within
our contemporary schools? 20

m

T

Thus, the team proposed a non-ability-tracked
communication lan-

guage-arts class organized around the following
objectives.
1*

To teach communication skills which will
enable students
to communicate effectively in the world they
are likely to
find as adults;

2.

To provide a curriculum that will minimize recall
and
recollection of data as a desirable behavior;

3.

To offer performance modules in directions, persuasion,
negotiation, values, role playing;

4.

To organize the classroom into learning centers that will
provide a means to individualized skills development;
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5.

To involve students in
educational decision-making;

6.

To facilitate an atmosphere
of mutual trust in 1:116
the
classroom;

7.

To strengthen students'
non-verbal skills;

8
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The interns from these teams
generally took the leadership
of
the intern group; they were most
heavily involved in community
and

political activities; they were
indefatigable seekers of resources,

activities, and ideas for their
classroom; they engaged in intense,
emotional discussion and debates among
themselves and with project
staff; they were impatient with
reflective deliberation, analysis, and

administrative red-tape; they were concerned
with behavioral skills,
techniques, and methods to the extent that
these could be applied to

their classrooms and were not required of
them without their participation

m

the decision.

The project provided seminars, workshops,
read-

ings and discussion groups on techniques
for teaching reading, com-

munication skills and small group facilitation,
contract learning, use
of learning centers in the classroom, adolescent
behavior and psychol°§y> value clarification and humanistic methodology, racism and abil-

ity-tracking in schools, the open classroom, and development
and evaluation of learning modules.

In addition,

many of the interns on these

teams took outside methods classes on their own.

During the second

semester all of them who planned to continue in Malaysia taught ESL
classes in their schools and took a course on teaching English as a
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second language.
To summarize the pedagogical
concerns of the English/humanities teams, it would be fair
to say that their primary
emphasis was not
to teach a specific body of
subject matter, but to humanize
the school
ing process for "disadvantaged"
students by creating "islands
of Freedom" for themselves and their
students.
This meant redefining tradi-

tional subject matter curriculum,
methods of curriculum planning
and
teaching, and approaches to evaluation
of learning.
In the classroom
most of these interns v;ere greatly
concerned with process learning,
with
individual consciousness raising, with
activity and fun, and with

materials and techniques which helped
define and enhance their teaching.

They often viewed themselves as
spokespersons for oppressed

minorities (students and Mexican- Americans)
within and against the

policies and practices of an oppressive
institution (schools).

——Cross-c ultural

communication and adjustment

.

The problems

of cross-cultural communication which the
interns had to adjust to were
at three levels of interaction and were
limited to specific contexts.

The levels of interaction were:
school staff;

(2)

(1)

intern-intern, intern-project and

intem-Chicano students and community; and

Mexican students and community.

(3)

intem-

The major context for interaction was

in the school with limited contact in community
projects.

The interns converged on Salinas from all parts of the West
Coast and from across the country.

Most of them had just finished their

undergraduate work, and the TC/PC program represented their first job
and commitments outside of being students.

Some were a bit older; some

from Philippino, Chinese, and Mexican backgrounds; some were married;
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others divorced; some were
veterans of Viet Nam;
others were veterans
of campus sit-ins and
protests against the war;
some were in search
of
a niche, an identity
for themselves; others
were escaping from
unsatisfying circumstances elsewhere.

Forty-four diverse people
arrived in Salinas, found
their own
housing- -mostly with other
inters whom were unknown at
the time, were
thrown into classrooms and
co^unity work, were asked to
organize themselves into effective teams
aimed at educational innovations,
were
pressed from all sides to prove
themselves within one year and,
finally,
would be off to Malaysia together
after a year's time. Heady
business,
doubt.

More importantly, it indicates the
primary level of interaction at which intern communication
and adjustment took place in
Salinas.
Those with whom interns lived and
worked were predominately other interns
The major cultural experiences and
values which interns brought
to the project were quite similar in
most respects.

However, their par-

ticular attitudes, ideas, commitments,
motivations, aspirations, and
perceptions about the society they lived in
and the schooling process
they were asked to work in were both
diverse and divergent.

Working in-

tensely and closely in team planning, teaching,
and reflecting, problems of interpersonal interaction and communication
soon emerged over

differences of style, philosophy, behavior.

An intern community soon

emerged with separate, informal, small groups of interns
providing interpersonal gratification and support for their members.

were not together outside of project activities.

Most teams

No leadership emerged

on some teams; too much conflicting and battling leadership
occurred
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Wlthl n ° therS
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1,16

” ath and

-terns tended

to socialize less
whrle the English and
humanities interns were
constant!, involved with
a college-like stream
of discussions, parties,
social activities,
planning sessions, and community

activities.

A code of behavior applied
which called for
suspiciousness of
authority, high levels of action,
activity, and
involvement; personal

initiative, openness, and honesty;
and loyalty to other
team members
and interns when criticized
or questioned by people
outside the project,

me

project staff were generally
viewed as resource people,
facilitators,
allies, and advocates in getting
the primary job done-bringing
change
in the schools.
Intern representatives were
chosen by the group to sit
on the University's Committee
on Education and were members
of project

governance and planning meetings.

The establishment of the
project

newsletter, "ReCom," was an intern
project intended to be used as
a
forum for exchanging ideas and
grievances among interns and between
interns and staff.
In one of their first issues
a survey of intern opinions about and satisfaction with
various aspects of staff and project

performance was sent out and results were
reported in a later issue. 22
By March, 1972, interns had begun to
make personal plans about

their post-Teacher Corps future.

Those who intended to continue in the

Peace Corps in Malaysia began to form

a

stronger community of common

interest, while those planning to remain in
Salinas did the same.

Out-

side of home visits, willingness to engage
in community projects among

those planning to leave the Salinas community in
June was practically

non-existence by this time.
The second and third levels of intern cross-cultural
communica-
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With Mexican students
and parents.

Project guidelines,
goals

„d
_

^^

sign committed intern
and staff ettorts
efforts tn
to nu
changing the relationship
between the schools and
the Mexiran.An,
an -American community.
This community
was divided among second
and third-generation
a generation Chicanos
who sought social
economic and educational
reconstruction and e uality;
q
Mexican-Americans
who were assimilated into
the schools and community;
and Mexican migrants
who were transient members
of the community and
schools.
School personnel generally defined
community involvement in
terms of more teacher
home visitations, more
parent participation in
school activities, more
•

•

rw

,

English-as-a-second- language classes,
more remedial and vocational
classes, and school celebrations
of particular Mexican
holidays.
The
Chicano community, comprising
the majority of the minority
community,
were much more concerned with
broad-based political action
and change,
pushing for greater decision-making
power, for affirmative action
results, for the abolition of
tracking, for teacher
consciousness-raising,
for bilingual instruction, for
farmworker rights, for public
support for
child care and improved housing,
etc.

demands

was

The schools' response to these

anywhere from uneasy to outright
hostile.

As mentioned earlier, leadership
among the Chicano community

had emerged prior to the Teacher
Corps project through previous school

projects as well as in the union movement,
social welfare programs, and
the legal system (CRLA--California
Rural Legal Assistance Program).

The

project incorporated these interests at the
earliest stages of development and the Community Coordinator who was
hired had been a leader in

previous community battles over issues of Chicano
rights and equality
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in the schools.

These active Chicane
community members initially
viewed this project with
suspicion.
However, after seriousness
of
intent to advocate and promote
community interests had
been established
on the part of the university
staff of the project, the
Chicane community utilized the project
and interns as leverage
within the school
system to initiate desired
changes.
By Fall of 1971, the
energies of
the Chicane community were
primarily directed toward the
planning and
development of a Teacher Corps
program proposal in
bilingual-bicultural
education for the following year.
With only one Chicano member,
the interns were called upon
to

involve themselves in school and
community projects which would
enhance
the educational process for
low-income students, particularly
those of
Mexican descent.
During the initial summer months a
large amount of
time and energy was devoted to both
seminars about and participation

m

community activities.

In this process a few of the
well-meaning,

aggressive, Anglo interns who rushed to aid
and teach Chicano students
and community groups were met with reticence,
suspicion and, indeed,

hostility from those they naively wanted to
"help."

Individual con-

frontations and flaring tempers resulted in a few
cases.

These ex-

periences combined with the press of school and
team demands in the
Fall led some of the interns to limit or entirely
cease their involve-

ment in the community.

On the other hand, most of the interns main-

tained their involvement in some cross-cultural community
activity
during the year, and some made a major contribution by working
with a
group of Chicano women to organize, fund, and implement a bilingual
day care center which has expanded and increased its services since that
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In the intern

survey conducted in December,
1971, cost interns
responded that their community
activities were sporadic
and concentrated on tutoring and teaching
English at migrant camps
and adult
school, conducting home
visits, counseling at a
drop-in center, teaching at a boys' ranch for
juvenile offenders, assisting
the Title I community liaison, and working
on the day care center. 23
Only a few of
the interns continued
throughout the year to work with
Chicano community groups pressing for
social justice issues. Most
of these interns
came from the Washington Junior
High English team where they
attacked
the racism of the tracking
system, helped set up in-service
cultural
awareness training for teachers,
and helped organize a number
of communi ty- school cultural events.
Most of the interns' community
activities were either in pro-

viding school contact with parents or
in serving the culturally and
linguistically more distant migrant population.

Communication with

and adjustment to Chicano students
and community groups was not difficult because of any lack in interns'

skills.

language or cultural understanding

Rather, these interactions tested the
political, social, and

cultural ideology of interns and were fraught
with suspicion, defensiveness, and hostility.

Interns' interactions with Mexican migrant
stu-

dents and adults were much more amiable and
pleasant with the "helping"
role well established.

Language and cultural distance were the great-

est for interns when they were working in ESL classes
and in migrant

camp and adult school tutoring.

However, the contact with these situa-

tions was limited; frequency of contact could be primarily
controlled

by the interns; and effectiveness of the contact could be viewed
on the
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basis of individual intern
language and cultural
communication skills.
On the other hand,
interns' contact with
Chicano students in
their classes and in project
activities outside of school
was more
prevalent and pressing; frequency
of the contact could be
controlled
by the interns outside of
school more than in their
classes; and ef-

fectiveness of interns' contact
seemed to be determined by
their political and educational actions
and commitments to institutional
reform and
social justice more than their
Spanish language ability or
their sensitivity to isolated pieces of
differing cultural behaviors.
The instructional aspects of
the project in this category
were

handled through a variety of approaches
and methods.

Greatest empha-

sis was placed on the
"self-as-instrument" concept in developing
self-

awareness among interns and on personal
encounter and community involveent approaches to understanding the
target culture.

In addition, a few

of the presentations made to provide
interns with information about the

Mexican culture reflected the notion of
cultural relativism.

Other

presentations and discussions dealt with
Mexican-American issues and
problems of social, economic, cultural, and
political justice in the
schools and community.

Still others presented information about
impor-

tant Mexican-American cultural traditions,
beliefs, and language diffi-

culties and the ways in which schools and teachers
either ignored or

violated these cultural norms.

Numerous small group communication exer-

cises were attempted with the interns, and other encounter
groups on

personal prejudices and racism took place among some interns and
active

community people.
Rather than itemizing each presentation, critical incident, or
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problem-solving situation which
occurred in the cross-cultural
communication and adjustment aspects
of this project, the following
points summarize the program impact in
this category.
m
f c0mmunicati0n and adjustment
seemed
wi?hin the
h
pr °J ect g^oup itself and
between inn
f
terns and their school
setting.

IXccu?

tic
2.

3.
4.

The importance of language
and culture in the schooling
nro
cess were given some attention,
even though the primary
project objectives were not
directed toward bilingual
guai -bicul
Dlcui_
tural educational concerns.

Two different minority communities
seemed to be involved
he P
ect and were seeking substantially
different
^
goals.
Chicanos appeared to seek institutional,
curriculum
social reform through political
action and pressure
and through raising issues of equality
and justice.
The
exican and Mexican- American community,
supported by school
district policies and programs, seemed
primarily interested
in improved language instruction
for Spanish speakers in
the school and community in order
that they could more effectively compete within and achieve the
rewards of the
social, economic, and educational
system.

“

5.

6.

/?

^

Intern and project response to this
cross-cultural situation
were multi-faceted. Although some interns
established and
maintained constructive involvement in school
and community
projects aimed at social and institutional
reform through
consciousness-raising and political action, the majority
limited their involvement with and commitment
to the minority community to individual language tutoring,
individual
parent visits, and community service projects.

Project instruction waivered its approach to
cross-cultural
difficulties within the school and community between the
notion of cultural relativism and autonomy to be overcome
by
improving techniques of language instruction and techniques
for cross-cultural communication and the notion of structural
inequalities in the educational and social system to be overcome through personal encounter, consciousness-raising, and
political action.
Interns were largely able to protect themselves from situations of severe cross-cultural tension and stress. Most
interns viewed their cross-cultural role as one part of their
innovative efforts in the classroom. With only a year to
spend in the Salinas community and with no previous background
there, only a few of the interns felt that they could partici-
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m

pate
and "own" the cross-cultural
problems of the community.

e to develop a conceptual framework for understanding
or a alyzing desirable intranational or international cultural
relationships and

problems

—

Institutional and social expectations
of the teacher.

In

the previous chapter three components
of this cross-cultural teacher

preparation category were emphasized.
of schooling;

(2)

They are:

(1)

the organization

the professional expectations of
teachers; and (3)

the role of the cross-cultural teacher
in social and educational change.

During our discussion of this Teacher Corps
project we have noted pro
gram policies and guidelines established by
the Teacher Corps to promote educational reform in local school districts
and universities.
In addition, we have pointed out the
project objectives of the Salinas

Union High School District as well as the lack of
consultation with
and participation of school personnel within the
district in planning
the project.

Finally, we should understand that district decision-

makers viewed the Teacher Corps project as one additional source
of

compensatory educational assistance which would augment special funding for vocational education, migrant education, and remedial programs
(Title

I)

to help overcome "the special learning handicaps faced by

the migrant, the very poor, and the bilingual student.

.

.

," 24

All of these programs were responses to disturbing district

statistics which showed that approximately 40% of the students entering high school were Spanish

sumamed while less than 20% of graduating
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students came from the same
group

Overall, high school dropouts
con

stituted approximately 18% of
the student population
while dropouts
among Spanish sumamed students
was running as high as
50%.
In addi
ti°n

readln « and math test scores
were decreasing yearly;
collegebound class enrollments were
decreasing; and student violence
and de
structiveness were increasing. 25
The reflection of these
circumstances
and their impact on interns'
teaching and school experience
was cap’

suHzed by one intern who stated

to a local newspaper reporter
"that

project participants seem to get
more than their share of students
with ’discipline problems’ for one
reason or another, although interns

m

the project are ready to handle
such situations.” 26

Coming from the outside and without
professional credentials,
interns stepped into a complex organization
and community in which com-

peting notions about educational goals and
procedures were at play.
Directed by the policies of Teacher Corps and
the objectives of the
school district administrators, interns were
put into individual schools

with full teaching responsibilities in the
midst of a mostly suspicious
group of teachers and administrators.

reform the educational process.

Interns were expected to help

Organizationally the SUHSD consisted

of two Junior High Schools and four high schools.

The district claimed

that "school autonomy in curriculum is an integral part
of the dis-

trict

s

curriculum development policy, and its implementation has pro-

moted a steady stream of innovations and experiments including 150
pilot courses in the past two years, continuous progress curriculums,
pass/fail grading, interdisciplinary classes, simulations, heterogeneous grouping, elective English classes and differentiated staffing
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utilizing volunteers and aides."”

The inte

m

teams W ere structured
within a departmental
organization in the high schools
and as autonomous
units in the junior high
schools.

their struggle to learn about
and implement new
pedagogical
techniques and to cope with their
assigned classroom responsibilities
from day-to-day, the interns
quickly discovered that teaching
takes
In

Place within and is effected by the
institutional and community
setting,
that educational change is
political and full of conflict,
and that

initiating and sustaining change
from the outside requires the
development of alliances with persons of
similar aims within the school
and
community.

In order to be effective in
the school,

interns had to know

the policies, procedures, and logic
which governed its operation.

Most

of their knowledge about the organization
and operation of the schools
grew out of specific in-school problems
which arose and required policy
and organizational knowledge on the
interns' part in order to be re-

solved.

Thus, this learning had an episodal quality,
was generally

seen through the lens of narrow classroom
concerns, and was not built
into a broader analysis of educational policies,
goals and change.

Team leaders and staff supervisors were required
to explain most of
the school regulations and policies.

The specific roles which these

interns were expected to play in each school had not
been formally de-

cided by any of the schools before the beginning of the
school year.
In general,

teachers and administrators assumed that interns would be

fitting into established departmental or programmatic structures as

additional assistance.

This large degree of role ambiguity combined

with competing educational interest groups who either sought to dis-
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credit or to enhance
project and intern aims,
soon put pressure
on intern teams to articul
ate clearly their
objectives, procedures,
and purposes
In thought and action
interns analyzed and
responded to th11s

organizational tension and the
personal stress involved in
three characristic ways.
The first, and most common
response, was characterized
by efforts to fit into
predominating institutional
patterns, to

identify individual or team
responsibility for a given group
of students or
Classes, to concentrate attention
and energy on competently
and skill-

fully teaching and innovating
only in their own classrooms
with their
own students, and to avoid
conflicts with those in the
school and community over institutional decisions.
The second characteristic
response flowed from a supposedly

humanistic perception that public
schools were oppressive, stifling,

mechanistic detention centers in which
many or most of the staff con
tributed to the psychological devastation
of children and reinforced
racist and authoritarian practices and
policies.

By contrast these

interns were there to protect and "free”
their students from the in-

stitutional constraints which had been
placed on them and as an exam
pie to those who were "uptight" in the
system.
Finally, there were those who responded by
making a continuing

effort to gain information about how the school
system was organized;
to involve themselves constructively in
school activities and decision

making groups; to identify and understand the logic
and rationale of
school policies, rules, and procedures; to interpret
and explain the

school to their students and students' rights and feelings
to others in
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the school; and to propose
and folio. through on

class™

and schoo!

changes In concert with others
in the school and
community.
Thus, attitudes, knowledge,
and behaviors regarding
the organization and expectations of
schools tended to fall into
a pattern of
either hiding in the classroom
in search of technical
solutions to student learning problems,
liberating oneself and students
from institutional constraints in order to
free curiosity and growth,
or being part
of the institution and its
procedures while furthering
debate and discussion on educational issues,
developing constituent support,
and proposing and testing alternative
policies and practices.

Perhaps this dynamic interaction
among interns and the schools
was most clearly evidenced in the
struggles over behavioral expectations
of teachers by the school system.
Although they were not spelled out,

certain norms or limits to professional
behavior were held by teachers,
administrators, and parents in regard to
appearance, disciplining of
students, social behavior in the community,
promptness, and interaction

with others in the school.

Even though such matters were not of
great

importance to project or team objectives,
both interns and school personnel fixed on non-conforming behaviors of
interns as the arena for

debate on far too many occasions.

Project staff repeatedly emphasized

that needless provocation in matters of dress,
language, promptness,

and laxity of discipline not only demonstrated
insensitivty to the ac-

ceptable norms of others but, more importantly, obscured
and stunted
progress on the educational aims of the project by alienating
potential
allies and encouraging non-intellectual reactions to their presence
in
the schools.
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Within the intern community
the interns committed
to demonstrating their individual
freedom by such provoking
behaviors found
tolerance and support among
most of their peers,
it was the age of
aquarius, of the Viet Nam War,
of marches, of slogans,
and of individual liberation.
This was their own country,
their schools, their future which were at stake.
In the junior high schools
confrontations occurred over use
of

profane language by interns,
permissiveness with students, and
sloppiness of appearance.
The two junior high principals
demanded removal of
two particular interns and project
staff sought to negotiate differences and to utilize the problems
as critical learning occasions.
The

principals concerned backed away from
demanding interns' removal from
the project, but one of them made
his point on unprofessional
behavior

m

his final evaluation statement.

In response to a question about

changes of practice or attitude brought
about by the presence of Teacher
Corps in his school, he said:
As far as classroom management and
organization is concerned
number of the interns were rather permissive
in dealing with
students, and at times classroom conditions
were very poor noisy
and even chaotic.
Housekeeping left a great deal to be desired /
Far too often rooms were left messy and dirty.
Discussions concerning these matters were held, and I regret to
say conditions
did not improve as much as I felt they should
have.
The above
comments pertain to approximately six of the ten
interns.
The personal appearance of the Teacher Corps personnel
(with
the exception of three or four), was at times deplorable.
Personal grooming was neglected.
In general, the appearance of most of
the interns, I felt, was not in good taste to say the
least.
Because of the above comments, the image of the Teacher Corps
program was not acceptable to a good many of the staff members, the
community, and a few of the students as well. 28
a

’

On the other hand, in year-end interviews and questionnaires

most interns concluded the year realizing the ineffectiveness and isola-
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tl0n that reSUlted fr °"
aSSaUlti "S the institution.
leave teaching after this
Teacher Corps experience

Some decided to

while others determined that working in
alternative schools or
programs was the best
for then,.
Only a few interns
stayed in the Salinas
schools.
Of
the twenty-one interns who
continued into the Peace
Corps there were a
variety of perspectives on
the meaning and results
of their interactions
with the institutional and
behavioral concerns of the
Salinas schools.
These views will be discussed
in the next two chapters.
In addition,
the year-end interviews and
questionnaires seemed to indicate
that for
the most part the interns
had not conceptualized and
connected their experience and problems in the
Salinas schools to a coherent
world view
in which individual and
institutional problems could be
understood in
the broad context of social,
political, economic, and cultural
forces,

-te

policies, and issues.
In our society the promise

of equal educational opportunity
for

all has been an elusive, but
commanding objective for change in
our

schools in recent decades.

At the same time the schools
must serve a

technological society by preparing and
sorting the young into stratified work roles.

Generally, the criteria which have been
utilized in

the schools for differentiating future
potential have discriminated

most against the poor and the racially,
culturally, and linguistically

different students.

Instead of questioning sorting criteria, the
dis-

tribution of wealth and power, the organization
of work, or the deficiencies in the "melting pot" concept, the
1960s brought us a battery

of social science theories and educational programs
intended to remediate the deficiencies of the disadvantaged, low-income
students in
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on educational sorting
criteria.
As pointed out eariier,
the Teacher Corps was
one of the federal
programs legislated to
address the issue of equal
educational opportunrty.
Its policies and
guidelines incorporated the
two major thrusts

of educational change in
compensatory education.

First, by adapting

classroom teaching skills,
techniques, and materials
to the special
needs of the disadvantaged
and by making explicit
the learning objectives, performances, and
instructional strategies expected
of the learner, the "reluctant learner"
would find scholastic
accomplishment and
success more readily. Second,
by giving more personalized,
individual
attention to students and by
concentrating more on the feelings
and
freedom of students their
self-esteem would be improved
resulting in
greater motivation.

These program priorities are
readily apparent in Teacher Corps
guidelines, school district objectives,
and university goals.
The com-

munity was split between those who
supported these project directions
and those who demanded more
systematic evaluation and change.

The in-

terns in the project were the
beneficiaries of both the technical-be-

havioral and the humanistic notion of
change.

They had been brought

into a program designed to both support
and lead educational reform of
a

specified nature.

In the process of grappling with
the students,

schools, and community some interns began
to question and doubt the ef-

ficacy of technical changes in the classroom.

students remained isolated and impotent.

Both they and their

Inept stabs at the injustices

of the system were made without adequate reflection
and conceptual prep-
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aration.
The project design was
primarily based on responding
to daily
classroom survival problems
of the interns.
Sustained analysis and
reflection were not set as
project objectives and
often seemed superfluous
to interns in their
struggle to solve immediate,
pressing proMems.
Generally, their vision
seemed to be narrowed to
focus on methods not
goals, means not ends, tactics
not strategy, techniques
not purpose.
The brevity of their stay
combined with project priorities
on methodological change led to an
urgency of action and constant
activity which
tended to result more in
frustration than in connected
understanding.
Problems were commonly understood
as caused by a failure
of technique
or by an inhuman school
system.

IV.

used.

Project Evaluati on

During the Teacher Corps project
two evaluation processes were
The first was an inventory of
teaching performance categories

that was used to assess individual
intern progress.

Using this instru-

ment, ratings on each individual
intern's performance were recorded and

discussed by each intern, his/her team
leader, and staff supervisor in
February and again in May.

Some of the analysis included in this

chapter and in subsequent chapters has
been drawn from a composite view
of individual assessment results.

This assessment instrument is fur-

ther described and its component assessment
categories outlined in the
introduction to the appendices.
The second source of evaluative data on project
impact was obtained from a survey questionnaire administered to
interns, team lead-
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ers, and school district
personnel in May, 1972.

This questionnaire

Usted the project objectives
and ashed each respondent

to judge-

(1)

the de g ree to which the
objective was accomplished;

(2) the reIatlve
importance of the objective
in relation to other
objectives; and (3,
groups (interns, team leaders,
university staff, school
district personnel, community groups)
within the project which
had contributed the
most to the outcome.
In addition, respondents
were asked to answer
openended questions about areas
of strength and weakness
in the project.

Although the results of this
survey are subjective and
non-definitive,
the data obtained does
point out some general areas
of strength and
weakness in the project.
Samples of data from this
survey are included
in Appendix A.

Some general conclusions about
the project drawn from this
endof-year survey are the following.

There was only one goal statement
in the survey that related
interns'

learning of teaching skills.

The importance given to this

goal was the highest by interns
of all items in the survey.

Both team
leaders and interns agreed that
necessary learning experiences for
com-

petency had been accomplished and
primarily credited themselves as the
sources responsible for this outcome.
The items presented under pedagogical
concepts and skills re-

flected some important variance between
interns and team leaders.

volving students

m

In-

decision making, using inquiry methods, and
learning

methods to teach English as a Second Language
were pedagogical concerns
jfT eat

importance to interns and were much less so for
team leaders.

In a like manner,

interns felt they had accomplished these pedagogical
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goais to a mu ch greater
degree than did their
team ieaders.
i ndlvi .
dualizing instruction and
providing classroom methods
for bilingual
students were two of the
stated project objectives
in the proposal.
Neither teat, leaders nor the
inters felt that these
goals had been accomplished to any great extent.
Yet in both items, the
importance of
the goal for interns
remained quite high.
In all of the items
related
to pedagogical shills,
interns gave themselves most
of the credit for
accomplishment of the goal.

The survey items related
to cross-cultural
communication and adjustment give some indication
of project relationships
to the different
Mexican-American communities and
individuals.
These items also indi-

cate a substantially different
perception of performance by
interns and
team leaders, and a different
pattern of results on who was
given primary credit for results.
In terms of earning the
respect of minority
communities, the team leaders judged
substantial project success in
this area and the interns found
little to be proud of.

For the interns'

part, this reaction is probably
accounted for by the attention given
by
both project staff and community
people to the development of the proposal for a bilingual -bicultural
Teacher Corps project to replace this

group the following year.

Both team leaders and interns felt that
the

development of their own sensitivity to
cultural differences had been
adequate to good and that interns themselves
were primarily responsible
for this result.

On the other hand, for reduction of the
Chicano drop-

out rate and for earning minority community
respect, the interns gave

themselves the least amount of credit for the outcomes
of all items in
the survey that pertained specifically to school and
community goals.
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Tea, leaders, university
staff, and other school
personnel were judged
to have been far more
responsible for outcomes
on these goals

This
compared to the hi h de ree
g
of
g
responsibility for outcomes
by int erns
tHe Pedag ° giCal
reinforces earlier statements
in this chapter that interns generally
concentrated their focus on
classroom skills
and concerns while
occasionally serving but not
"owning" the problems
of the minority community
(s)

"

Perhaps the most divergent
judgments about accomplishment
of
goals is shown in the items
that relate to relationships
with others in
the schools and to promoting
changes among them. The
interns felt that
they had successfully changed
others in their schools to a
far greater
extent than did their team
leaders who were resident
teachers in these
schools before and after the
interns were present.
The high importance
of involving the rest of the
school in project goals directed
toward
change recorded by the interns
as compared to team leaders
highlights
the importance which educational
change played in the interns'
priorities
Overall, the responses to the survey
questions indicated that

interns judged project accomplishments
to be greater than people in the
school district.

In addition,

the sources of their learning were
over-

whelmingly experiential, as they viewed
it.

To the open-ended ques-

tions, school district personnel
expressed reservations about intern

behavior and change strategies.

The interns left the Teacher Corps

stating that they had been adequately prepared
as teachers.

Yet, many

interns responded to open-ended questions with
uncertainty and uneasi-

ness about the meaningfulness of the Teacher Corps
experience for fac-
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ing future situations.

Another angle for observing
project impact in Salinas
comes
from itemizing concrete
changes which occurred as
a result of the
project.
Some interns stayed on to
solidify their efforts at
change.

However, most either went to
Malaysia or to other parts
of the U.S.
In
they left some significant
and lasting changes: a
day care center, a community-school-university
steering committee, a cross-age

tutoring program, a
bilingual-bicultural Teacher Corps
program,
addition, they left in their wake
a school and community
reaction to
humanistic, permissive educational
concepts and practices which
resulted

m

in even tighter supervision
of students and teachers.

They demonstrated

that heterogeneously-grouped
classes would learn faster measured
by

standardized reading tests than
homogeneously-grouped classes.

However,

they failed to insure political
support and institutional commitment
to
these results and, once gone, their
pilot class disappeared.
At the end of the project year the
School Coordinator for the

project summarized project impact by stating
that
th ® re should be much less resistance
in the future and
few teachers and administrators who
will exert all-out efforts
to block the introduction and implementation
of these new programs.
It has shown that untrained,
well-educated people can
make a significant contribution to education
while acquiring professional skills on the job 29
‘

'

'

.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE PEACE CORPS AND
THE MASTER'S DEGREE
In the

preceding chapters we have
organized and examined
competency areas for cross-cultural
teacher preparation

and have discussed the application of
these concerns in a Teacher
Corps training
program.
The model and rationale
for the Teacher Corps/Peace
Corps
programs have been provided,
and theories of learning
transfer and assumptions about third-culture
training have been explored.
In this

chapter we will describe the
programmatic aspects of the Peace
Corps
phase of this process, analyze
the relationships between
the Teacher
Corps context in Salinas and
the Peace Corps context in
Malaysia and
discuss the role and importance
of the Master's degree program
with interns while they were PCV's.

I.

A-

Program Background and History

Malaysian Priorities and Jobs

The teaching positions to be filled
in Malaysia by these Peace
Corps volunteers reflected economic and
social priorities which had been
set by the Malaysian government.

The math/science teachers were re-

quested to teach in Malay-medium secondary schools,
while the English
teachers were assigned to State Education offices
as in-service teacher

trainers and resource help for Malaysian English
teachers.

Before de-

scribing their jobs, the Malaysian government economic
and social policy
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WhlCh eStaMlShed the

ts,

for such teachers
should be understood

Malaysia's historical
development left three
distinct linguisracial, and cultural
groups in the country
at the time

of indepen-

dence-Malay, Chinese, and
Indian (Tamil).

strued

The Malays and Chinese
con-

about an equal percentage
of the population-45%
Malays. 43 %
Chinese-with the Indians 11
(
%) representing a distinct
minority
Each
group was separated by
language, geographical
location, economic functron, and cultural patterns.
In addition, the
British colonial powers
had overlaid this pattern
with a thin layer of
Western-oriented, Englishspeaking, modernizing institutions.
Conscious British colonial
policy
was to encourage the separation
of political and economic
functions
along racial lines.
The Chinese were identified
with con»ercial pursuits and lived primarily in
urban centers; Malays were
given control
over the political and
governmental process and lived
primarily in rural

villages as farmers; the Indians
had been brought to Malaya by
the British as common laborers on
rubber plantations and public
works projects
and were left out of power
relationships.
Each group had schools taught
in their own language with
English language schools providing
for forma-

tion of the elite.

In a speech given in 1971,
Minister of Information

Tan Sri Dato Muhammad Ghazali bin
Shafee said:

Multi-racialism is a cultural problem in
itself and for
Malaysia it is worse, confounded by the
fact that more or less
there is an identification of race with
vocations.
The indigenous people are never recognized as
commercial being but tillers of the soil.
The Chinese are always identified as a business community while the Indians are
generally known to serve as
labourers in estates, public works or such
establishments as the
railways
The problem of enculturalisation and transmittal
of common
values and the continuance of their adherence
to the common objectives elevating the Malays, the Iban, the Kadazan,
the Hokkien,
the Tamil, the Eurasian into a Malaysian is a
colossal task and
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This speech was a response
to racial rioting and
killing between the Chinese and Malays
in 1969
These events brought about
renewed efforts toward establishing
common principles and
processes for
bringing about national unity.
In 1970 the Rukunegara
(National Ideol.

ogy) was approved as the
statement of purpose which would
govern future

decisions and behaviors.

In part,

this document stated:

Our Nation, Malaysia being
dedicated
-To achieving a greater unity
of all her peopleslo maintaining a democratic
way of life;
-To creating a just society
in which the ’wealth of the
nation shall be equitably shared;
-To ensuring a liberal approach
to her rich and diverse
cultural traditions;
-To building a progressive society
which shall be oriented
to modem science and technology.
We h r Pe
le
pledge our united efforts to attain
these ends
-a ! w
°E
guided
by these
principles:
-Belief in God;
-Loyalty to King and Country;
-Upholding the Constitution;
-Rule of Law;
-Good Behavior and Morality.
’

This resolve was further translated
into a development strategy
in the policies articulated in the
Second Malaysia Plan 1971-1975.

plan is introduced by the words:
National unity is the over-riding objective of the
country.
A stage has been reached in the nation's
economic and social
development where greater emphasis must be placed on
social integration and more equitable distribution of income and
opportunities for national unity and progress.
The Plan incorporates a two-pronged New Economic Policy
for

This
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Policies related to the
schools of the country
indicated one
Which these stated priorities
were to be implemented.
First,
a national language
policy for the schools was
adopted, which called
for the phased introduction
of Bahasa Malaysia as the
main medium of
instruction in all schools,
starting with the first primary
grade (Standard I) and progressing each
year to the next highest
grade.
This meant
that by 1983 all primary and
secondary instruction, except
English and
other languages, will be conducted
in Bahasa Malaysia and
that University entrance exams will be
in that language.
This language policy
also explicitly established
English as the official second
language in
all schools. 4

Second, specific emphasis was
to be given to expansion

of instruction in math and science
at the secondary level especially
for
rural, Malay-medium schools.

The Malay graduates of these
programs

would be able to take a more active
role in the modem, technological

development and economic expansion called
for in the Plan.

Ten pilot

residential secondary science schools were
to be established to provide
educational opportunities for pupils from
rural areas (Malays) to pursue science education. 5

Third, improving the quality of education

available to rural, poor children by improving
physical facilities and
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by attracting, retaining,
and up-grading sufficient
qualified teachers
6
these areas was given high
priority.

m

When translated into
program, practice through
the Ministry
these policy guidelines
were confronted by the
harsh
reality of the educational
situation.
School enrollments had
been
rapidly expanded at the primary
level in the early ,960s
and by ,970
were putting greatest growth
pressure at the lower (Forms
and

upper (Forms IV-V)

,

and Sixth Font levels of
the secondary schooling

process.

The following table indicates
the actual and projected
patterns of enrollment.

GROWTH OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS,
WEST MALAYSIA 1965-75 7
(thousands of students) % Increase’

1965

1970

Primary
Lower Secondary
Upper Secondary
Sixth Form

1,217
232

1,421
379

42

89

140

4

11

TOTAL

1,495

1,900

1975

1965-70

1970-75

,605

16

17%
64%
112%
214%

13%
42%
65%
44%

2,298

27%

21%

1

537

While this expansion was taking place,
the number of qualified

graduate teachers for service at the upper
secondary and sixth form
levels had fallen seriously behind demand
in all subject areas, parti-

cularly

m

math and science.

The following tables indicate the mag-

nitude of this problem of teacher supply and student
demand.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF
GRADUATE TEACHERS BY
TYPE OF
SCHOOLS, 1969- -WEST
MALAYSIA 8

ENGLISH-MEDIUM
Required
Available
Deficit

MALAY-MEDIUM

3213 = 100%
1544 = 48%
1669 = 52%

1778 = 100%
283 =
16%
1495 =
84%

TOTAL
4991 = 100%
1827 =
37%
3164 = 63%

DISTRIBUTION OF GRADUATES FROM
UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA
EDUCATION COURSE 9

1963

Arts
Science
Agri.

1964

27

63

8

19

1965
103
33

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

141
41

160
44

251
70

223

310
119

2

346
165

3

5

1

184

207

327

309

429

511

1

TOTAL

35

83

136

85

These figures should be understood
within the structure of the
Malaysian educational system.
Basic primary education is
provided in
the first six years of schooling
(Standards 1-6).
At the conclusion
of Standard 6 students take the M.C.E.
(Malaysian Certificate of Education) exam.

Those who pass proceed to Lower
Secondary and are given

comprehensive instructional program.
pass the L.C.E.

a

After Form III they must take and

(Lower Certificate of Education) in
order to proceed to

Upper Secondary at which time they are
streamed in an Arts or Science
course of study.

After Form V they must take another exam in
order to

pass into Sixth Form pre-university studies
which sometimes lasts for

two years before the entrance examination
to the university is passed.
In

order to teach at these various levels teachers must
meet

differential qualifications according to standards set
by the Ministry
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-

COllege - trai " ed

have studied for two
years at

Teacher Training College
after leaving secondary
school after Form V.
Graduate teachers have
received a Bachelor's
degree in an academic
subject, involving five
years of study beyond
Form V with an
a

additional

one-year course in Education.

Honors graduates have
the same background

as graduates with one
further year of specialized
subject-matter study.
In theory, college-trained
teachers may teach at
primary and

lower secondary levels;
graduates teach upper secondary;
and honors
graduates teach Form VI students.
However, as can be seen
from the previous table, shortages of
upper secondary teachers
forced many schools
to use college trained
teachers at this level, often
asking them to
teach in subject areas unfamiliar
to them.
In order to fill the
teacher-gap while expanding its
own teacher output, the
Ministry of
Education requested Peace Corps
teachers who were graduates and
qualified to teach in math and
science.
In addition, while the National
Language Policy was being im-

plemented, the Malaysian government
was concerned about maintaining
and
upgrading English language

instruction-particularly in rural schools.

In a speech given by the

Minister of Education, the following
commitment

was made.

The Government also recognizes, however,
that English will
maintain a position of great importance,
particularly in the
fields of commerce, technology and
diplomacy.
In the past
alaysia has maintained high standards in
English principally
because students studying in the English-Medium
schools have
een brought up speaking the language in
almost all their activities from an early age.
In fact, inadequate opportunities to
learn English
the Malay-Medium system have placed many
individuals of high potential at a disadvantage with
respect to full
participation in commercial and technological activities.
There are therefore two fundamental reasons for
the concern

m
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Most of the primary and
lower secondary Malaysian
teachers proving English instruction in rural,
Malay-medium schools were
untrained
the instruction of a second
language and were often
weak in their
mastery of English. Therefore,
the Ministry of Education,
through the
State Departments of Education
and the Federal Inspectorate
of Schools,
launched an in-service training
program in TESL (Teaching
English as a
Second Language) for Malaysian
English teachers.
Requests were made
of the Peace Corps to supply
qualified American teachers who
could teach
and provide leadership in
the development of in-service
ESL training.

m

Thus, we have the background
for Malaysian requests for
secon-

dary math/science teachers and
for ESL teachers and teacher
trainers.
The Teacher Corps interns from
Salinas were slotted for these two
programs.

Both groups were to be trained
for a three to four month period

in Malaysia and to prove their
qualifications for job placement by the

conclusion of this training.
The math/science teachers were to be
placed in Malay-medium

secondary schools in medium-small, rural
communities in West Malaysia.
They would be expected to be proficient
in Bahasa Malaysia at the FSI-2
level and to conduct their classes in
Bahasa.

For the first school term

they would be assigned to lower secondary
class after which they would
be assigned upper secondary classes.

Their teaching loads would range

from 25-30 periods per week, and they would be
expected to work with
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students outside of ripcc
class +time preparing
students for exams and
contributing to extracurricular
activities.
-

The ESL, in-service training
people were to be assigned
to individual State Departments of
Education and would be
responsible for
Planning, coordinating, and
implementing the state's
program of TESL
in-service training. They would
be expected to conduct
in-service
courses for teachers in the
State, to provide follow-up
visits and support, to coordinate the
activities of Malaysian teachers
who would offer similar in-service courses,
and to evaluate the progress
of the
program with recommendations made
for the future evolution of
the program.
All would be expected to
perform as classroom English
teachers
for the initial two school terms
of their assignment.
B.
Coordinat ion of Teacher Corns and
Peace Corps Aspects of Program "

Peace Cor P s /Malaysia was only tangentially
involved with the

Teacher Corps program and interns prior
to receiving them for in-country training

m

July, 1972.

From June, 1971-June, 1972, only minimal

contacts were made as a result largely of
a complete Peace Corps staff

turnover

m

both Washington and Malaysia between December,
1971 and

June, 1972.

In July,

1971, at the beginning of the Teacher Corps year

the Peace Corps staff person in charge of
education programs and a

representative from the Ministry of Education visited Santa
Cruz and
Salinas, sharing some of their views about programming
and coordination factors.

In December,

1971, the Associate Director of the Teacher

Corps program went to Malaysia to consult with the Peace Corps
staff,
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the Ministry of
Education, and the faculty
at the University
of Malaya,
From this visit a
statement of understandings
was drawn up which
stated,
in part, that:

tll^^ra^si^iff ^ rb :e^i"1 n K ^ h
“i

e hi «ory, cuiture, and education of
PPovtded and will be
taken account of in Peace
Corns.
eslgl
can be done by the PCV's
O)
projects
?
while in M laysla
ld ed the topic
P™v
is cleared by the
?
Ministry of Pd
does not interfere
worf.
;

^

From that point until June
no further communication
was forthcoming from
the Peace Corps in Malaysia
to the Teacher Corps
project.
Before proceeding to discuss
Peace Corps' training design
and
content, let us frrst reflect
on the impressions and
expectations which
Teacher Corps interns received
about the Peace Corps/Malaysia
portion
of their program during the later
half of their work in Salinas.
First,
as a result of program changes
unilaterally imposed by Peace Corps
on

the Teacher Corps during the
first year, many interns had come
to distrust organizational objectives and
to doubt whether their best inter-

ests were being included in Peace
Corps deliberations.

Peace Corps had

summarily dropped the Philippines as one
of the countries of assignment
without explanation in November,
1971; Peace Corps/Malaysia was tenta-

tive about its commitment to these interns
throughout the year stating
that these interns were to be given no
special status in training and

programming and that some of them might not have
appropriate skills for
placement

m

Malaysia; and regular news stories and reports in
the news-

papers throughout the year about financial cutbacks,
personnel changes,
and program failures in Peace Corps raised intern
doubts about a Peace
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Corps future.

Second, through reports
of returned volunteers
and by reading
the Strait^tes which
was received in Salinas
daily, int erns perC61Ved PeaCe C ° rPS
d MalaySi
s °-«y as being
heavily concerned
WitH m° raliStic behavioral
"dos-and-don ts" for foreigners
with arbitrary dismissal for those
who did not conform to
rigid regulations.
Third, the interns had the
impression that Peace Corps
and the Malaysian government wanted them
there for their technical
teaching skills
to fill rigidly-defined
jobs.
Peace Corps appeared to have
no interest
in educational change or
innovation and to deal punitively
with volunteers who did not measure up
to a poorly understood set
of skill criteria.
Thus, most interns approached
Peace Corps service and Malaysia
with some degree of defensiveness,
mistrust, and uncertainty.

”

“

-

•

Out of 44 interns who entered
the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps

program in June, 1971, forty-one
(41) received their teaching credentials in June, 1972.
Of those, twenty-two entered training
in Malaysia,
one of whom became a non-working
spouse.

Of the twenty-one who were

slotted for job assignments, eight
entered the TESL program and thirteen began the math/science program.

Before considering issues of program
transition and training

m

Peace Corps/Malaysia, an understanding
of the motivational factors

which kept nineteen interns from going
to Malaysia should be considered.

Factors considered by individuals in making
this decision are important not only for understanding why these interns
did not go to Malaysia, but also for grasping some of the influences
on those who did con-

tinue into Peace Corps.
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™ere were many
dlV1<1Ual deCiSi0nS

'

contextual factors „hich
influenced

Pr08ra"
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open was perhaps most
important.

in _

need t0 keep options

Although everyone
started the pro-

thinking in terms of a
three-year commitment,
project staff soon
took the stance that
all options and
avenues for growth and
development should be explored
at the end ur
of the
tne Teacher
leacher Corps
r
year with continuation to Malaysia
-.a?
r>no
lays ia a<?
as one of many
possibilities. Efforts at
indi,VI dual counseling in terms
of interests, skills,
and aspirations was
attempted.
It became clear that
some interns had entered
the Teacher
Corps program in order to
obtain a teaching credential
with no intention of entering the Peace
Corps.
Others had decided they did
not enjoy
teaching enough to continue.
A few got married to
people outside the
program not going to Malaysia.
Two were disqualified by
Peace Corps
for lack of appropriate
skills.
Four were offered Jobs in
Salinas
continuing their work there. And
two were admitted to
graduate programs
L

The interns who did not go to
Malaysia could be characterized
in three groups, each of which
reacted to different aspects of
the

situation in Salinas and the anticipated
context in Malaysia.

First

were the "peripheral" interns who
had never been incorporated into

Teacher Corps team and program activities.

older than the other interns.

Four of these people were

They had little inclination to withstand

the frustrations of working with teams,
were anxious to move on in pursuit of their careers when Teacher Corps
finished, and grew impatient

with the rhetoric of change which imbued
the intern group.

They were

joined in their isolation by two interns who
had severe difficulty
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handling tbeir teaching
responsibility, causing them
tQ
many of the team and progr™
activities. These interns
became

almost
solely concerned with their own
° Wn teachln
g assignments and competencies.
The second group might
be characterised as
ardent "self-seekers. "
These interns were just
graduated from college, were
directionless in terms of a career,
and seemed primarily
committed to personal
fulfillment and experience for
the sake of experience.
They taught and
thought as "humanists," stressing
personal relationships, creativity,
caring, and heightened experience.
Generally, they were not productive
team members and had little
interest in dealing with the
social, cultural, or institutional context
of the project.

When confronted with

the apparently rigid, structured
expectations of the teaching and personal behavior patterns in Malaysia,
most decided to stay behind to

either pursue other avenues of
endeavor or to "drop-out."
The third group could best be described
as the "pragmatic-real-

ists."

By and large, these interns had
entered the program with the

singular objective of gaining a credential
and getting a teaching job
or moving on to an advanced degree as
quickly as possible.

They were

not much interested in foreign peoples
or problems and viewed Peace Corps

service as an unnecessary diversion from
pursuit of their educational
careers.

Whether they entered the Teacher Corps with this
perspective

or whether it developed during the year is
difficult to assess.

However,

most of these interns shunned training activities
and discussions about

Malaysia from the outset of the project and were clearly
communicating
their interest in employment in Salinas or surrounding
districts by

January or February.

A further note to their motivations is reflected
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the fact that four
out of sty
o-f -t-K
IX of
these interns got
married to nonprogram people at the end
of the Teacher Corps
year.
b>

A couple of points should
be emphasized about
these groupings.
Ftrst, none of these
generalized characterizations
fully explains the
complex motivational factors
affecting those interns who
chose not to
go to Malaysia.
They are included to
give the reader a better
view of
the forces which seemed
most important in impeding
intern choice to go
to Malaysia.
Second, and perhaps more
critical, these same considerations which kept some from
going to Malaysia were
notions that those
who did enter Peace Corps
training also had to varying
degrees.
In
many cases interns' personal
priorities and decisions were
precipitated
by the ejected discontinuities
in program, cultural
and teaching relationships between Salinas and
Malaysia.
,

£:

Peace Corps Training and Objecti
ives

Twenty-one interns went to Malaysia
in July, 1972

,

and were im-

mediately separated into separate
training programs for math/science
and for TESL.

No member of the staff from the
Teacher Corps program

was involved in the preparation
or implementation of these Peace
Corps

training programs.

None of the prior Teacher Corps
instruction was

credited or taken into account when the
in-service Peace Corps training
was organized.

Any continuity of knowledge or experience
from Teacher

Corps to Peace Corps was discounted by
Peace Corps/Malaysia.
The Peace Corps program in Malaysia was
expanding at this time

within an overall emphasis on "technical assistance"
and "skilled manpower."

The Nixon years had been marked by a "low
profile" policy with
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regard to Africans in Third
World countries-especially
in Southeast
Asia.
Translated into Peace Corps
operations in Malaysia, a
"low pro
file" meant identifying
and placing technically
competent, non-controversial volunteers into
scattered, rural job settings.
Extreme sensitivity existed among Peace
Corps staff in three areas
of volunteer

behavior-internal, inter-group
political struggles among Malays,
Chinese, and Indians; personal
morals and behavior; and
technical job
competence within a rigidly
prescribed teaching process and
content
framework.
In-country training was organized
to teach the required behaviors as measured by predetermined
performances and to weed out those
who failed to jump through the
prescribed behavior hoops.
With regard to Teacher Corps
interns, Peace Corps staff viewed

them predominately as "warm bodies"
who came with many bad habits
formed
in the loose environment of
Teacher Corps which would have to
be trained
out of them if they were to remain
in Malaysia.
In a letter dated

August 9, 1972, from the Peace Corps
staff member assigned liaison
duties with the UCSC program, the following
statement was made.
Interns will not be given special considerations.
If anything
we expect them to perform better than
non-interns in training'’
because of their previous experience.
Nonetheless, some of the
math/science interns already appear to be exhibiting
attitudes
o
unwarranted superiority without much evidence
yet of selfdiscipline and professionalism which they should
have acquired

m

Salmas.

12

The TC/PC Master's program had been imposed
from Washington.

The Peace

Corps/Malaysia staff did not like the additional complications
which it
presented
On the other hand, the Malaysian Ministry of Education
was very

keen on the program.

Their representative expressed delight that the
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U.S. government had seen
fit to initiate these
teachers on U.S. chil-

dren before sending them
to Malaysia.

The Ministry was cooperative
and

supportive of the continued
UCSC relationship and
welcomed the anticipated positive contributions
which these volunteers might
make to

Malaysia through their Master's
projects.
With some of the above
perceptions outlining the training
program context, thirteen
math/science interns joined twenty
non-interns
for four months of intensive
language, teaching, and
cross-cultural

behaviors training at a remote
site in the northeastern
portion of the
country.
The eight TESL interns were
combined with three non-interns
for three months of training
within the capital
Kuala Lumpur. The con
,

text and outcomes of each of these
intern training experiences must
be

briefly described and understood in
order to appreciate the comparative issues of cross-cultural teaching
and learning transfer which will
be analyzed in the next chapter.

The math/science project involved the
most pressure on and

scrutiny of trainees.

This was to be the first group of
PCV’s sent into

rural, Malay-medium secondary schools to
teach science and math in

Bahasa Malaysia.

As described earlier, promoting more
Malays into the

modem, technological strata of society had high
priority and visibility
in the Five Year Development Plan and in
the Ministry of Education.

Malay (Moslem) members of Parliament representing
the rural areas where
these Americans would teach were supportive of increased
opportunities
for their children, but were emotionally concerned
about the effect on

traditional morals which the intrusion of Westerners in their
schools
might have.

Members of the Ministry of Education were executing estab-
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Ushed policy, but had
reservations and doubts
about
these young Africans to
faster the language,

the ability of

culture, and teaching

cies ln

P

^ch

a short time.

con,-

Success was politically
imperative

for maintaining the
Peace Corps' relationship
to the Ministry of
Education and for the Ministry's
relationship to the Parliament
and the
Prime Minister.
No one wanted to be
embarrassed.

The trainees were sent to
Kota Bharu, the capital
of the most
traditional, undeveloped state
in the country.
For the first two months
the trainees were isolated
in a high intensity
language training program (6-8 hours per day).
During the second half of
the training period, increasing amounts of
time were spent on micro-teaching,
practice
teaching in surrounding schools,
and occasional cultural
events interspersed with lectures on behavioral
"dos and don'ts." Performance
tests in language proficiency
and a rating scale on teaching
techniques
were kept on each trainee. Although
it appears that these scores
were
not shared with trainees until
the last month of the training,
they
were the criteria used to "disqualify"
trainees and send them home at
the end of the four months.

One of the intern-trainees in this
project

said that
•

although 1 have never been a soldier,
our training program
ere must be more like Army boot camp
than the real thing
I've
UnCamly feeli " g th3t S ° me0ne,S alKa
lookin
.

.

my'shoulderU^

^

®

™er

This was obviously a very different set
of experiences than the interns

had addressed in Salinas.
Although the Peace Corps had maintained that the
interns were
not "special," they did require the Director of the
math/science train-
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program to keep performance
data on the intern contingent
compared
to the non-intems in
language proficiency and
practice teaching. After
two months of language
training five trainees,
all non-interns, had
resigned and returned to the
U.S.
On tne
on
the basis of
nf language teacher
test scores on a scale of
0 flowl
in rwi
^ the
Uowj - 10
(high)
average score for
interns was 7.61 and 8.36 for
non-intems. 14 The conclusion was.
"I
could not generalize to the
extent of saying interns will
have usually
lower language performance
without looking at three more
training programs with Intern/non- Intern
^
mixes.'
1

1

By the third month of training
two more trainees had resigned,

including one intern.

At this same time seven
trainees were rated

below minimum proficiency in
language, four of whom were
interns.
In
teaching performance ratings which
were also done on a 0-10 scale,
the
intern average was 6.7 and the
non-intern average was 7.0. 16 Four
trainees, three of whom were interns,
were below the minimum proficiency
level.

After intensive observation the last
two weeks of training, two

of these interns were forcibly
"disqualified" and another intern resigned.

This left nine math/science interns
who were sworn in as volun-

teers
Some of the cross-cultural issues and learning
transfer problems

between Salinas and Malaysia which characterize
the difficulties encountered by interns who left Malaysia will be
presented in the form of individual, composite, case studies in the next
chapter.

Compared to the math/science training experience, TESL
training
was a holiday for those involved.

The group was small with only eleven

trainees; interns who had worked together for

a

year comprised nearly
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80% of the group; language
training was

^^

intense;

competence as native English
speakers was more readily
assumed; freedom to experience Maiaysian
cultures in the modem

capital city was
less jolting; government
and Peace Corps concern
for program success
relaxed.
The TESL trainees had
but three months of
training.
During that time they did
some practice teaching
with grammar schoo!
children; they worked with
the staff of the British
Council and the

English Language Unit of the
Ministry of Education on both
TESL techniques and methods (the Direct
Method of instruction was
to be used)

planning teacher training
campaigns in various states to
which
they would be assigned. They
were invited to social events
in the capital and were able to gain
a distant, urban
acquaintance with Malay,

Chinese, and Indian cultural
practices and events.

The required pro-

ficiencies in Bahasa Malaysia and
in classroom teaching were
less
stringent than the math/science
trainees as a result of the differences
in job definitions.

Of the eight TESL interns to start
training, seven became volunteers and were assigned to State
Offices of Education as TESL experts.

One intern resigned about midway
through training for lack of interest
in the job.

Thus, out of twenty-one interns who began
Peace Corps training,

sixteen emerged as volunteers and were given
their job assignments.

Nearly all were placed in towns and villages
outside the main urban centers.

Most were sent to the East Coast states
where the least amount of

development and modernization had occurred, and where
most of the population are Malays.

Peace Corps training had been a very trying endurance
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test for math/science
teachers and a very pleasant
entrance into the
country for TESL advisors.
So„,e Peace Corps
staff pointed to intern
vs. non-intern performance
in the math/science
program as a vindication
of their suspicious that
Teacher Corps preparation
was worse than nothing
at all.
The two years on the job
and the Master's program
with UCSC
were beginning.

II.

The Master's Degree Program:
Expectations
and Operation

UCSC accepted the contract for
this TC/PC program, which involved the granting of a Master's
degree for the three-year
experience
without having approval for such
a degree within the University
system
During the Teacher Corps year
lengthy negotiations for an
acceptable
Master’s degree framework were
conducted among the UCSC, Peace
Corps/
Washington, Peace Corps/Malaysia,
and the Malaysian Ministry of
Education.

By April,

1972, an acceptable proposal to all
parties had been

hammered out and approved as a "one-time-only"
degree program by the

University of California.

After successfully completing the Teacher

Corps year, the Master's program set
expectations for work to be com-

pleted by interns while in Malaysia as
follows.
While overseas the degree candidate has
two major require(1) an individual project, and (2) two in-service
seminars
unng school holidays. In addition, the candidate
must qualify
or volunteer service based on normal
criteria as set by the
Peace Corps and the Ministry of Education for
Peace Corps trainees
and must successfully fulfill his job
responsibilities as a volunl /

ments-

teer.

The intern projects to be completed in Malaysia were
not ex-

pected to be in-depth, scholarly research.

Rather, "they should be de-
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veloped in an area which

win

be directly relevant to
the volunteer's

day-to-day experience and
which would draw from
and contribute to their
personal growth and their
effectiveness as volunteers,'^

In addition,
it was agreed that the
Malaysian Ministry of Education
would have clear-

ance authority over project
plans and would be involved
in the identification, planning, and follow-up
on individual Master's
projects.

The in-service seminars were
to be conducted by UCSC
staff in
cooperation with Peace Corps and
the Malaysian government.
The initial seminar was scheduled
for November-December,
1972, immediately following completion of Peace
Corps training.
This seminar was designed
to examine Malaysian government
policies as they applied to these
Peace
Corps teacher, to identify
educational issues and problems which
might
be appropriate project topics,
to establish resource relationships
with

responsible people in Malaysia, and
to develop initial project outlines
and plans
The second in-service seminar was
scheduled for July, 1973.

At

this time volunteers were to present
their project proposals, analyze

and critique each other’s ideas, prepare
implementation strategies, and

submit their plans for final Ministry
approval.

A third seminar was

ar-

ranged for April, 1974, at which volunteers
would present their project

results to two UCSC faculty members, one Peace
Corps staff member, and
one representative from the Ministry of
Education.

This allowed time

for revisions and submission of their projects
to UCSC and the Ministry

of Education by October,

19 74.

The intern- volunteers completed the pro-

gram and their Peace Corps service in December, 1974.
Some issues which bear on the nature of this study must be high-
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lighted at this point

Fir^t

i-u
’

the \Master

signed to serve many
different agencies.

^

t0 eStabllSh a

'

s

degree framework was
de-

However
er

>

the most important

Earning continuum or
bridge between the

almas and Malaysian cultural

and school settings
and to integrate

theory with practice
in the process.
nroce^

m

The questions of
cross-cultural

learning transfer contained
in this study grew
out of the conceptuai
dictates of implementing
such a Master's degree.
-Hie projects and
seminars were the vehicles
for focusing attention
on educational, cultural
social and institutional
problems and concepts and
for addressing them in terms of
practical realities. The
projects required internvolunteers to draw upon their
previous learning in order
to identify,
analyze, and act upon their
day-to-day job situation.
Even for those
volunteers who failed to finish
writing their projects, the
process
served to sharpen their
understanding of educational
problems and is,

sues

Second, through regular
correspondence with these volunteers

over a two-year period, through
intense in-country discussions
with
them in seminars, through visits
to all of their work sites,
and through
grappling with the development and
completion of each project idea,
some of the data and understandings
for this study were gained.
Just
as these volunteers were
participant-observers in doing their Master's

projects, this writer was a
participant-observer in examining cross-cultural teacher preparation issues
and assumptions about learning
transfer

between domestic and Third World
settings as part of the Master's program.

The first seminar was attended by all
sixteen remaining partici-
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Pants in the Master's
program
program.
the in-country job.

At this time
none of them had
begun

After six months on
the Jjob

the second
,
seminar
was heid at which
project proposals were
presented.
Only thirteen
volunteers attended this
seminar
math/science and one TESL
volundecided to opt out of
the MA program.
Shortly after this
mmar began a third math/science
volunteer decided that
her job was
too demanding to allow
time for a Fproject
jeer.
lhus, twelve
Thus
two,
project proposals (six math/science
and six TESL) were
completed and approved by
the
Ministry of Education.
During the next nine
months-August,
>

,

1973. to

April, 1974-participants
were supposed to be
preparing a first draft
Two more math/science
volunteers dropped out of
the program during this
time with time limitations
and job demands cited
as major reasons in
both cases.
Ten projects were presented
and defended at the third
and final
seminar.
Each person was given
specific directions on necessary
revisions and steps to completion
at that time.
Of these ten, six volunteers ultimately finished
their papers and received the
degree-four

of them were TESL volunteers
and only two math/science
volunteers. The
logistics and hassles in getting
these papers completed and
in dealing
with the Peace Corps and
University bureaucracies was
monumental.
All
four of those who defended
projects at the third seminar but
did not
finish had substantial amounts
of data collected and material
written.

of these people felt that the
pressures of closing out Peace Corps
service, the distance from supportive
feedback, and the difficulties in

meeting stringent, institutional
deadlines were too great to overcome.

University approval for the degree terminated
at the same time the volun
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eers

fished

their Peace Corps
service-Dece.be,, I974
Had deaJ _
Unes been extended by two
or three months, ali
four of these nearfmishers indicated that they
would have completed.
.

Nonetheless, the final tally
on the MA program was
the fol.ow-g. Sixteen volunteers started.
Eight of these people
were math/
scrence teachers; eight
were TESL advisors.
Ten volunteers attended
all seminars and
approached completion-four
math/science teachers and
S1X TESL adVlSOrS
SiX
submitted a final paper and
received
degrees— two math/science and
four TESL.
All twelve projects which
were approved addressed
educational problems in Malaysia
and attempted
to prescribe and implement
solutions.
The project topics were
connected
to issues and solutions
addressed in the Teacher Corps
phase of the program.
Some of the project results
have been used by the Ministry
of
Education in examining policies
and practice since their
completion.
Four of the volunteers remained
in Malaysia for a third
year to work on
various phases of their projects
All oi:
nf bhe original sixteen
^
J
participants in the MA program successfully
completed Peace Corps service.
'

•

’

In October,

1974, Mr.

i

D.S. David, the Ministry of
Education

Liaison with the Peace Corps and
with the MA program, wrote:

Although

I at times had doubts
about the wisdom of this Master's
gram,
I
have come to be quite impressed with
p
the commitment
of these volunteers and the high
quality of their work. We had
projects would detract from their jobs
and
m^ohtV
1 aa
abrasive relationships with their
supervisors.
In?
A that
ind
their projects have been a positive
*.
addition
to their work.
We in the Ministry of Education
appreciate the
orts of these volunteers and of your
support at the UCSC. 19

VT

t

.

In summary, twenty-one Teacher
Corps interns, after completing

an intense program which stressed
educational innovation and change.
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were sent to Malaysia
for training in
separate math/science
and TESL
groups.
I„ the midst of
program ambiguity and
conflicts in program
goals, sixteen interns
began their volunteer
service.
, n training
and
on the job they were
expected to fulfill
prescribed functions without
causing hostility from
unreasonable demands which
might strain the
social, cultural, or
educational context in which
they lived. They
were "orang puteh" ("white
men"-a somewhat negative term
for Europeans
or Westerners) in a society
only recently independent
from colonial rule
and
which racial sensitivities
and emotions run high.
Within this
context these volunteers
identified and analyzed problems
which were re-

m

jobs.

They collected data and
information on the prob-

lem and, in most cases,
attempted to implement a solution.

The math/
science teachers were tightly
constrained by their job expectations,
standard syllabi, and cultural
context. The TESL advisors had
more
latitude in working on problems
and in bringing innovative
efforts to
bear.
As is evident from this
description, the cross-cultural strains

and issues were significant for
these volunteers.

Their Teacher Corps

experience had prepared them well for
meeting some of the challenges
in Malaysia and poorly for
others.

An analysis of the cross-cultural

teaching issues for these volunteers in
Malaysia and the evidence of
learning transference and interference
between Salinas and Malaysia must

now be given closer scrutiny.
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chapter

V

CROSS-CULTURAL TEACHING
ISSUES AND LEARNING
TRANSFER
IN THE PEACE CORPS
In this chapter the
cross-cultural teaching issues
in Malaysia

wtll be discussed and
the relationships
between these issues and
those
involved in the Teacher
Corps examined.
The information for this
analy.
sts comes primarily
from observations of,
communications with, and direct questioning of the
intern-volunteers involved.
From this analysis
some of the critical
dimensions of cross-cultural
teacher preparation
should emerge as well as
insights into similarities
and differences between a domestic cross-cultural
teaching context and a
cross-cultural
setting in a developing country.

This chapter is introduced
by a presentation of three
case
histories of interns who went
to Malaysia, but left either
during or
at the conclusion of training.
These individual case histories
are

presented neither as personal
criticisms of these individuals'
failure
to remain in the program nor as
illustrations of general patterns of
experience for all interns.

Rather, through the personal
lens of these

individuals' experience an effort
will be made to focus on recurring
issues and themes of learning
transfer between Salinas and Malaysia.
In

order to protect the identity of those
interns involved, fictitious

names are used, and some minor changes
in places and events have been
made.
In the

second section of the chapter the four
component areas
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Cr ° SS - CUltUral

d

in Chapter

„

are used to describe
and an a lyze issues
faced by the volunteers
in Malaysia.
within each
component area transfer
relationshrps between
Saiinas and Maiaysia
ate
traced and illustrated
with personal case
histories and critical
incidents.
Each part of this
analysis win be broken
into math/science and
TESL, as the nature of
the problems and
experiences between these
groups
was quite dissimilar.
In the last chapter
the apparent transfer
effects and their

elationship in this particular
program between the domestic
and overseas portions will be
summarized, related to
learning transfer theories,
and translated into
recommendations for further
research and programming
cross-cultural teacher preparation.

m

I.

1

Program Histories of Three
Who Did Not Enter
Peace Corps

re alized about halfway into
the training program

two years^^TES^work^and^ducationa^research^
56611 " 8

that-

t
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^

!

teachers w^^art^ula^yTee'ded
Malay school authorities.
16 ln my proposed Professional
role and only vaguely and
rath?
rather poorly motivated towards
a Master’s degree
Final
k
Malaysia did definitely appear to
be
lng
t0 be f0r 2Jl years
the Peace Corps to my
c
r
m 5
° ne hSl1 ° f a
P °° r °rg an ization to spend
t?me w?th
SaW Xt the Peace Corps in Malaysia
was
I
fined
i, - intentlone
Well
d, liberal, nice, friendly,
but very
? ? young
fnpff
n ffectual
people at the volunteer level and real assf
hole, pompous ugly-American
typi~b^i^?smen at the staff' level'
tat sort of duality, coupled with
the atrocious political course
that our government continues to
pursue just one thousand short
les to the north of K.L., prevented
me both practically and
morally to serve in the Peace Corps. 1
1

t

t

^te^tlng

>

,

L

%

,

’

,

The above statement vividly depicts one
intern's reasons for

•

-i
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resigning from Peace Corps
training and begins to
give us some sense
of persona: problem areas
which arose between
Teacher Corps
and Peace Corps training,
Eet-s take a cioser ioo
k at the program
bistories of these three
interns.

A-

Case One: "Estellf

While in college Estelle
had spent a year as an
Educational
Opportunity Program counselor in
a nearby high school,
aiding minority
students in entering college.
Along with her work she
participated in
a year-long seminar
which .'dealt with the social
and psychological problems facing culturally
disadvantaged students ." 2 After
graduation
Estelle worked as a Neighborhood
Youth Corps counselor and
traveled
through North Africa, the Middle
East, and Europe for a year
before returning to California and seeking
entrance to the TC/PC.
In

her application for admission
to the TC/PC program, Estelle

outlined her concerns and purpose
as follows.
h
U lted
tateS iS t0 survive the Twentieth
Century in
-?
anv Jor^ of
nf humanitarian,
h
democratic, and peaceful form a number
n/fUn a amen a social, spiritual, and
environmental attitudes
c ange.
The spectrum of public education
is where we may
conceivably alter and redirect some of
our basic (and flawed)'
S iS n0t t0 S
^’ however, 'that I believe
radf
d ^trination of students by
revolutionary
teachers^
teachers
On It
the contrary the ideal learning
environment is an
open and free one
which all points of view assume an a
priori
“
redibility
It is only within such a climate
that self-discovery, self-definition, and
self-actualization can take place 3
,

L

™

Z

m

^

.

.

Contained in these words was the conceptual
framework within
which Estelle's program experience evolved.

In Salinas she was commit-

ted to non-structured, open-ended learning
in the classroom.

She was

open about her disdain for the racist, oppressive
attitudes of some
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teachers and administrators
in the school.

She empathized with
her

students and so ug ht to
give their curiosity
and creativity tree
rein.
She championed humanistic
education.

Although Estelle taught
some English as a Second
Language
classes for part of the
year, she was not greatly
involved in community
activities.
She chose to live in
the affluent community
of Pacific
Grove, twenty miles from
Salinas.
Informally, she discussed
her sincere concern for attaining
creativity and self-actualization.

Two major incidents
occurred during the year in
which Estelle's
behavior came under heavy fire
from the school administration
and
parents.
In a summer school class
under the watchful eye of
a master
teacher, Estelle taught a lesson
which related Christian
beliefs and
practices to examples of historical
and present-day racist and
inhumane
events and attitudes.
The classroom teacher and
some parents immediately descended on the principal,
demanding a retraction and reprimand.

Teacher Corps staff were brought
in and defended Estelle's
right to free
speech while attempting to have
her understand the importance
of community sensibilities and support.

This was an understandable,
beginner's

mistake.
Later

m

the year, Estelle had some magazines
at the school

which contained explicit language.

magazines and told their parents.

Some of her students found the
In turn,

the principal was castigated

by the parents for allowing such material
into the school, and the

principal was forced to reprimand Estelle for
her poor judgment.
In both these incidents Estelle quietly
allowed that she had

made honest mistakes in judgment, but maintained
that her motives were
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Most important, she
expressed surprise and
ob.ective dismay at
ho« "up-tight" these
peopie in Satinas were
to react so violently
and
emotionally to such innocent
matters.
she could not seem to
understand such community
sensibilities.
Estelle's negative suspicions
about the oppressive nature
of the6 "system"
system and ,•«.
its regulations seemed
to be reinforced by these
incidents,
she received much support
and
encouragement from other interns
and teachers in this
perspective.
Vet. many of the parents
who complained in both
incidents were MexicanAmerican

Meanwhile, Estelle’s year in
the classroom was evaluated
highly
by her students, her team
leader, and other cooperating
teachers in the
Humanities program.
Her competency-profile
evaluation at the end of
the year showed her to be
good-excellent in all areas with the
exception of community involvement.
Her team leader in his final
evaluation
said:

Estelle s ability to come up with
fresh ideas has shown
er desire to teach.
This desire has caused her to
gain a
f exper ience in individualized
instruction,
inquiry
fea^t°
e
teac khmg, heterogeneous grouping,
and
!
the
teachi“^"®'
ng of English as a second language.
She has done well in her
microteaching, showing that she has made
much progress in developing the following skills: questioning
student Involvement and
participation, and presentation skills.
'

'

'

v

T

Estelle was counseled against going to
Malaysia, but insisted
that the trip was consistent with her path
of self-realization through

service to oppressed and downtrodden people.

In Malaysia the training

staff found her "likeable and easy-going,"
but observed "little commitment to the job."

She left Malaysia halfway through training.

The patterns of speaking for rather than with
culturally dif-
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ferent people, of
unanalytical lv cistloaf
tigatxng the immorality
and inhumanlty ° f tHe " SyStem '’'
3nd ° f
experience for the sake
of self _ ac .
tualization, appear to
have transferred to
Peace Corps/Malaysia
in Estelle s case and to have
interfered with her ability
to become a crosscultural teacher in that
setting.

B.

Case Two: "Pete]

Peter had completed his
B.A. and M.A. in Biology.
„ e was 28
years old when he entered
the Teacher Corps and
had worked hard for many
Tears to support himself and
his family.
He entered the program
because
he was seeking some
"meaningful and purposeful
involvements with people."
Peter felt that his years
at the University in a
biology laboratory
were sterile and unfulfilling.
This was one of the forces
which led
him to Teacher Corps/Peace
Corps.

Peter was assigned to

a

science program in Salinas
where he

taught some algebra but primarily
biology and life science classes.
He
immediately went to work addressing
the problems of "underachieving"

students in the school.

In

addition to his teaching
responsibilities,

Peter organized a Science Resource
Center in the school.

On his own he

initiated a cross-age tutoring program,
encouraged Chicane students

particularly to take part, and got a pilot
course for cross-age tutoring approved for credit by the
school in the second semester.

His team

leader and school principal were
complimentary of his energy, initiative, and concern.

In most teaching competency areas
Peter was evalu-

ated as strong by the end of the year.

However, behind these successes

were some other patterns of behavior and
thought that had particular
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bearings on difficulties
which Peter
ter would ln-t-o
later encounter in Malaysia.
Early in the progran, Peter
shared his dislike for
group reflection, discussion and
planning.
He found such activities
tedious.
One
could best change things
only through individual
assertiveness and persistence.
He was determined to
protect poor and minority
students from
the established forces-school
and parents-which were
trying to restrict their growth and confine
them in dead-end slots for
life.
At
the same time he conveyed a
sense of removal from his
fellow interns
who had not seen, done, or
struggled as much as he had.
In all, Peter
was a loner with what some of
his fellow team members
described as a

"chip on his shoulder.”

He appeared to accept notions
of cultural

deficits and disadvantages for
unmotivated Chicano students.

But,

through remedial work and the
protection and help of caring teachers,
these individuals would stand a
chance of beating the "system."
In the midst of quite

positive evaluations of Peter's class-

room competence, some of the comments
made are instructive.

His team

leader says
Peter's' general aggressiveness and role
as student advocate sometimes tend to run contrary to
expectations of school
administration and/or faculty.
Sometimes a low key sell and
tact can accomplish as much as an aggressive
front without
threatening people.
Specifically. Peter tends to challenge
the establishment' and is not adverse to
advocating this to
students.
.

.

.

One of the other teachers with whom Peter
worked wrote:
In attaining the principal goals of the
team, he is superbdoing what needs doing, or attempting to meet
difficult problems
(lack of student interest in school) with new and
relaxed methods.
My only concern is what appears to me as a 'blind
spot' where it
comes to the other end of the scale--a tendency to reward
marginal
performance with 'head-patting' and an attitude that the able kids
need little or no encouragement, help, or guidance 6
.
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Peter was confronted
with these concerns,
encouraged to participate in seminars and
discussions on community-school
involvement
nd urged to broaden Ins
support and communication
among parents and
The environment of the
program and the tolerance
of the
school absorbed these
behaviors without serious
challenge.
Similar
perspectives were held by many
other interns.
In Malaysia Peter was
put in the math/science
program.

At the

conclusion of high intensity
language training he was
Judged as quite
weah in language. After
a month of microteaching
and practice teaching he was graded weak
in his teaching
performance.
Reviewing a training incident which Peter
experienced helps portray
relationships between Teacher Corps and Peace
Corps.
This incident occurred in
the
final three weeks of training
when Peter had been put
"on notice" that
he would have to show
improvement in his teaching or
be sent home.
Peter had been observed by a
Ministry of Education official
who
had been critical of some
aspects of the lesson, basing
some of his
feedback comments on what the
students in the class had told him.
The
next day in the class Peter
insisted on going over this feedback
with
the students
the class.
The training staff was upset by
this be-

m

havior because in Malaysian schools
the teacher is expected to be a
distant authority and personal
confrontation is to be avoided.
Peter
felt that the staff was trying
to use students against him unjustly.

The staff felt that he was engaging
in culturally inappropriate behavior.
In speaking with Peter after he had
been "disqualified" and

shortly before he returned to the United
States, he admitted having dif-
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Wlth the lan8Ua
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teach in Bahasa Malaysia.

f£lt W6re my ° PiC

^

disadvantage in attempting

However, he was also
baffled by what he

aUth0 ’- it -ian. and
repressive attitudes and
behaviors
of the training staff,
the Ministry official,
and the Peace Corps
staff
He was convinced that
the Malaysian trainers
and the students in his
classes got along with
him, but were overruled
by cautious Americans.
He maintained that no
one had given him any
indication that he was in
jeopardy of being dismissed
until two weeks prior
to the occurrence.
He knew he could do an
outstanding Job as a teacher
in Malaysia if they
had only let him get into
the "real world" out from
under the artificial
setting of training and the
microscopic examination of
training staff.
He may have been correct
in this assessment.
’

Both American and Malaysian
training staff indicated that
the

patterns of behavior described
for Peter while he was in
Salinas applied also to Peace Corps training.
The Malaysian staff were not
comfortable giving heavy, direct
feedback to Peter; he tried to
have discussions with students and have
them like him while neglecting
to
teach the content of the standard
syllabus; and he became defensive
about criticism and did not seek
help from the staff.
C.

Case Three: "Raul"

Raul entered Teacher Corps directly
upon graduating with a

m

Biology.

B. A.

Raul had never traveled and his only
job had been as a

summer tutor for Title

I

students.

He was an excellent biology student

and wanted to be a teacher.

Raul's experience, learning, and behavior in
Salinas were un-

6 the tW ° PreVi ° US
CaSeS

/

'

—
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session He took Title

,

student

^^

ceived outstanding
evaluations from his
teachers on
the year he taught
life science and
chemistry classes.
Raul was a
leader in his team. He
organized new ecology
curriculum for the life
science classes, searched
out materials and
technics, served on the
intern governance council,
assisted in the publication
of the intern
newspaper, disseminated
information about his team's
project to other
schools and interns. He
was dependable, working
hard at his lessons
and thinking through
problems. His team leader
judged him to be strong
to excellent in virtually
all teaching competence
areas.
About the only criticism
of Raul's performance came
from the
Community Coordinator in the
project.
In trying to get Raul
involved
in home visits and working
with Chicane problems at
the school, Raul
put him off with claims
of having too much classroom
work to do.
By

comparison with other interns in
the program, Raul was young,
inexperienced, and somewhat unsure
of himself in social interactions.
He
and the other interns on his
team angered a militant Chicane
counselor
at the school who expected
these Teacher Corps interns to
lend support
to efforts in getting the
teachers and administration of the
school to

recognize their racist treatment of
Chicano students.

Instead, they

sank their energies into the science
program and tried to bring fresh

learning strategies to their classes
to assist "slow learners."
Raul's energies were directed primarily
toward activities with

other interns outside the classroom.

He had difficulty understanding

and personalizing Chicano criticism
of his or other's values.

He had

,

^
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»een a success in
school and understood
as cultural deficits
which needed

action

and remediation.
He sought
to be a technically
competent teacher and to
please those in positions
Of authority.
By and large, he
succeeded.

Before leaving for Malaysia,
Raul was the only intern
who researched and wrote an MA
project proposal, even
though he had virtually
dea of the situation he
would face. He wanted
to develop a tropical
environmental awareness program
because "the lack of formal
environmental instruction in Malay
schools shows little thought
has been directed
towards constructive
environmental policies and
practices by the Malay
people and government." 7

^ree
a

of

a^

months into the math/science
training program, Raul wrote:
n

aS

s?jn ffJcance
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a
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15
ed for with either
langSgr™asses !TechnicaI sessions
practice
aching tutorials, completing
MOLELS (sic) or preparing lessons
C
a hln8
P
N ° ° ptions are iven and
ve ry little free
«
time is allowed 8
'

At about the same time that
Raul wrote the above the training

staff was judging his language and
teaching skills inadequate for doing
the job in Malaysia.

His primary problem was control
of Bahasa Malay-

sia which in turn led to difficulty
in generating student understanding
and interest in his classes.

Ten days later Raul was "disqualified."

Raul's own evaluation of his problems
centers on language dif-

ficulty and on his disorientation caused
by the intensity of the training program.

He took full responsibility for his
failure and accepted
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the jUdgment ° f hiS
SUPeriOTS

">«

interns i„ the
math/science
program wanted to unanimously
appeal the decision and
demand he be reinstated, Raul discouraged
-

them.

The training staff had
good comments about
Raul.
However, to
them he was very frustrating.
The harder they tried
to get him to learn
Bahasa Malaysia, the worse
he performed.

These three personal
program histories of interns
who failed
to make the transition
from Salinas to Malaysia
provide some insight
into cross-cultural teaching
issues between Salinas and
Peace Corps
training in Malaysia.
Although it is obvious that
their personalities
and individual life
experiences which they brought
to the program were
quite different, there are
some common themes in these
cases which
should be noted.
First, the divergent demands
of the two training environments

Played a significant role for each
of these interns.

The Teacher Corps

year in Salinas had not explicitly
prepared interns for Peace Corps
training and service in Malaysia.
Rather, a totally new and substantially different training sequence
was started.

Particularly in the

math/science program, Peace Corps training
design, content, and procedure had been organized with no
reference to Teacher Corps experience
and learning.

The transition from being a functioning,
full-time

teacher in Salinas to being an incompetent,
highly-programmed, constantly-scrutinized trainee with no certain future
in Malaysia constituted an extremely difficult transition
and adjustment for all of these

interns
Second, although each of these interns had
problems as teachers
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in Malaysian classrooms,
the pri mary sources
1,1

ClaSSr00m teachin technique.
6

of their failure were

^

Both "Peter" and "Raul"
evidently

had difficulty handling
Malaysian science classes.

However, language,

cultural familiarity and
sensitivity, educational
philosophy, institutional expectations, and
sociopolitical understandings
seemed to be much
more basic sources of failure
than any lack of technique.
Although the
classroom evidence is less
complete, the same analysis
can be applied
to "Estelle's" case.
Third, in different manifestations
and for different reasons,
all three individuals demonstrated
an apolitical and non-analytical

stance vis-a-vis themselves and
both the Salinas and Malaysian
environ
ments in which they found themselves.
All of them had difficulty cor-

rectly perceiving their personal
relationship to the social, economic,
and institutional problems which
confronted them.

All were occupied

by the actions, attitudes, and
problems of individuals.
Fourth, the cross-cultural patterns
of these individuals in

reacting to and interacting with people
of another culture were fairly
consistent between Salinas and Malaysia and
were negatively evaluated
in both settings.

"Estelle" had risen above the petty squabbles
of

race and culture and spoke for loftier spiritual
and political virtues;

"Peter" protected the oppressed of all cultures
and spoke for them

rather than with them; "Raul" looked to the system and
improved techniques as the mechanism for solving the problems of
cultural difference.

In Salinas these patterns were criticized,
but tolerated within

the context of program and community.

In Malaysia, the range of toler-

ance as defined by the context was much more narrow and punitive.
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Although these factors
were terminal for these
three interns
1,1 the Pr08ra
"’ t0 3 l6SSer degree
P-ent in the learning
experience of the other
interns who became
volunteers in Malaysia.
With that thought in
mind, let us now examine
the component cross-cultural teaching issues
encountered in
n Mala
Malaysia
ysia and adiscuss the
transfer
relationship with previous
Teacher Corps experience.

^

-

II.

Cross-Cultural Teaching Issues
and Transfer
effects
Malaysia

m

In discussing the following
component areas of cross-cultural

teaching as they applied to
Malaysia, the strand of
thought which was
established in Chapter II and
used to analyze Teacher
Corps training
Chapter III is being continued.
Exposition of issues and transfer
effects will be broken into
math/science and TESL programs
in each of
the following sections. The
settings, problems, and concerns
of these
two groups in Malaysia were
distinctly different.
Finally, throughout
this section reference will
be made to volunteer responses
to a ques-

m

tionnaire administered to them in
August, 1973-seven months after
they
had started their job assignments
and over one year after they
entered
Malaysia.

This questionnaire is contained
in Appendix

Because of
the analytical framework used
in this study, the results of
the quesB.

tionnaire will be interjected in
appropriate categories rather than

being reported as

A.

a whole.

Teaching Skills

——Math/science

teachers.

Peace Corps training for the math/
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science teachers was
organised on a
behavioral-technical basis.
That
is, specific performances
and behaviors were
sought within a specified
set of instructional
activities.
As has already been
noted, no learning options were provided.
All trainees were
expected to perform the
operations.
Such a system of
expectations was closely
reflective
of the schooling process
in Malaysia.
Tbe classroom skills which
were emphasized in this
training,
as reflected by criteria
on the evaluation profile,
were the following.

tion—givin^directions^rtf
necting

(2)

leSS °n

con^J

^^duc-

These skills very closely
parallel the list of classroom
behaviors outlined in Chapter II and were
similar to training skill areas
emphasized
the Teacher Corps. However,
the application of these classroom
skills in Malaysia contrasted
sharply from Salinas which presented

m

difficult problems for these volunteers
in both training and on the
job.
First, the math/science teachers
who were teaching in Malay

medium secondary schools, had to carry
out their teaching entirely in
Bahasa Malaysia, the national language.

Clarity of presentation, ques

tioning, flexibility of method, and
variation of activities are far

more difficult to achieve in a foreign,
unfamiliar language than in
one’s native tongue.

Many hours of preparation and practice were
re-

quired of these volunteers before giving their
lessons each day, es-

pecially during the first six months of their teaching.

Limits in the

degree to which the volunteers could use their
classroom skills were
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largely determined by their
control of the language.
Second, although many of
these classroom skills
emerge from
the assumption that
greater student participation,
involvement, and
interaction with the teacher
are desirable, volunteers
found themselves
teaching science and math
classes of 40-50 students
who had been imbued both culturally and
educationally with passive
learning behaviors.
Malay children had been taught
to listen and absorb; to
speak only when
spoken to; to depend on
instructions for deciding what
to do.
These
students had been exposed to a
constant string of teachers who
had
taught them didactically-iecture,
notes, repetition, memorization,
test.

mg

Indeed, with 50 students in a
45 minute period and with no
teachassistance, the methodological
alternatives are exceedingly slim.

Even though these obstacles to
effective use of classroom

skills existed, the math/science
teachers felt that their Salinas ex-

perience had been very helpful in the
areas of teaching skills--class
presentation, instilling student motivation,
and encouraging student
participation.

In

training they had all experienced a
resistance to the

restrictive technical-behavioral teachinglearning emphasis.

As their

language facility increased and as their
familiarity with their school-

community setting grew, they found their
effectiveness in controlling

classroom presentation skills and in eliciting
more student involvement
gained substantially.

Indeed, they rather appreciated the quiet co-

operativeness of their Malay students as compared to
classroom experiences in Salinas.

Most attributed part of their success in making the

transition to the confidence and practice they had gained
in Salinas.

After experiences of battling classes of disruptive, hostile and
some-
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times sullen students in
Salinas during which
survival skills were often more important than
presentation skills, the
Malaysian classroom
was a pleasant surprise
to many of these teachers.

ic_JlS L Advisors.

The TESL volunteers were
in Malaysia to

improve the classroom skills
and methods of Malaysian
English teachers
MinlStry ° f EdUCati °" ““
«>• process of implementing the
audiolingual, direct method of
instruction throughout the country.
The TESL
volunteers were assigned to teach
elementary school English classes
using the audio-lingual method
for their first six months
on the job
and, then, to prepare and
conduct in-service training
sessions with
Malaysian teachers, preparing them
to use more audio-lingual
techniques

m

therr classes.

These training sessions were
followed by the volun-

teer visiting the Malaysian teachers'
classes for observation and feedback
With these job expectations, classroom
skills and techniques

were very important.

The specific skills necessary were
largely de-

fined by the audio-lingual or direct
method of foreign language teaching.

Although there is no need to provide a
lengthy description of the

audio-lingual method, a brief summary is important
for understanding
the teaching skill problems these volunteers
faced.

The underlying philosophy of audio-lingualism
is behavior modi-

fication through stimulus-response or operant conditioning.

Language

learning to the audio-lingual proponent is an acquisition
of language
habits.

The teacher provides a verbal cue; the learner is conditioned

to respond to the cue with a correct response.

If an incorrect response

occurs, the process of verbal cueing is immediately repeated until
the
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right response is elicited.

I

n this
s method
methni > «-u
the correctness of
the

verbal stimulus becomes
the key to learning.
This method had been
imported from the West
and was being imp emented to stem the tide of
falling achievement scores
of Malay
medium students in English
and to enact the
government's policy on
English as the official
second language of Malaysia.
Both Malaysian
Ministry officials and European
advisors felt that this
learning
method would be culturally
consistent for the rural Malay
students,
most of whom had been taught
Arabic in the village Koranic
school by
a similar method of drill,
repetition, and memorization
from an early
age.
In addition, this approach
reflects a controlled, teacher-centered classroom which was
consistent with existing Malaysian
school
and community norms.
In this

context the TESL advisors had to
learn to use audio-

lingual classroom skills.

While in Salinas nearly all of
the TESL

volunteers had had some experience
using the audio-lingual method
with
small groups of Spanish speakers
and had participated in seminars
on
TESL.
All of them found the transition
in classroom TESL skills an

easy one and felt their Teacher Corps
training had been helpful.

How-

ever, conflicts arose for these volunteers
over the philosophical as-

pects of the apparently mechanistic, technical
skill repertoire used in
the audio- lingual method.

Although the skills elicited student par-

ticipation, the involvement occurred within a
rigid, formalized set of

teacher-induced responses.

After six months of classroom teaching, the

TESL volunteers were convinced that the
behavioristic-technical charac-
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teristics of teaching shills
in the audio- lingual
approach were retardants to effective language
learning.

As we shall see in
the next

section on pedagogy, most
of these volunteers spent
their entire Peace
Corps service trying to modify
and improve the audiolingual method
by adapting leading
philosophy and classroom skills
learned in Salinas
to the TESL context in
Malaysia.
In

summary, with some modifications
caused by cultural expecta
tions (less student participation
and inductive problem solving),
the
volunteers were generally able to
use appropriate classroom
techniques
without great conflict. However,
two areas of conflict did
appear for
these volunteers in the classroom
skill area.
First, mastering Bahasa
Malaysia and translating classroom
verbal behavior into a new language

presented difficulty.

Second, conflicts for volunteers
arose from the

relationship of classroom skills to
pedagogical concepts which stemmed
from educational goals and learning
theories somewhat at variance with
their experience in the U.S.

Pedagogical Skills and Concepts

B.

The problems that the teachers face and
the neglect and
tyranny that the students are subjected to
are areas of interest to me, but I know that to pursue
either of these areas
would only lead me down the primrose path to
stopped ears.
The
Ministry has made it clear (and the Malaysian
culture affirms
this) that they want us to tell them what they
want to hear.
Or, if we are so bold as to present problems,
we'd better have
an answer and, honestly, I don't see any.
Teachers are judged and paid according to test results;
they are inspected for syllabus coverage and 'lesson
planning';
yet most of them that I've talked to are at least somewhat
concerned that approximately 30% of their students can't read
but they haven't the time to do remedial work.
It's true-they don't.
Furthermore, if the teachers were to put in this
extra time needed it would not be advantageous to anyone. Help.

.

.
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In the

above quote are some of the
factors which led to pedagogical frustration for these
volunteers-both math/science and
TESL-for
most of the time they spent
in Malaysia.

Their Salinas experience prob-

ably heightened their frustration
while the Master's program
apparently
helped temper and channel the
practical and conceptual pedagogical
conflicts
As was noted in Chapter II,
all aspects of the teaching
pro-

cess should take into account
the community setting, the
cultural dif-

ferences in experience and perceptions
of people within that community,
and the social and educational
goals reflected in public and school

Policies.
i

In the U.S.

a

local teacher and school district
have a great

deal of latitude in organizing curriculum
to take these factors into

account.

In Malaysia, as in most countries

of the world, decisions

about selection and organization of local
curriculum are much more cen-

tralized by the national government and designed
to reflect the dictates
of national social, economic, and ideological
goals.

The interns had entered and worked in Salinas
in a federallyfunded program designed to respond to the needs of
"underprivileged,"

minority populations and to institute pedagogical reforms
which would
serve to revitalize the non-achieving, non-motivated
pupil.

The local

school district had set similar goals and objectives for the
program.
In

Malaysia these same interns were part of the implementation of
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federal policies to improve
and increase the
educational achievement
of a racial and cultural
sub-group of that society-the
Malays.
As a
people, the Malays have
control of political power
in Malaysia yet
remain predominantly a rural,
agricultural, traditional,
religious,

non-modemized segment of the
Malaysian population.

They are substantially underrepresented in
the modern, industrial,
professional, managerial sectors of the society.
However, unlike the Teacher
Corps in
Salinas, the strategy for
addressing this public goal was
to expand
and improve the conditions
of instruction in rural Malay
schools without
ubstantially altering the national
schooling process, the uniform
curriculum syllabus, or the nature
of the external examination
structure.
The "disadvantaged" and
"underachieving" Malay students were
to

be given more and better schools
and teachers in order to improve
their
educational opportunities and, thus,
their career options within the
future national development of the
country.

In math and science these

teachers were not being asked to change
their pedagogy, only to provide
for more classes at the secondary
school level.
In TESL these teachers were being
asked to improve method nad

technique of English language instruction
without basically altering

other educational goals.

In Malaysia,

decisions about pedagogical con-

cerns such as subject matter, materials,
resources, objectives, and

evaluation of learning are made primarily at the
national level.

In

Salinas pedagogical decisions took place primarily
within the local

community receiving support, guidance, and direction
from federal and
state governments.

In Salinas the interns viewed themselves as
respond-

ing to the educational needs of the local community and
of individual
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students.

In Malaysia they were
serving the expressed needs
of the na-

tional community and of a
national sub-group,

with the strong value

which American life places
on individual freedoms and
which educators
reflect in their emphasis on
individual differences and
attention in
schools having been a core part
of their Teacher Corps experience,
these
volunteers were bound to find
themselves in conflict with their
roles
in Malaysia.
What, then, was the nature of
this conceptual and pedagogical

dissonance in each program?

——

gjth/science teachers

.

As was noted in Chapter II, the

math/science interns in Salinas had given
their pedagogical concerns to
individualizing instruction through work-sheets,
learning centers, and

peer-teaching and to making subject matter more
relevant to life concerns of students through consumer math,
ecological science projects,
and social problems classes.

They had designed and taught new curricu-

lum and had altered methods of implementing
the teaching-learning pro-

cess

.

In Malaysia they were assigned to specific
science and math

classes within secondary schools which had been "streamed"
or "tracked"

according to previous test results.

During their first year most were

given lower-track, non-examination (Forms IV and II) classes,
just as

had occurred in Salinas.

Each teacher was required to teach within

the objectives and outline of the standard syllabus for the subject
area, covering all the material prescribed for a given year.

Indivi-

dual students who had fallen behind were, nonetheless, to be promoted

each year.

.

Teachers could and should provide classroom evaluation proce-
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ures which measured
individual student progress.

However, ultimate
standards of evaluation were
represented by external
examinations given
after Standard 6, For m III,
Form V, and Fo™ VI.
Entrance into the next
level of schooling depended
on these exam results
and on available space.
The practical effects of
these differences on the
pedagogical
decisions and conflicts which
these volunteers faced is
illustrated by
the example of one math
intern-volunteer, James Wong.
James had been
bom in Canton, China and had grown
up and gone to school in
Hawaii.
His

entrance into the Teacher Corps
was the first time he had
been to the
mainland. James taught math at
Alisal High School
Although he was
very quiet, serious, and reserved
by comparison to his fellow
interns
.

James showed tremendous enthusiasm
for math and a deep commitment
to
assisting underachieving, minority
high school students. He spent
long
hours poring over math books,
preparing interesting math materials.

requested the basic math classes with
the "slow learners.”

He

James spent

many hours during and after school
tutoring individuals and small groups
of students.

In the school he set up a math
fair.

He prepared a large

number of individualized math learning
modules and used them in his
class.

m

He never said much in seminars nor was
he politically involved

the community.

But, in one-on-one discussions he
articulated the im-

portance which math and science held for
achievement in our technological society.

He had entered the program to find ways to
translate his

understanding of math into successful learning experiences
for "culturally disadvantaged” students.

From a personal perspective, James under-

stood the language and cultural conflicts of minority students
in an

American school.

He knew--again from personal experience--that these
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deficits could be overcome
through individual

achieves

and hard work,

provided someone in the school
made the effort to reach
individual students and to make the subject
matter understandable at
their level.
James made the effort to do
this while in Salinas.
In Malaysia James was
rated one of the best
math/science trainee

during training.

The Malays were thrilled
that someone of Chinese an-

cestry would learn their language
and teach in a predominately
Malay
school. James was assigned to
teach math in a small, provincial
town.
All of James' communication
while in Malaysia was full of
the frustration
he felt about being unable to
assist the "slow learner" because
of the
pedagogical strictures placed on him
by the system.
In response to a

question about which aspects of
Teacher Crops had been most detrimental
to his volunteer service, James
replied:
et

ized
zed
ly

^??
self

l0Sy Ph l0S ° Phy ° f education e.g., an
individual~a classroom
i
paced
is not feasible in Malaysia
2
In
a
a S ° me ° f the COntent and a
roach
are
diametricalPP
ii
>

opposUe

In answering what effect the MA
project had on his Peace Corps service,

the response was: "a)

less time to mingle with Malaysians; b)
less time

to provide tutorial class for some students;
c) less time to devote to

Malay studies, such as language, culture, and
12
martial arts."

Finally,

asked if he was any different as a volunteer from
those who had not gone

through Teacher Corps, he said: "Yes, more frustrated!

Innovations in

education cannot be implemented here." 13
James, and virtually all of the other math/science teachers, had

made a commitment to serving and assisting "slow learners"
through pedagogical innovations while in the Teacher Corps.

In Malaysia they strug-
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8 led against the educational and
cultutai expectations of
the setting,

trying to do the same thing.

Master's projects.

The vehicle for their
efforts was the

Every Master's project among
the math/science

teachers dealt with pedagogical
changes to improve individual
student
achievement. These projects
included individualized math
packets for
remedial work, cross-age tutoring
for improved math achievement,
effects
of more frequent testing on
math achievement, making the
math syllabus
more reflective of the hierarchical
nature of the subject matter, and
local problem-solving in science.
As

m

Salinas for Mexican-Americans

,

these volunteers found

that the cultural expectation in
Malaysia was that Malays could not
learn math or science.

Because of their religion and traditional,
super

stitious way of life, rural Malays were
seen as "culturally disadvan-

taged" when it came to scientific ability.

In Salinas many of these

interns had accepted a "cultural deficit"
notion about Mexican-Americans' difficulties in learning math and
science.

However, they believed

that proper, remedial, individualized
instruction in the schools could

overcome the problem.

In Malaysia most of the math/science
volunteers

continued to find traditional Malay culture as a
cause of difficulty in
learning science, but were unable to apply remedial,
pedagogical tech-

niques to change the situation.

In Malaysia the structure and pedagogy

of schooling was more clearly the problem for both themselves
and their

Malay communities.
2.

TESL Advisors

.

The TESL volunteers struggled with the same

pedagogical factors as the math/science teachers--centralized curriculum
decisions, external examinations, lack of official concern for the un-
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motivated, failing student.

penences

in

However, their job in Malaysia,
their ex

Salmas, and their perspectives on
pedagogical issues

varied in significant respects
from the math/science teach
ers, resultmg in conflicts and frustrations of a
slightly different nature
.

Of particular importance to
note is that, unlike the math/science
teachers, these TESL volunteers had
been brought to Malaysia to implement a pedagogical innovation for
that country.
They were not being
used merely to expand educational
opportunity by creating more classes;
they were there to improve the
quality of Malaysian instruction by
delivering improved pedagogy to classrooms
through training of Malaysian

English teachers.

By government policy, these
volunteers had a license

to reform educational pedagogy.

Only approximately three months of

their time on the job was spent in a school
classroom in direct contact
with and with full responsibility for the
learning of Malaysian students.
Most of their work in Malaysia was with the
state educational bureau-

cracy and with rural Malaysian English teachers.

Their students were

these Malaysian teachers whom the volunteers only
saw at periodic intervals when training workshops were given and when
site visits to the local

schools were made.
As was indicated in Chapter II, the TESL volunteers in
Salinas

had been on English/humanities teams.

While utilizing behavioral, per-

formance-based concepts and techniques when appropriate, in Salinas
they had emphasized development of teaching-learning approaches which

brought more student participation and freedom into the learning process and more relevance in subject matter to social, political, economic,

and cultural aspects of their students’ lives.

.

In

Malaysia they were
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required to imp lem e„t a
technical-behaviora! pedagogy
which had heen
adopted fro* the West.
In Salinas many had
struggled, as the saw
it,
y
to make the schools less
oppressive to minority groups
of people and
m ° re reSP ° nSiVe t0 the
P r0ble
““ “ncems of individuals and groups
normal y underrepresented in
taerican schools.
Mala y sia they became
instruments for pedagogical
changes which they had found
oppressive in
Salinas

-

Throughout their stay in Malaysia,
the TESL volunteers were in
great doubt as to whether or
not the audio- lingual method
being pushed
by the government truly served
the educational, social,
cultural, or
developmental needs of the rural Malay
population with whom they primarily worked. This tension,
set up by their experience in
Salinas,
was reflected in constant efforts
on their jobs to expand the
efficacy

of the audio- lingual method, as
officially understood, by looking for
ways to obtain more open-ended
student participation in English
class;
to bring more cognitive, locally-relevant
material to the class; and to
free Malaysian English teachers from
an overdependence on technique.

Being local experts with relative autonomy
in preparing training sessions and being in constant contact with
educational policy-setters on

their jobs, the TESL volunteers had more
latitude to work through their
frustrations and do something about their concerns.
Again, the Master's projects seemed to both
reflect and have

salutory effect on these frustrations.

TESL Master's topics included

studies on the relationship between student participation
in a non-

directed fashion in the English classroom and student
achievement; on
the effects of more extensive, locally relevant reading
material in

a
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English; and on the relative
merits of the audio-lingual
vs. structural
analysis methods of learning English
in Malaysia.
The impact of the

Master's project on pedagogical
concerns is seen in the following
state
ment
The Master's serves as an on-going
personal goal through my job as a TESL advisor. Dull
reading on TESL theories
and P^ctices become interesting
when this information is useful to the Master s and can be
applied in work-oriented situaWOr
s and ^-service training
courses for
TEsTt^S
TESL
teachers
Malaysia.
Classroom observation is much more
interesting when one realizes that
not only the teacher might
be able to benefit from it, but
that the observer will as well. 14
.

^

m ^°P

.

The frustration and conflicts set
up between the Salinas and

Malaysia experiences are probably best
reflected in the following words
The most beneficial aspect of the Teacher
Corps experience
or my work
Malaysia was the concept of change in
education
as a constant, as something that
must be allowed for and encouraged.
This was driven home in Salinas because
of the resistance to it in the system. Also, the
importance of culture, language, racism, and tolerance learned
in Salinas have
been terribly important to understanding and
identifying
what's
going on in Malaysia. 1 ^

m

A year of teaching experience has helped, but
a year in a
more 'normal' teaching role would probably have been
more suit
able for Malaysia.
This isn't to be inferred as 'better' over
all 16
.

For both TESL and math/science volunteers the Teacher Corps
had

clearly set up pedagogical uncomfortableness in Malaysia.

However,

both Teacher Corps and the Master's program also had created
some under-

standings for constructive handling of these frustrations within the
cultural and institutional settings.

concern

We turn now to these areas of
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Cross-Cultu ral Communication

C.

and Adjustment

Transference of 'esprit de corps' from
Salinas to Malavsia among TC/PC volunteers.
Personal understanding of eLi,
other helped us help each other
through training and in planntng our Master's thesis. Trust
and intimacy a?e important
ctors fading to exchange of more
information and ideas on
,
teaching methods Ll
.

The community involvement component
of TC helped me to become informed of community structure
and possible roles of the
teachers
it.
Due to that, I've become involved in
rural
community activities in Malaysia, i.e.,
lectures to parents
on how they can help kids, etc. 18

m

The extensive cultural dissimilarities
between the teaching

setting in Salinas and in Malaysia are apparent.

In Salinas the in

terns interacted with people of Mexican descent
who were at various
levels of Spanish -English language facility, were
variously assimilated
to mainstream American values and behaviors, were
required to interact

with interns primarily on the interns' cultural terms,
and were the

recipients of a migrant, economic, agricultural heritage for
the most
part.

In

Malaysia the volunteers interacted primarily with Malays,

but also with people of Chinese, Indian, and European descent in
a

Malaysian context.

For the most part, rural Malays spoke only Bahasa

Malaysia, had only limited contact with Western beliefs and values,
were traditionally religious (Islam) and maintained traditional values
in terms of family, government, economic affairs, marriage, and social

exchange, maintained control of the interaction with volunteers, and

had a heritage of being "sons of the soil" for countless generations.
One would expect that the "subjective culture" or specific behavioral

expectations of the Mexican -American and the Malaysian to be quite dif-
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ferent and distant.

Yet, without exception the
Teacher Corps/Peace

Corps volunteers felt that
their training experience in
Salinas had
been culturally beneficial in
Malaysia in both areas of
personal adjust
ment and in cross-cultural
communication. How could this be
so? What
were the themes of transfer and
the factors which contributed
to it?

While saying that Teacher Corps
training had been beneficial
to cross-cultural communication
and adjustment in Malaysia,
nearly all

volunteers reported substantial
differences between the Peace Corps'
and Teacher Corps' cross-cultural
training approach and great difference

m

expected cultural behaviors between
Salinas and Malaysia.

In

Salmas training had centered on personal
awareness and encounter,
on community involvement and on
socio-economic information about the

minority population for purposes of
economic, social and educational
change and social justice.

In

Malaysia training emphasis was given to

cultural understanding and acceptance, to critical
interaction diffi-

culties for American volunteers, and to acceptable
behavior patterns in
all facets of life.

The cross-cultural purpose within the Malaysian

setting was to assist and help within the political
and cultural parameters, not to challenge and change these parameters
as had been the
case in Salinas.

During Peace Corps training and in the early months on their
jobs, the volunteers had to adopt a new language and some new
inter-

personal behaviors.

As an example, they found that social grace and

deference were essential and that personal encounter and agitation
were frowned upon.

One volunteer, in discussing which aspects of the

Salinas experience had been most detrimental to his work in Malaysia
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said
To bring about change,
whether in practical aspects of a
system or in attitudes,
necessitates some type of confront aLnfronta
tion or demonstration of
frustration
Thic «

chang^iX*^^
In a like manner,

° f taCt in C&USing

one of the female volunteers,
related an

incident in Malaysia shortly after
arrival in the town to which she was
assigned.
The second day of school two Malay
men followed her home,

continually harassing and propositioning
her.

Under control, she went

to her landlord who lived next door,
told him of the problem, and asked

him to speak with the two men involved.

She was never bothered by

these men again.
'In Salmas,' [she said], 'some Mexican
men did the same
thing.
I screamed at them, told
them to
off, and attempted to embarrass them by calling attention
to’them.
I
ated the experience in Malaysia just as much;
my stomach was
knots.
But as an O.P. (Orang Puteh) I guess I'm
more willing to understand their behavior as part of the
cultural scene
and learn ways to avoid it. '20

m

Indeed, the same volunteer who said that the encounter
style

of interaction in Salinas was the most detrimental aspect
for Malaysia
also pointed out that the most beneficial aspect of Teacher
Corps was

The
ous
two
the

necessity of becoming culturally humble due to the prestigiand powerful influence the Anglo and O.P. have had in the
systems.
How in the hell do I personally want to relate to
stigmas and traditions of these relationships? 2 !

Thus, in general, the training approach, cultural expectations of the

volunteers' role, and the acceptable and unacceptable interpersonal
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behaviors seemed to be often
contradictory between SaUnas
and Malaysia.
One can suspect that the
difficulties which both math/science
and TESL
teachers experienced with their
Peace Corps training experience
stemmed,
in part, from the learning
transition and behavior interference
from
Salinas and Teacher Corps.
As explained earlier, some
of those interns
most committed to the aims,
purposes, and patterns of Teacher
Corps
never came to Malaysia while others
who did failed to make the transition.

Nonetheless, sixteen previously dedicated
Teacher Corps interns

did make the transition and felt
that Salinas experiences had had a

positive impact on their cross-cultural
communication and adjustment
to Malaysia, even though individual
interactive behaviors had to be relearned.

For further understanding of the issues
which cross-cultural

communication and adjustment involved in Malaysia,
an examination of
the levels of interaction, the relationship
to Salinas, and the factors

contributing to transfer must be pursued.
J_:

Math/science teachers

.

Math and science teachers were as-

signed to schools in towns and villages throughout the
country, with
the majority going to the East Coast states away from
the more modern-

ized areas of the West Coast of Malaysia.

All of them taught in Malay

medium secondary schools and most lived in isolated, rural Malay communities.

These volunteers had very little mobility and, with the ex-

ception of nearby volunteers and Master’s seminars with other Teacher

Corps/Peace Corps volunteers, their cultural context and personal in-

teraction was with the Malaysian school and community where they worked
and lived.
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For these volunteers their work
represented an overwhelming

amount of their time, energy, and
cross-cultural attention.

They re-

ported spending an average of ten
hours per day on school related
activities.
Some said that as much as 12-14 hours
per day went into

classroom preparation, classroom teaching,
extracurricular school activities, small group and individual
tutoring, and assignment and test

correction.

m

Most said that their leisure time was
most commonly spent

visiting or watching T.V. with their neighbors
and friends, reading

and writing at home, and walking the
streets or going to movies with
friends.

Five out of seven interviewed described
Malays--primarily

other teachers--as their closest friends locally.

About half made

regular weekend trips to larger cities to visit other
Peace Corps
friends, go out drinking, eat at nice restaurants, or
date either a

Malaysian or an American friend.

Many Malaysian teachers in rural

schools followed the same weekend pattern.
Not surprisingly, most of their cross-cultural frustrations and

problems were related to school--the sterility of the teaching environment, the inflexibility of the syllabus, the slavish adherence to syllabus and policy by school colleagues, the lack of continuity between

school and home, the student "failures," and the fatalism of all concerned.

At the same time nearly all were engaged in non-classroom

school and community activities.

Some sponsored science and math

clubs; some coached sports teams; some led Girl Scout and Boy Scout

troops; some tutored slow students; some worked in community centers
or with families in their rice paddies; most visited students' homes.

Overall there exists a certain symmetry in cross-cultural be-
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havior and concepts between Salinas
and Malaysia for these volunteers.
In Salinas these same math/science
teachers had not generally been
part of the social-activist,
politically-oriented group of interns.
As described in Chapter III, they
had concentrated their energies
on

pedagogical change, had limited their
contact with the Mexican-American community to tutoring and helping
activities and had felt more com-

fortable with the concept of cultural
relativism than with structural

inequalities requiring political action.
Whereas the TESL volunteers talked about the
benefits of a

close-knit group of peers and an understanding
of bureaucracy and systems change as the best contribution their
Teacher Corps experience con-

tributed to Peace Corps adjustment, the math/science
teachers emphasized
the value of classroom and related school-community
activities for

their adjustment in Malaysia.

For example,

Teacher Corps has helped me in Malaysia because,
(1) it
allowed flexibility of classroom strategies which has made
it easy to adapt to the comparatively simple and undemanding
role of lecturer required of Malaysian teachers;
(2) it gave
me confidence in maintaining discipline and handling a classroom; (3) it showed me the importance of good relationships
with other faculty members; (4) it helped me see universal
student characteristics in the learning process. ^2
And with regard to the school-community relationship, a math volunteer
said that the Teacher Corps experience had helped him adjust to Malaysia

by providing:
1.
An understanding of the student-teacher-parent-school
relationship, especially where poor, uneducated parents are
involved
2.
Learning the value of group cooperation in teaching
and seeing that valuable things can be shared by teachers,
e.g., ideas, materials, methods, etc.
This effort to share
seemed to be lacking among the regular, non-Teacher Corps
teachers in Salinas.
But it was helpful and constructive in
training and can solve some problems in Malaysian schools. 23
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As science and math teachers
these volunteers represented

modem, developmental values in
rural, traditional communities.

For
the most part, they seemed
to find no conflicts in this
role and took
the job of bridging the cultural
gap through the success of
their stu-

dents upon themselves.
2

.

TESL Advisors

,

with TESL advisors assigned
to provincial

or state capitals as part of the
State Educational Office and with
the
job necessity of traveling throughout
their states, their level of in-

teraction with Malaysian cultures and
with each other was bound to be
different than the math/science teachers.

Likewise, their communication

and adjustment problems in Malaysia
were reflective of both experiences
in Salinas and role definitions
and cross-cultural interactions in

Malaysia.

TESL advisors were in contact with and had
to have facility
with a wide range of cultural-ethnic groups
and situations in Malaysia.
For a short time they taught in Malay-medium,
rural, grammar schools;

during the two years they were regularly in training
and follow-up
visits with town and village Malaysian English teachers.

Yet, their

home base was in more Westernized, cosmopolitan cities working
with

educated government officials.

They had much more mobility both cul-

turally and geographically than the math/science teachers.
The TESL volunteers reported having friendships and contact

with Chinese, Indian, European, and Malay Malaysians much more commonly
than the math/science teachers.

Their social relationships tended to

be predominately with educated, middle-class lawyers, teachers, and

government workers of all racial and ethnic groups.

They reported
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traveling extensively and regularly
during which times they visited
and stayed with other Teacher
Corps/Peace Corps TESL volunteers.
They
made frequent trips to Kuala
Lumpur for meetings and
relaxation.
They
knew and visited officials in
the Ministry of Education, the
Peace Corps
staff, and the Western technical
assistance community in Kuala Lumpur.
In towns and cities where they
lived most reported having a
large num-

ber of acquaintances.

They were not embedded in their
local community

in the way math/science teachers
were.

During visits to schools and

in the intervals between, these
volunteers experienced Malay, Chinese,

and Indian cultural celebrations and
perspectives.

For the most part, their cross-cultural
experience had a par-

ticipant-observer quality to it.

They were able to see the society

operating from the poorest paddy farmer to
the highest levels of government policy-making.

They reported becoming serious students of
Malay-

sian society with the Master's degree serving
as an incentive.
*
f ee l my overall knowledge of Malaysia has
continued
to increase even after formal training while
most of the
.

other regular Peace Corps become much more parochial
toward
their own job or field.
I have operated on a twin level
one in which I am a participant in Malaysian society and the other as an intellectual
observer which helps me keep a perspective on myself.
I have gone out of my way to meet more
people and discuss
in depth things I might otherwise have just merely noticed 24

—

.

For the most part

,

these TESL volunteers were the same people

who, in Salinas, had been dedicated to personal encounter, to collec-

tive political action, to social and school reconstruction, to con-

sciousness-raising in concert with Chicano members of the community.
Some of their members had not even come to Malaysia, anticipating greater restrictiveness.

One would have anticipated difficulty in cross-cul-
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tural communication and
adjustment for these volunteers,

Indeed, most

had some problems, but managed
to adjust extremely well,

As with the

math/science teachers, the patterns
of concern for TESL volunteers
and
the apparent positive influence
of the Teacher Corps progra.
in making
the cultural transition showed
a consistency in concepts
and behaviors.
These volunteers reported two
main areas of cross-cultural
communication and adjustment from Teacher
Corps training which helped them
adjust to and communicate with the
setting in Malaysia. Every one of
these volunteers indicated the
importance of the Salinas experience
as
a time for muting their universal
idealism,

lious spirit."

In addition,

"cockiness," and "rebel-

just as in Salinas, the group unanimously

highlighted the adjustment advantages that
a close support group of
peers gave them in Malaysia over those
volunteers who had not been in

Teacher Corps.

Such statements as the following were
used to describe

this phenomenon.

The most beneficial thing about Teacher Corps
was a single
year to rub the frills off my University idealism.
From the
Master's program and my job responsibilities I
receive feedback
from a close, inner social group which is not common
to the
average volunteer .^ 5
I
feel that our group came to Malaysia with a degree
of
maturity that is lacking in most volunteers. Also the group
itself added a whole new dimension to Peace Corps experience.
I don't think any of us feel nearly
so far from home or friends
and thus as bewildered as most Peace Corps volunteers by a new
context

The concept of group support and communication in adjusting to

cross-cultural environments had clearly been continued from Salinas to
Malaysia.

The Peace Corps staff was not always certain they appreci-

ated such collective action, and clarity is lacking as to whether this
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facet of adjustment detracted
from cultural involvement
and effectiveness in their respective
communities.
The informal evidence is
that
contact did not detract from
either job or cultural effectiveness,
but

contributed
The second aspect of communication
and adjustment connecting
the Salinas experience to the
Malaysian setting involved both
positive
and negative learning about strategies
for operating in an educational

bureaucracy while continuing to analyze
problems and to seek reforms
within the system.

This concern may be more appropriate
in the next

section of this analysis.

However, it is included here because
of the

apparent significance the concept of "reforming
from within" had for
TEST volunteer adjustment to Malaysia.

One volunteer stated:

Working with administrators and other teachers
in Salinas
we learned (osmotically) how to get things
done without rubbing people the wrong way. That knowledge
has been a tremendous help here. z/

’

Another pointed out transference of learning from Salinas
to

Malaysia

... is the result of negative learning or learning from
bad experiences or mistakes.
It is one thing to think of
Salinas merely as preparation for Malaysia, it is another to
evaluate Salinas in its own right.
Can or must we afford or
must the people of Salinas afford all of the disorder, disruption, enmity, etc., generated last year ? 28
I

The Master’s program became the organizational vehicle for sus-

taining and making concrete the volunteers' analysis of social educational problems and proposals for reform.
In brief,

the phenomenological evidence presented in this sec-

tion provides further support to the hypothesis that:

One has to learn anew the subjective culture of each cultural group with which he comes into contact.
Though some
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general sensitivity to interpersonal
relations may facilitate
cross-cultural interaction, it is not
sufficient
overcome
ie communication barriers
and intercultural misunderstandings 29

L

.

However, this evidence also indicates
that within the broader

cultural context, previously learned
patterns of cultural interaction
will be transferred to new settings
and will be utilized by the individual to understand and adapt to the
logic and requirements of the new

context.

Throughout this discussion the importance
of concepts of

cultural-social relationships between minority
and dominant cultures
within a society and of the role of the
teacher in bringing about

cross-cultural change should be noted.

In

these areas transfer of in-

tellectual and behavior patterns seems to take
place.
Institutional and Social
Expectations of Teachers
D.

The organization of schooling, the professional expectations

of teachers, and the role of the cross-cultural teacher in
social and

educational change have been factors throughout this discussion of
the

relationship between Teacher Corps training and Peace Corps
service.

These factors were clearly more problemmatic for them than

the specific behavioral differences in classroom techniques or cul-

tural interaction.

In this section the differences between Salinas and

Malaysia in professional expectations and social change goals will be
described, and the mechanisms for reconciling and learning from these

contextual differences will be explored.
As was noted earlier, the Malaysian schools are organized on
a national, hierarchical basis.

Policy decisions governing school be-
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havior, curriculum, student
promotion, staff advancement and
transfer,
etc., are made by the Ministry
of Education to reflect
national development priorities. The school
headmasters, teachers, students,
and

parents at the local level respond
to directives from above.

Conflict-

ing educational interest groups
are not heard at the local
level.

In-

deed, historically through the
colonial period when the national
school

system was established and culturally
through the precepts and practices of Islam and the traditional
village system of decision making
by a single headman, no tradition of
participation in schools has been

established at the rural level.

Traditionally, the teacher is respect-

ed for the knowledge and wisdom he
possesses and students are expected
to show deference to such learning and
to absorb the teacher's knowl-

edge.

If such behavior is lacking, direct and
severe punishment is ex-

pected.
In turn, the teacher is expected by the
community and by his

superiors in the system to set a good moral example and
to maintain
a reserved formal distance from students both
within and outside the

school.

In addition,

school officials expect the teacher to teach the

required syllabus, to prepare and record lesson plans for inspection,
to be prompt and formally dressed, and to maintain discipline with
stu-

dents.

From the students to headmasters appearances are important and

major decisions are left to the Ministry.

Thus, in behavioral expecta-

tions, much less tolerance for diversity and individual differences

exists in Malaysian schools and communities than is accepted in the

United States.
However, in purpose Malaysian schools also differ in signifi-
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cant cultural and sociological
aspects from United States schools.

In

Malaysia, particularly in rural,
Malay areas, the national schools
and
teachers represent an institution
which stands for cultural social
change, development, and modernization.
in a gradual

While this is being attempted

fashion which would pay heed to the
concomitant evolution

of traditional cultural mores, cultural
change in the interest of national unity and economic development is
clearly a stronger educational
atm than that of cultural conservation
or maintenance of the status quo.
In

the United States, schools have historically
played this same

"modernizing" role but are now being challenged
to reflect and preserve
cultural uniqueness and diversity and to provide
more economic and
social opportunity and equality through internal,
systemic changes in

the educational system based on race and class.
In this dialectical,

cultural-educational process, the interns

in Salinas had attempted to work with the minority
community and some

school colleagues to change the school to make it more
responsive to

minority cultural values.

In

Malaysia the volunteers worked primarily

in the schools to change the members of the community to
make them more

responsive to and better participants in modem, industrialized, national values.

In each case the teachers’

role in cross-cultural change

is reflected by institutional program goals for this Teacher Corps/

Peace Corps project.

How did the volunteers adjust to these inconsistencies in social
and institutional expectations and translate their Teacher Corps perspec-

tive to Malaysia?
Both math/science and TESL volunteers were constantly bothered
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by conceptual conflicts in
cross-cultural goals between Salinas
and

Malaysia and a gradual adjustment
process in responding to behavioral
expectations for their roles in Malaysia.
Although allowances in expected community and school norms are
made in Malaysia for young, Ameri
can Peace Corps volunteers, the
contextual constraints on acceptable
be

haviors were much greater for the
math/science teachers than for the
TESL advisors.

In

terms of the volunteers' ability to
reconcile goals

and to adjust to expectations in a
consistent learning pattern between

Salinas and Malaysia this difference was
fortunate.
The math/science teachers who successfully
became volunteers

were primarily those interns in Salinas who
had responded to cross-cul
tural tension by fitting into predominating
institutional patterns,

avoiding conflicts in and out of school over
institutional decisions,
and attempting to confine their change efforts to
classroom techniques
and procedures,

with the

exception of differences in allowable

specific classroom, school, and community behaviors.

This technical-

behavioral-compensatory approach to change is very compatible with the
notion of change through modernization, manpower training, and national
development inherent in their role in Malaysia.

To varying degrees

these volunteers resisted fitting into some of the acceptable behavioral norms in Malaysia.

However, because of some congruity in cross-

cultural change expectations between their teaching roles in Malaysia
and their experience in Salinas, the necessary behavioral adjustments

were more easily made.
In a

similar manner most of the TESL volunteers were among

those in Salinas who advocated humanistic change and/or systemic change
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In the

Teacher Corps they had been involved
in assaults on the school

for reasons of education's stultifying
impact on individuals and of its

reinforcement of the inequitable distribution
of power, representation,
and opportunity between minority and
dominant cultures.

In

Malaysia

the TESL volunteers had more latitude
of action in their job and com-

munity life; they were in direct contact with
all levels of the education system, including national policy
makers; they were able to partici

pate in and observe the actions, attitudes, and
beliefs of all the ethnic, racial, and socio-economic groups in
Malaysia; they were being

asked to help reform one aspect of the educational
system; they had
to struggle with the difficulties of that reform effort
on a personal

basis.

m

Even though the humanistic perception of the schools and
people

them as an oppressive bureaucracy stifling individual growth
and

destroying cultural cohesion at times persisted with these volunteers,
their own role in the system, the Master's projects, and their inability to initiate or take part directly in political action, forced them

into understanding their context in systemic terms.

As their under-

standing of the socio-economic-cultural context grew, the difficulties
in accepting and adapting to behavioral expectations lessened.

None-

theless, the propensity to view the educational system as the source of

cross-cultural problems; the analysis of Malaysia's own multi-cultural
problems in terms of socio-economic power relationships; and the desire
to act upon the educational system rather than being directed from

above--all these perspectives remained constant from Salinas to Malaysia and the understanding of cross-cultural change as a complex and

collective process continued to expand.
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Finally, two points must be
noted.

First, TESL volunteers

were most clear about their
intellectual problems with the
incongruity
between Teacher Corps and the
Peace Corps cross-cultural
goals and pur
poses and the effect which this
conceptual stress had on their individual behavior.

One said:
h

lave put more str ess on the
influence Peace
Corps goals have upon our job
perspectives.
What is the purpose of our job?
How do we personally react
to that purpose? Are we innovators,
diplomats, diplomatic
innovators, or innovative diplomats? I
see a conflict between the goals we had in Teacher Corps
and have in Peace
Corps.
They affect my entire outlook on
cultural and job
J
matters. jU

CnrJ
T
?
Corps-Teacher

Another TESL volunteer stated:
There are underlying contradictions in Teacher
Corps and
eace orps goals.
These have affected me here, causing me to
be more willing to accept status-quo
than I would have been
if still in Salinas.
Partially a feeling of helplessness, or
what I 'perceive' to be reality, in that I
don’t feel anyone
wants me to deal at a level that would involve
systemic educational change.
Thus, I don't address myself to that end.
As
I am the sort of person
motivated best by total involvement in
a situation, I sometimes find myself setting
back watching the
parade.
The tendency to do this was/is certainly compounded
by
Salmas, where the program did offer the type of motivation
potential I enjoy. 3 !
The expected behaviors were utilized, but often with
philosophical uncer

tainty
Second, while most of these volunteers, both math/science and
TESL, had left Salinas without completing much reflection or systema-

tic analysis of their experience in the Teacher Corps, the Master's

program brought this dimension to the Peace Corps experience.

For

those who had established a commitment to cross-cultural change and in-

novation, the Master's projects became avenues for consolidating past

learning and analyzing present problems.

The process for Master's pro-
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;ects was

mechanism for rationalizing individual
behavior to system
ic logic and aligning the two.
The projects were also
individual con
a

tributions toward improving or
reforming the Malaysian education
system through the participation of
the Ministry of Education in
project
development and implementation.
Verbal and written comments from
volunteers give credence to
this last point.

When asked what effect the Master's
program had on

their work in Malaysia, the following
responses are representative:
\

1

f

llln

m doing

L lt

has made me more willing to analyze
what it is

Has been a source of many job-related
ideas for future
implementation .53
It has forced me to examine the political,
social, and
especially the educational systems of Malaysia much
more care
fully than I may have otherwise. 34

Whenever I'd come across a possible topic I'd ask
people
general questions to test its feasibility.
This has led me
to know peoples' reactions in areas of concern.
I think this
has helped me to become more sensitive to people
here and
has helped me understand them better. 35
The following statement was made by a Teacher Corps/Peace
Corps

math teacher who contributed enormously to the development of
a bi-

lingual-cross-cultural program while in Salinas and served for the full
term in Malaysia completing his Master's project.

The statement was

made three months before he completed Peace Corps service and is an

appropriate conclusion for this chapter.

Teacher Corps was problem-solution oriented. That is,
school problems, student problems, and teaching problems were
confronted and attempts at solutions were encouraged. This
made the Malaysian school system easier to approach when one
sees problems that are in need of solution.
Problems in education are complex and what Teacher Corps/Peace Corps taught me
was that solutions begin with yourself and that they sometimes
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take a long time.
Education has an anatomy, with
students
parents, teachers, administrators,
and the government as internal organs.
So many volunteers who are
teaching rive up
1
e
at 10n r teachln
g after the 7 leave Peace Corps.
,°
I
th
think ?r
they adon t understand the whole
process of education and
P
7
S ° lutions to
P roble ms seem hopeless to
?o them,
them and th**
they see themselves as helpless. 36

\

™

^
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CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This case study of the Teacher
Corps/Peace Corps program in-

volving the University of California
at Santa Cruz, the Salinas High
School District, the Peace Corps/Malaysia,
and the Malaysian Ministry

of Education was designed to provide
insights into issues and themes
of cross-cultural teaching, to compare
and contrast domestic and foreign cross-cultural teaching, to identify
components of learning transference and interference between the two
contexts, and to assess implica
tions of the learning relationships on
programming and public policy for

cross-cultural teacher preparation.

Throughout the study cross-cul-

tural teaching has been defined and analyzed in
terms of the teacher's

interaction with all aspects of the school and community
environment.
The degree of learning and learning transfer has been
viewed as a complex, dynamic relationship between the learner and various
factors of

his/her social context.

Evidence used in the case study is primarily

phenomenological gained through participant-observation and self-re-

porting obtained from communication with program participants.
In this chapter conclusions will be drawn with regard to:

(1)

those aspects of domestic, cross-cultural teaching preparation which

seemed to transfer to or interfere with teaching in Malaysia;

(2)

the

apparent contextual and individual causes for either positive or negative transfer;

(3)

the general implications for teacher preparation

strategies and "third-culture" training; and

(4)

recommendations for
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future research and programming
goals.

I.

Learning Transfer and Interference

First, Teacher Corps training design,
operation, and expectation clearly interfered with the interns'
smooth adjustment to in-

country Peace Corps training.

This was especially true for math/science

teachers where the contrasts in training
environment and setting were
most glaringly different from Teacher Corps.
Second, many of the classroom skills,
pedagogical techniques,
and communication skills learned and used in
Salinas did seem to transfer in a positive fashion to Malaysia.

The very fact of having had

classroom experience provided confidence and knowledge
about lesson
planning, presentation skills, evaluation methods, student
characteristics, and institutional expectations which assisted the
participants
in Malaysia.

In a reverse sense specific cultural and school behaviors

used in Salinas seemed to be either irrelevant in Malaysia or actually

interfered with accepting new behaviors.

The extent or strength of

this interference is not clear and probably varied from individual to

individual.

The Teacher Corps training did not appear to help in learn-

ing a new language and, in most cases, probably hindered acceptance of

cultural behaviors related to fatalism

,

deference to elders or super-

iors, sex roles, and smooth social intercourse.

The evidence seems

to indicate, however, that all of these aspects of teaching skills and

behaviors demonstrating cultural sensitivity were dependent variables
in the transfer process rather than independent variables.

Third, the independent variables important to the transfer pro-
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cess appeared to be the teacherstheoretical understanding and philosophical approach to teaching students
of another culture; the patterns

of cross-cultural interaction
within the community, school,
and program
group; the understanding of the
cross-cultural teaching role in terms
of community and institutional
goals and expectations; and the
commitment to and investment in the various
approaches to cultural change and

institutional reform within a given society.
ceptual, theoretical, and philosophical.

These variables are con-

However, it appeared that

the intern-volunteers organized their
new environment in terms of these

conceptual areas initiated by the Teacher Corps
experience.

They were

able to adapt their individual behaviors
to and learn from the Peace

Corps/Malaysia experience to the extent that the logic
of their new
cultural context and their personal role in it were
rationalized and

reconciled within these conceptual categories.
The contextual realities of the two job settings made
some patterns of thought and action easy to transfer.

For example, a view of

the learner as having cultural-environmental deficits and
of the teach-

ing-learning process as primarily organized around techniques designed
to modify and remediate individual behavior was easily discernible in

both the Salinas and Malaysian schools.

In the Teacher Corps this posi-

tion was challenged by program and community people as a weakness; in

Malaysia most Peace Corps staff found the complex of behaviors and philosophy associated with this position to be a strength.

Another pattern

of thought and action easily adapted from Salinas to Malaysia was the

TESL group's close, intra-group pattern of interaction for support,

discussion, analysis, and action.

This interaction pattern was viewed
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positively and encouraged in Teacher
Corps; the Peace Corps seemed to
have mixed feelings about such
collective support:.
In the same fashion, the actions
associated with some of the

conceptual areas were quite incompatible
between the two cultural contexts.

Teacher Corps' goals for innovation and
change clashed with

Peace Corps' emphasis on service and
acceptance.

Humanistic notions

of learning problems, teaching behaviors,
and cross-cultural change were

tolerated in Salinas, but were impossible and
unacceptable in Malaysia.

Understanding cross-cultural problems as the results
of socio-economic
inequities supported by social and governmental
institutions requiring

collective political action within the system was possible
and encouraged in Salinas, while only the analysis without political
action was

possible in Malaysia.

In each of these cases, volunteers had to sift

through the efficacy of past thoughts and actions, connect that
to an
analysis of the new situation, assess the costs and benefits of main-

taining past patterns, identify new ways to tie together thought and
action maintaining the same conceptual categories and concerns, and adjust their behavior accordingly.

On paper this sounds like a super-

intel lectualized , laborious process.

In reality the evidence indicates

that the willingness and ability to intel lectualize and analyze cross-

cultural problems, to examine alternative solutions and consequences,
and to "own" one's role in the cross-cultural situation were crucial in

establishing positive learning transfer relationships from one crosscultural setting to another.

Those intern-volunteers who refused to

establish an intellectual, analytical stance vis-a-vis a new cultural
and institutional context and clung to past patterns of actions with-
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out reflection were less effective in
Salinas and had difficulty trans-

ferring their learning to Malaysia.

The positive outcome of this learn-

ing process was the development of a "world
view" which ascribed ration-

ality and cause to social, human actions and problems,
which seeks

meaningful and possible solutions, and which establishes
personal commitment and direction for action.
Finally, the commitment to problem solution and change using

available political processes was initiated in Salinas and transferred
to Malaysia.

According to Peace Corps staff and Ministry of Education

officials, these volunteers were not docile, buffeted by and accepting
of all the cultural, institutional, and program dictates of their en-

vironment.

They were engaged in the school and cultural environment,

identifying problems and attempting to propose solutions to those with

decision-making power.

They asked for information, questioned ideas,

proposed solutions and, in many instances, tried new approaches.
general

,

In

they were not as intimidated by the bureaucracy or by the

hierarchy of authority.

II.

Causes of Learning Transfer

During this total learning sequence from Salinas to Malaysia,
what were the elements of Teacher Corps and Peace Corps training and

experience which seemed to have the greatest effect on transfer?
do these causes relate to theoretical understandings?

How

The following

are conclusions about the critical program factors which seemed to aid
or to hinder learning transfer.
1.

Perhaps the most significant program element whic h hindered
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learning transfer was

the conflicting goals, objectives,
and cross-

cultural purposes of various agencies within
which intern-volunteers
worked.

The socio-political objectives and the
implementation guide-

lines which governed the Teacher Corps and
the Peace Corps were substan-

tially different.

Although each was geared to address problems
of

poverty and human misery. Teacher Corps required
that interns and local
school districts participate in institutional
innovation and reform

while Peace Corps required that volunteers accept and
fit into host
country society and institutions with the hope that the
Peace Corps
volunteers would acquire a better personal understanding of
different

peoples and that their presence might change some individual's
attitudes about America's goodwill.

The Teacher Corps aimed at institu-

tional reform; the Peace Corps aimed at individual, attitudinal change.

Teacher Corps policy and guidelines embodied a theory of domestic
poverty based on individual and institutional nonresponsiveness to
racism, equal opportunity, and unequal distribution of wealth.

Peace

Corps policy and guidelines responded to a theory of Third World poverty based on insufficient resources, economic industrialization, and

technological know-how.
While reconciling these discrepancies of purpose would have

been difficult for participants at any time, by 1971 identifying with

either set of goals and guidelines or the social theories on which they
were based had become even more difficult.

The distance between rich

and poor had increased rather than decreased during the lives of these

programs both in the U.S.

between the U.S. and the Third World, and

within most developing countries.

^

The recipients of both programs--
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U.S. minority groups and Third World
countries-had lost patience with

the cosmetic effects of U.S.
government programs that merely masked

continued social, economic, and political
injustices or that sustained
official policies of interference,
exploitation, and imperialism.

The

Viet Nam war and official suppression
of internal racial and social

dissent had helped kill the vision of hope
for solving world-wide poverty and had caused both Teacher Corps
and Peace Corps to retreat into

very "low-risk" policy positions.
The inconsistency of stated goals between
Teacher Corps and

Peace Corps and the inconsistencies between
stated program purpose and

intern-volunteer realities in Salinas and Malaysia made
it extremely
difficult to translate program goals into action or
to transfer purpose
and expected cross-cultural outcomes of their teaching
from Salinas to

Malaysia.

Although some intern-volunteers ignored this issue and con-

cerned themselves with techniques and individual behaviors, most
found

these differences among goals, expected outcomes, and community- j ob

realities troubling throughout the program.

It is also

clear that some

left the program because they could not intellectually reconcile such

disparities
2.

A corollary hindering factor in the program for effective

transfer was the lack of planning, participation, and coordination among
the agencies involved.

This was particularly true in the organization

of Teacher Corps training and in bridging the program with the Peace
Corps/Malaysia.

Had this been done, some of the contextual program

differences might have been identified and program procedures and ex-

pectations modified to ameliorate the transfer difficulties for indivi-
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dual intern-volunteers
3.

The lack of a consistent theory for
the causes of social-

cultural problems resulted in an overabundance
of undirected "doing”

with a paucity of consolidation, analysis,
and planning for the interns
Knowledge of the social, economic, historial,
and cultural factors in-

fluencing contextual problems and an analysis
of the logical consequences and implications of alternative strategies
for problem-solution
was only sporadically interjected in the
Teacher Corps program.

This

failure to draw intellectual connections between
theory and practice in
a systematic fashion weakened the program's
impact in Salinas and ham-

pered the transition of both theory and practice from Salinas
to Malaysia.

The intellectual component of the program--the why-we-are-doing

what -we- are -doing- -was too often lost in the individual struggles
of

everyday survival and in the rush of competing interests.

The meaning-

fulness of the learning (generalizing insights, changing cognitive

structure, realizing consequences for future learning) for the interns
was only weakly recognized by most at the end of Teacher Corps and

generally not consolidated until after experience in Malaysia had befun.
4.

As has been pointed out previously, some learning trans-

ferred more easily because both situations required similar behaviors,
skills, and performances from the participants both in and outside the

classroom.

Certainly the increased confidence, personal maturity, and

social support which the Teacher Corps year provided enhanced the ease

of cultural and job transition.

For most, greater cultural sensitivity
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and awareness, increased caution in making
quick judgments about new

people and situations, and augmented ability
to act independently also

m

occurred

Salinas and helped adjustment to Malaysia.

However, the evi

dence appears to indicate that neither similarity
of context nor personal growth wholly accounts for the degree or
direction of learning

transfer in cross-cultural teaching effectiveness.
5.

The program element which seemed to have most
positive im-

pact on transfer was the Master's program and projects.

For some the

M.A. was an incentive to continue to struggle with
the practical and

conceptual frustrations of teaching in Malaysia.

For most the M.A. pro-

cess provided an instrument for being engaged analyzers of their
cultural context, for providing meaningfulness to past experience, and
for

impacting on their environment in a systemic way.

Had the M.A. pro-

gram been lacking, one can suppose that some of the participants would
not have remained in Malaysia.
In terms of various learning transfer theories presented ear-

lier in this study, similarity of responses required from environment

elements; ability to generalize principles or rules from one environment and use them in another; and the ability of the learner to see,

comprehend, and benefit from common factors in different situations-all seem to assist in understanding learning transfer for cross-cultural

teaching.

However, the process is not mechanistic and appears to re-

quire, more than anything else, the development of a "world view" which

makes connections between social teaching problems and personal philo-

sophy and actions.

Adjustment of needed teaching and communication tech

niques and skills seems to follow therefrom.
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III.

Implications for Cross-Cultural Teacher
Preparation and "Third Culture" Training

The uniqueness of the TC/PC program
examined in this study
is apparent.

Few teacher educators are likely to
design preparation

programs to meet the conditions described in
this case.

For this rea-

son, and because much of the data and
evidence used were gained from

participant-observation, drawing conclusions for all
cross-cultural
teacher preparation programs is a hazardous venture.

However, learn-

ings from various elements of this case certainly
provide insight into

crucial areas of cross-cultural teacher preparation
and transfer.

More-

over, establishing the social impact of future
cross-cultural teaching

and problem solving will help set the context for
generalizations drawn
from this study.
As most of us know somewhere in our consciousness, we live
in
an increasingly dangerous and threatening world.

Our world is over-

whelmingly non-white and poor and will be increasingly so in the years
ahead.

Fewer and fewer teachers will be able to teach in or about com-

munities which are culturally, racially, or economically homogeneous.
Nor will the world remain safe and static.
We are entering a period in which rapid population growth,
the presence of obliterative weapons, and dwindling resources
will bring international tensions to dangerous levels for an
extended period.
Indeed, there seems no reason for these levels
of danger to subside unless population equilibrium is achieved
and some rough measure to equity reached in the distribution of
wealth among nations, either by great increases in the output
of the underdeveloped world or by a massive redistribution of
wealth from the richer to the poorer lands.

Finite resources and ecological constraints will undoubtedly prevent

more for the poor while the wealthy keep what they have.
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Both domestic and international
cross-cultural problems have

already been cast into a hostile
racial debate between white
and nonwhite in terms of racism, economic
exploitation, unequal distribution
of we lath violation of individual
and human rights.
Indeed, our fu,

ture cross-cultural problems can
neither be understood nor resolved
at
the level of communication, empathy,
or assimilation.
Dangers to human

survival by ecocide or nuclear holocaust
loom menacingly behind cultural confrontation.

These are complex problems and the
cross-cultural

teacher of the future must bring an understanding
of these issues to the
classroom and community if constructive
cross-cultural interaction is
to occur either at home or abroad.

perpetuate hopelessness.
tried to respond to it.

Otherwise, we prepare teachers to

The TC/PC teachers felt this tension and
What are the lessons which their experience

gives to others?
1.

A training emphasis on sequential learning and
proper be-

havioral responses of the learner with appropriate skills
and techniques
to teaching and cultural stimuli probably narrows the
future teacher's

focus to refining individual classroom and community interactions.

Such

an approach makes him/her more rigid in relating and responding
to new

culture situations where systemic change is demanded.

With this type

of preparation, the tendency seems to be a teacher who is less political, less understanding, and less responsive to needs and demands of

culturally different students and communities.
2.

Teacher preparation programs that attempt to produce a

teacher who can only empathize, care, and share feelings freely while

creating an "open," stimulating, freeing environment for children to
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learn in will likely produce a teacher who
has difficulty with complex

institutional and community conflicts.

Cross-cultural teacher preparation does not have
to be

3.

geared to a specific cultural group.
and practice

m

However, a combination of theory

cross-cultural settings in the school and community
as

part of preparation are essential.

Language and understandings of

(culture-specific) behaviors must be learned anew with each
culture.
But, general sensitivity to and understanding of
social, educational,

economic, and political problems can be transferred.
4.

Cross-cultural teacher preparation theory and purpose

should govern the organization and expectations set for the practical
component.
ers

,

In order to develop a "world view" among prospective teach-

program instruction must provide knowledge, insights, and analysis

of pressing cross-cultural problems in all arenas of the society's
life and connect this analysis to implications for public policy govern-

ing schools, for pedagogical decisions and behaviors of teachers, and
for learning theories and expectations applied to students.

In addi-

tion, the program should involve the prospective teacher in reflection

and experience with social problem-solving and institutional reform

through cross-cultural interactions in the school and community.

Cross-

cultural teachers should understand how to take effective and acceptable

political action to influence social and educational priorities that
affect the cross-cultural setting and should be challenged to articulate
and defend alternative priorities and strategies for social problem-

solving, connecting them to logical consequences if implemented.
5.

i

The practical, experiential component of preparation should
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include both classroom and community experience.

The experience should

be organized around efforts to solve
on-going school and community prob-

lems both in and out of the classroom.

The teacher preparation program

should clearly state its concerns, expectations,
and goals and should

closely involve itself with individuals and agencies
of the school and
community.

These persons should be directly connected to planning,
im-

plementation, and evaluation functions of the preparation
program and
should represent the cross-cultural issues which the program
seeks to
address.

Experiential preparation should include training in classroom

and communication skills and techniques with constant efforts to
relate

these activities to cross-cultural goals, purposes, and expected outcomes

.

6.

"Third Culture" training can probably be effective in pre-

paring cross-cultural teachers provided the above conditions are met.
Essential in the success of "third culture" training is an on-going

institutional and program relationship between school -community agencies
and the teacher preparation program.

Also, unplanned and unanalyzed

personal experience can result in destructive, non-transferable learning.

"Learning how to learn" seems to require information about the

cross-cultural environment as well as an analysis of this information
to understand causal relationships which cannot be gained only through

sharing experience or feelings.

IV.

Recommendations for Programming and Research

Leaving the field of educational debate to educators is
exactly the same as leaving the debate of national security
to Pentagon officials, or leaving the debate over marijuana
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laws to police officials.
The results in all instances are
disastrous.
Even more tragic is that the evaluation
of the
programs that rise out of such limited discussions
places
the onus of program failure on persons
excluded from the interchanges and thus the programs which follow
a set of failures
are even more indefensible than the ones they
replaced.
In

Malaysia the project was discontinued.

The UCSC and Salinas

school district collaborated for two more years on
a bilingual cross-

cultural teacher preparation program, funded by Teacher
Corps.

The

project participants, including UCSC staff; intern-volunteers;
Malaysian Ministry of Education officials; and Salinas teachers,
administrators, and community groups, felt that the project should have
been con-

tinued with improvements and modifications.
the following recommendations;

(1)

These modifications included

include a shorter pre-service program

in the United States, an in-service in Peace Corps, and a final in-

service cross-cultural teaching component after return to the United
States as part of the M. A. program;

(2)

attempt to align the cultural

specifics of the domestic and overseas portion of the program, e.g.,

Salinas-Latin America, a school district (s) with large Asian- American
population- -Malaysia, Micronesia, Philippines, etc.;

(3)

organize the

program more specifically for development of a "world view" of crosscultural problems and solutions among participants and participant
agencies; and

(4)

involve and connect persons from various cultures and

communities in different program phases.
The importance of teachers with a "world view" who understand
global, cross-cultural problems and who can apply strategies for change
to their individual teaching and cultural settings is essential for

shaping a quality life for the future.

This program appears to have
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partially accomplished that goal.

Other university teacher educators

must make a concerted effort to tie their
teacher preparation programs
to multi-cultural settings in the United
States and abroad whenever

possible.

Also, teacher preparation programs and
institutions should

make a prolonged commitment to be involved with
cross-cultural teaching

problems and individuals in the schools over a number
of years.
As for research, more participant and recipient
research is

needed.

This study has pointed out some questions and directions
for

future research on cross-cultural teaching and preparation.

Some of

these unanswered questions are:
1

What are the effects of technical training and competencybased pedagogy on social problem solving and cross-cultural
interaction?

.

2.

What are the characteristics and elements of a "learning"
experience for the individual and the socio-cultural context?

3.

What are the learning outcomes of "humanistic" teaching in
terms of knowledge students gain about cross-cultural problems?

4.

To what extent are appropriate behavioral responses to
specific cultural cues dependent on systemic knowledge and

analysis?
5.

What roles in cross-cultural and institutional change do
teacher graduates of different types of preparation programs assume in local schools and communities?

6.

What are the sensitive institutional goals, expectations,
and policies which hinder or impede cross-cultural interaction, understanding, and change:

Over ten years ago, then Senator Fulbright stated that:
the stakes are high indeed: they include not only America’s
continued greatness but nothing less than the survival of the
human race in an era when, for the first time in human history,
a living generation has the power of veto over the survival of
the next.^
.

.

.
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The stakes have not dropped.

Indeed, the necessity of cross-

cultural cooperation and interaction in
solving problems which threaten
our common human survival has increased.
Schools and teachers can and
must lead the way in bringing cross-cultural
interaction and knowledge
to bear in averting future disaster
and providing a better quality life

for all.
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appendices
Background on Methodology
and Data Sources

This study was designed and organized
during the first.

Teacher Corps year of the project.

A number of specific methods on

collecting data which would bear directly on the
questions of this
study were designed and administered while the
participants were in
Malaysia.

In addition, numerous research and documentary
sources

from within the project and from related research and
experience were
used.

Below is explained only the project-based sources and methods

of data collection.
!•

Direct experience

.

During the Teacher Corps year the

author was the Associate Director of the project.

He met regularly

with two school teams for planning, reflection and analysis; he ob-

served interns' teaching on a daily basis; he planned and taught some

of the training seminars; he worked with community organizations.

Classroom observations were recorded and shared with interns.

The

author also wrote evaluations for interns on growth and progress after

suggestions were discussed with the intern, team leader, and community
coordinator.

Further, the author designed the MA degree during the

first year and negotiated its approval with the University and the

Malaysian Ministry.

He was the project liaison with Peace Corps pro-

grammers in Malaysia and Washington, D.C.

During the Peace Corps years, the author was the Director of
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the MA portion of the project at USCS.

He was in regular correspon-

dence with 1C/PC interns and made three visits of
two months each
to the country for conducting seminars, planning
with staff, and

visiting volunteer work sites.
U.S.

He obtained research material in the

for volunteer projects, read and revised project drafts,
and saw

to the approval of final copies.
a

While in Malaysia the author kept

journal of impressions and learnings.

Project documents

2.

.

Throughout this study references are

made to project materials which were referred to in organizing the

description and analysis.

Included were proposals, newsletters,

intern/volunteer papers, memos, and correspondence.

The author ex-

changed letters with thirteen of the sixteen volunteers on approxi-

mately a monthly basis while they were in Malaysia.
Questionnaires

3.

Three questionnaires were administered

.

during the program--two in Teacher Corps and one in Peace Corps.

In

the Teacher Corps an Intern Teaching Competency Evaluation instrument
was designed and administered in February,

1972 and in May, 1972.

Interns, team leaders, and staff supervisor completed the evaluation

of each intern's progress.

Fourteen competency areas were included in

the evaluation.

They were:

environment;

affective concerns;

(2)

nosing student needs;
for change;

resources;
(11)

(7)
(9)

(5)

(1)

considering the school and community
(3)

setting objectives;

identification of resources;

management of learning strategies;

(8)

(6)

(4)

diag-

strategies

utilization of

teaching skills; (10) designing the physical environment

evaluating the learning;

community involvement;

(14)

(12)

individual learning contracts;

subject area knowledge.

(13)

This assessment
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instrument was not designed specifically for
this study, but individual
results were utilized in the analysis of
Teacher Corps.
The second evaluation instrument administered
in Teacher Corps
was the end-of-project survey on project
objectives accomplishment.

This survey was completed by 30 interns, 6
team leaders,
staff, and 10 school personnel in May, 1972.

5

project

Sample items and data

from this survey are contained in Appendix A.

While volunteers were in Malaysia, a questionnaire on learning

transfer and the MA program was administered to 13 volunteers
by the
author in August, 1973.

In addition, these same volunteers wrote

essay responses to the question, "How would you improve training in
the TC/PC?" at the same time.

Corps and transfer analysis.

dix

These responses were used in the Peace
The questionnaire is contained in Appen-

B.

4.

Interviews

.

In December,

1972, and again in August, 1973,

the author conducted personal, open-ended interviews with 12 of the

intern-volunteers

.

These interviews were taped with volunteers aware

that information gained would be included in this study.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE DATA FROM TEACHER CORPS EVALUATION
SURVEY
At the beginning of Teacher Corps in July,

1971, project

staff, team leaders, interns, and school
personnel identified goals

and listed 139 project objectives for the year.

year, 30 interns, 6 team leaders,

At the end of the

project staff, and 10 school

5

personnel (N=51) evaluated the degree to which these
objectives had
been accomplished, wether the objectives were still
important, and
which group in the project had contributed most to the outcome.
Since the entire survey is too lengthy to reproduce here in its

entirety, results on sample objectives which illustrate component

training areas of this study are presented after giving averages
across all goals.

I

Average across all goals

Team leaders
and staff
(N=21)
a)

(N=30)

Was the goal accomplished for your group?

largely or entirely
partially or somewhat
hardly or not at all
c)

Interns

24%
47%
29%

30%
44%
26%

Compared to last June, how important or how necessary do you
feel accomplishment of this goal is?

more important
about as important
less important

40%
54%
6%

69%
27%
4%

Average across all goals

Team leaders
and staff
(N=2 1)
d)

Interns
“(N=30)

Whatever the outcome on this goal, to what principal source
do you attribute this outcome?

team leader
interns
the university staff
other personnel in school
other personnel in district

25%
40%
20%
11%
4%

(s)

24'

46'

17
10
3

Individual objectives in the area of Teaching Skills were:
a)

To provide the experience required for a standard teaching
credential

Accomplished
largely or entirely
somewhat

66%
34%

not at all

0%

Importance
more important
the same
less important

50%
50%
0%

II.
a)

not at all

Importance
more important
same
less
b)

95%
5%
0%

Pedagogical Skills and Concepts

To create autonomous learning.

Accomplished
largely
somewhat

68%
32%
0%

Staff

Interns

11%
56%
38%

0%
58%
42%

56%
33%
11%

50%
50%
0%

To involve students in decision--making

Accomplished
largely
somewhat
not at all

0%

78%
22%

Importance
more
same

44%
44%

less

12%

47%
21%
32%

66%
28%
6%
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Staff
c)

Interns

To use enquiry methods.

Accomplished
entirely
somewhat
not at all

Importance
more
same
less

22%
50%
28%

79
21

o\°

0

o\°

28%
72%
0%

84
16
0

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

To use the teaching methods for bilingual
students.
Accomplished:
d)

entirely
somewhat
not at all

Importance
more
same
less

III.
a)

17%
35%
48%

75%
25%
0%

56%
38%
6%

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

Cross-Cultural Communication and Adjustment

To reduce the Chicano drop out.

Accomplished
entirely
somewhat
not at all

Importance
more
same
less
b)

25%
38%
37%

0%
40%
60%

21%
36%
43%

60%
40%
0%

80%
20%
0%

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

To gain respect of minority communities.

Accomplished
entirely
somewhat
not at all

Importance
more
same
less

62%
25%
13%

0%
31%
69%

50%
50%
0%

40%
40%
20%

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°

o\°
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Staff
c)

To develop sensitivity to cultural differences
and similarities.

Accomplished
entirely
somewhat
not at all
Importance
more
same
less

IV.

a)

38%
50%
12%

61%

62%
38%
0%

76%
24%
0%

34%
5%

Institutional and Social Expectations
of Teachers

To develop methods for greater community involvement by teachers

Accomplished:
entirely
somewhat
not at all
Importance
more
same
less
b)

Interns

10%
30%
60%

56%
38%
6%

60%
40%
0%

81%
12%
7%

To involve the rest of the school in change.

Accomplished
entirely
somewhat
not at all

Importance
more
same
less

0%
57%
43%

59%
41%

57%
14%
29%

94%
0%
6%

0%
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APPENDIX

B

VOLUNTEER QUESTIONNAIRE --ADMINISTERED AUGUST, 1973
One of the basic premises of the TC/PC concept is that
teaching skills,
cultural awareness, and personal growth would transfer from
the
domestic to the overseas situation.

Although your Teacher Corps year has undoubtedly faded into the dim
past, this questionnaire is intended to specify areas of
transference
and interference with greater precision than has been available
in
the past.
In Section I, please mark each category listed along the following
dimensions. My experience in Salina s has been (1) very helpful in
(2)~ somewhat helpful i n Malaysia;
Malaysia
had no effect or did
f 3^)
not apply
(4) somewhat interfered in M alaysia; (5) great interference
in Malaysia
;

;

.

Even if the direct relationship is difficult to grasp from direct
memory, don't hesitate to base your responses on your feelings.
In Section II, please try to answer all questions as completely as
possible.
Elaboration of your views can be discussed individually
after the questionnaire has been completed.

I

.

A.

Areas of Transference and Interference
Job Categories
-

-

subject matter understanding
materials preparation
lesson planning
student diagnosis
teaching skills--class presentation
student evaluation and testing
instilling student motivation
encouraging student participation
accepting teacher administrative duties
understanding teacher's role vis-a-vis students, colleagues,
administrators, parents
viewing the teacher as an agent of change.
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•

Cultural Awareness
-

-

-

c

-

Personal Adjustment and Problem-Solving
-

-

-

D.

II.

understanding importance of cultural influences
on students
awareness of cultural values transmitted by
the school system
participation in community and school affairs
involving parents in the education of their
children
personal adaptation to cultural differences
willingness to withhold judgment of cultural
differences
importance of language in the teaching process
tolerance of irritating, specific behaviors related
to cultural
practices

self-confidence as a teacher
ability to think and act independently
acting on frustration in a constructive manner
willingness to gather information in order to solve problems
openness to and initiative in entering new experiences and
situations
development of personal goals and "life" philosophy
desire to learn from experience
ability to direct your own learning.

Additional categories not listed which you feel are of particular
importance.

Mind-Twisters

A.

Which aspects of the Teacher Corps experience have been most
beneficial to your training and Volunteer service in Malaysia?

B.

Which aspects of the Teacher Corps experience have been most
detrimental to your training and Volunteer service in Malaysia?
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C.

What effect has the Masters degree project had
on your effectiveness as a PVC?

D.

Were/Are you different from the regularly recruited Peace Corps
Trainee and Volunteer as a result of Teacher Corps? If so, how?

